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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Government Needs
business Skills
Business managers always operate in the real world. If we make
a wrong forecast , underestimate our costs or overextend our
resources, we must live with the results. Profits may fall, payrolls
may be trimmed, dividends may be cut, and —if the decline in
revenues is substantial— drastic measures may be initiated to
placate stockholder dissatisfaction. In other words, business
management is under const ant pressure to operate efficiently, at
least cost and maximum profit.
Not so Government, which operates under no such restraint;
its financial survival is based, not on consumer preference, but
on compulsory taxes. That does not mean, however, that the
management expert ise of business is not required. If anything,
the need for fiscal control is even greater.
O n e a r ea o f c o nt r o l ha s t o d o wi t h t he v ot in g of

appropriations. Here t he businessman can actively part icipat e by
gett ing involved polit ically and speaking out on unwarrant ed
expendit ures. Once t he appropriat ions are passed, however,
there is yet anot her area where business acumen can make a
solid contribution —the actual bureaucratic operation of the
Government itself. Here, an independent study of waste and
inefficiency, financed and conduct ed by an all- businessmen's
group, can produce amazing results. On t he stat e level, t welve
such studies have been completed and have resulted
in annual cumulat ive savings of more than $360 million.
Such a study is now under way in my home state of
Pennsylvania with estimated potential savings ranging from $150
to $200 million a year. The applicat ion of sound business
principles to the operation of Government agencies is sorely
needed everywhere. If such a study is projected in your area,
plan now t o play an act ive role. You can hardly afford not to.

I

IIA21*�,

J. G. UNDERWOOD
PRESIDENT, 1971 -72
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Both sides of the
current Wage -Price
controversy are
represented by this
month's cover: wage
earners stand in line
to cash their pay
checks and a food
market checkout
where a good part of
that cash must
eventually go.
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PRESERVING THE CAPABILITY FOR ACCOUNTING CHANGE
By Dudley E. Browne
The Chairman of the R &D Subcommittee for NAA's Management
Accounting Practices Committee reviews the accounting profession's
gP
tendency to maintain the "status quo" in an age characterized by sweeping
changes.
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By Jerry S. DeRieux
The news media offer much information relative to this matter but,
seemingly, only in bits and pieces. This article is an attempt to summarize briefly the many considerations of the problems.
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By John M. Skertich and William C. Hickerson
An organized procedure for storing and /or microfilming company documents is described, which provides ready access to and control over the
documents from initial filing to final destruction.
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By Robert P. Lowell
Although each state has its own usury law, and although no two usury
laws are completely alike, the management accountant will find enough
facts about usury in this article to help him identify legal problems in any
state.
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REPORTING PROFIT EXPECTATIONS
By Morton Backer
A review of the problems connected with the dissemination to
investors of anticipated earnings information. This article is based
in part on the author's research study which he made for NAA.
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CAUSES THAT UNDERLIE CHANGES IN CORPORATE EARNINGS
by William F. Crum
The author has analyzed the letters which prefaced the annual reports
of 164 leading corporations. He reviewed these letters, written by
the presidents and /or the chairmen of the boards, and spotlighted the reasons they
gave for the success or failure of their firms to show a profit.
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Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Welcome Aboard
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING has served an important educational need in keeping accounting students informed on current
thinking in their chosen field. The articles are not only timely
but also illustrative of what accounting is all about. Our students
find In MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING a wealth of material which
they can apply to problem solving in their regular courses and
which will be useful to them in their careers as Accountants.
Many of them have even expressed an interest in starting a
personal reference library.
Attached is a list of 28 interested students who wish to
subscribe to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. A check for $140 to
cover the cost of student subscriptions is also enclosed. I am
sure that many of these fine young people will become active
and worthy members of NAA when they graduate.
Ephraim D. Dworetsky
Associate Professor of Accounting
Long Island University
The Brooklyn Center
School of Business Administration
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Relief for Hard - Working Editors
A review of the last four or five issues Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING indicates the enormous scope of subject (natter
with which the editors are currently endeavoring to cope. In
addition to presenting a "new look" to achieve better readability, a livelier presentation of the material, and in the final
analysis, a better magazine, the editors and their Review Committee are required to read and evaluate over 1,100 articles
annually and select the best of these for eventual publication.
Can this task be reduced and the hard - working editors given
some relief in their screening efforts? Recommendations for
accomplishing this, at least in part, are suggested below.
One has only to scan the table of contents of recent issues
Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING to be appalled at the vast spectrum of subject matter to which the Review Committee must
give editorial consideration. Very few if any aspects of Financial,
Managerial, and Cost Accounting appear excluded. In addition,
many Manageinent- Science type articles (with heavy emphasis
on Mathematics and Statistics), Defense Contract Accounting,
Information Systems topics, and Institutional, Municipal, and
International Accounting articles are also included.
The writer recommends that future editorials in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING sound out reader and writer interest in a
separation of this publication into two journals, based on subject
matter. Logical criteria for such a separation might call for
the publication of all "Financial Accounting" or subjects
oriented to external reporting in one journal and all internally oriented (Managerial Accounting) topics in another. Accounting
articles with an EDP orientation (night, in time, comprise still
a third split -off if the NAA so desires.
A second recoin mend ation for consideration is that the
present Review Committee be relieved of at least a part of
its staggering burden in editorial review and publication by
the establishment of a separate committee for one of the two
journals recommended above. If financing becomes a problem,
8

a separate subscription fee for each journal might merit consideration.
Although it is difficult to visualize "a livelier presentation,"
than what MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING has printed this year, an
additional journal would give more of last year's writers of
manuscripts a greater opportunity to see their hard work in
print. It might also add a few years to the life span of the
present editors. (Amen. Ed.)
Albert P. Ameiss
Associate Professor
of Accounting
University of Missouri
St. Louis, Mo.

A Challenge to NAA:
Take on an International Flavor
Accounting is concerned with information — relevant information. As economic factors of a country change, information
relevant for decision - making purposes may also change. It is
this factor that accounts for the increased attention being placed
on foreign accounting systems, rather than being the result of
more complex exchange rate computations or increased governmental restrictions on foreign subsidiaries.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, in the past, has focused some
of its article content on the area of internal accounting practices— supplying management with relevant information. To
foster this objective and to augment the "give and take" of
accounting knowledge, I would like to propose that MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING enlarge its already excellent coverage of
managerial accounting to include more internationally oriented
articles. This could be accomplished by either publishing one
foreign issue annually or by the creation of an international
accounting section in each issue.
Exchanging accounting ideas has been the basis upon which
NAA has existed since 1919. Also, one could argue that the
accounting profession originated outside the boundaries of the
United States and has always been influenced by international
factors. Therefore, I believe it is time that the Association and
its publication take on an international flavor.
Henry R. Anderson
Assistant Professor of Accountancy
Northern Illinois University
Dekalb, Ill.

A Challenge to NAA:
Uniformity in Forms
It does not take a forms or systems expert to conclude that
a savings in paperwork has greater cost savings potential than
factory productivity improvement. As accountants, we process
a multitude of forms with various shapes and sizes, many of
which accomplish the same end. It would seem practical and
economical if there were some significant degree of standardization for either computer or manual purposes. Also, a
significant contribution toward this end could be made by state
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1972

HowIBM
adds to the value of
your data processing
investment.
2.Workinfi with you.
Perhaps the most fundamental of all IBM principles is that of active
involvement with our customers. Because data processing can become
part of the life blood of any organization, it is essential that IBM and
the customer organization interchange knowledge and experience
concerning projects on which they work together.
To this end, IBM assigns a marketing representative to your account who has wide familiarity, through both technological training
and practical experience, with the uses of data processing in business.
Working closely with your people, he is thus well qualified to make a
comprehensive study of goals, methods and procedures as they relate
to possible data - processing applications. Only when such a study is
completed is a definitive recommendation made to you.
Clearly, it is in our interest as well as yours that any proposal be
realistically conceived, thoroughly analyzed and soundly implemented. IBM has the experience to make such a detailed, responsible proposal.
Working with you is just one aspect of IBM's commitment to its
customers. We believe that data processing pays off for us only when
it pays off for you. And we never forget that computers are a means
to an end and not an end in themselves.
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and local governments in the area of tax reports —sales and use
taxes, unemployment taxes and income taxes. Private industry
could make their contribution toward greater uniformity in
many areas such as invoices and purchase orders. As independent
as we like to think we are, there is a high degree of interdependence in industry and state and local governments for future
paperwork cost reductions. Let's communicate and work toward
a bilateral forms system.
I would like to issue a challenge to the National Association
of Accountants to play a greater role in the standardization
of forms, and to the individual to become more actively aware
of, and involved in, the design and purpose of the many different forms that he needs and uses.
Lawrence J. Oberg
Treasurer
American Shoe Machinery Corp.
Wakefield, Mass.
The Fulfillment of a Social Obligation
The article "Air Pollution: A Case Study" by Alvah W. Bearse
In the September, 1971, Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
offered an in -depth study of two solutions to a critical social
problem. Mr. Bearse covers all aspects of instituting an air
pollution control system for a specific corporation, including
the effect it will have on prices in the future. He makes it
clear that whatever the disadvantages of either system are they
far outweigh the alternative —going out of business.
The effect on future prices of the products of the company
due to the high initial installation costs and operating costs
for pollution control equipment cannot be hidden behind a
corporate veil of indignation at having to install such a system.
Mr. Bearse straightforwardly admits that higher prices must
result even at the expense of a loss of competitive position.
In short, higher prices will generally be offset by the fulfillment
of a social obligation.
My congratulations to Mr. Bearse for his analysis of an
extremely relevant problem.
Bernard J. Van Haute
Villanova University
Media, Pa.

Human Resources:
Most Valuable Assets
The concept of valuing human resources, as described in the
article "People Are Capital Investments at R. G. Barry Corporation" (November, 1971), is an exciting innovation. The
R. G. Barry Corporation should be commended for its efforts
in this field —and its willingness to share its findings with the
accounting profession. A system of accounting for human resources is long past due.
There is no question that in the past two years the economic
recession in this country has placed a great burden on American
Industry. As a result, one of the first steps taken was an employee purge. By not employing an "Accounting for Human
Resources" system in their personnel cut - backs, many companies
are going to suffer in performance and profits in the years to
come.
On the other hand, there are tendencies for industry to build
a surplus work force during "good times" with duplication of
responsibilities, as well as unnecessary paper work. Human
resources accounting properly applied can be a useful tool in
preventing these unnecessary employee build -ups. A cardinal
10

rule for industry should be if a job or person is an asset during
good times, he should also be an asset during bad times. Conversely, if a job or person is a liability during bad times, he
is certainly a liability during good times. It is time for industry
to realize that its most valuable asset is people.
Michael B. Cook
Western Carolinas Chapter
Greenville, S. C.

Human Resources:
Not Assets At All
Mr. H. C. Eggers' article (November, 1971) is shot through
with heroic assumptions confidently asserted but lacking rigorous support.
For example, the explicit assumption that an evaluation of
"human assets" could be limited to the "top three or four levels
of management" without impairing its usefulness flies in the
face of a wide range of evidence. Data from the Hawthorne
studies of the early 30's to current interpretations of Japanese
economic power suggests that the attitudes, the loyalty, and
the technical competence of personnel at lowest levels are
powerful influences on corporate health.
Also, the implicit assumption that people, particularly at
supervisory levels, are balance sheet items, is misleading. By
and large the human element is held to the employer by contractual agreements of a most fragile nature. They are rarely
committed to documentary form, except where collective bargaining is involved. In a literary sense, personnel may be the
most important asset an organization has, but in an accounting
or legal sense they are not assets at all. One company's key
people today may be employed by its competitor tomorrow.
Finally, the subjectivity of Mr. Eggers' plan deserves to be
underscored. There seems to be a powerful and inverse relationship between the value of information and its "knowability." For instance, history is more certain but less useful than
knowledge of the future. If we endorse a subjective estimation
of human value, we must expect that subsequent events will
show our judgment to be imperfect at best. More important,
we can expect that our mistakes will persist much longer than
our brilliant insights in the memory of the information consumer. The operation of such a mechanism will then tend to
damage our credibility, although we respect the assumption
that accountants should move toward the production of information which is more useful. We must recognize that as a
profession we enter treacherous terrain when we do.
We must be particularly careful that "evaluations of human
assets" are not treated as if they were carved in stone and
handed down from On High.
Fred E. Kickertz
Student
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn.

Accounting Trends in the
Republic of South Africa
I have been fortunate enough in the past two years to spend
several months in South Africa conducting courses for the
University of South Africa. Since these courses were designed
Continued on page 22
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GENERAL LEDGER SERVICE
ADP's General Ledger Service is the most comprehensive
financial reporting system available today. Among other
things, it insures prompt availability of financial reports; fast
turn - around time; elimination of overtime; alphabetic journal
entries for clear audit trail; computer speed and accuracy;
no investment in equipment; variable cost based on actual
work done; complete confidentiality; flexibility to
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......... ...............................
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Con gre s s and AP B Di sagre e on Accou n t i n g for T a x Cr e d i t
Contrary to an Accounting Principles Board draft opinion, Congress has voted to allow businessmen
to use their own discretion in accounting for the 7% investment tax credit embodied in the Revenue
Act of 1971. The APB had circulated a proposal that would require benefits from the investment
credit be spread over the lives of the related assets — ruling out the "flow through" method. The
Congressional action requires consistency in the use of the accounting method selected, unless the
Treasury Department consents to a change. Frustrated in its efforts to develop a single uniform
method of accounting for the investment tax credit, the APB stated that it "unanimously deplores
congressional involvement in establishing accounting principles for financial reports to investors, which
largely has been the responsibility of the Securities & Exchange Commission and the accounting
profession. The APB further deplores congressional endorsement of alternative accounting methods,
especially since there has been strong demand by congressmen and others for the elimination of
alternative methods which confuse investors."
SEC Hints

of Shift on Earnings Forecasts
Although the Securities & Exchange Commission does not require, nor generally permit, earnings
projections in documents filed with it, Chairman William J. Casey recently suggested that it
migh t b e ti me for a chan ge. In an add ress before the Conference Board, he said, "I believe
the time has come when we should re- examine the question of the inclusion of projections,
forecasts and appraisals in our disclosure framework." He ad ded, "Afte r the re- examination
study which I referred to, I believe that predictions should be permitted initially rather than
required. But more work even in this speci fic area must be done before we reach definitive
conclusions."

Mor e Emp l oyee s Are Re t ir i n g Ea r l y, S a ys Con fer e n ce Boa r d
More employees are retiring before the age of 65 and companies are encouraging this trend
by liberalizing their benefits, according to a Conference Board surve y of the pension plans
of 641 U.S. manufacturing companies. In a typical year, the median survey company reports
that 10% of its retirements are early. The study found that 30% of the plans now have liberalized
early retirement benefits, against 16% ten years ago. A key finding: the early retirement pension
is increasingly becoming a "vested right," meaning employees meeting age and service requirements can retire when they wish and automatically claim their pensions.
F inancia l Man P icked t o Head General Motors
As the latest illustration of the corporate trend to pick financial executives for the top spot,
take a look at General Motors. The world's largest corporation named Richard C. Gerstenberg,
62, as chairman and chief executive officer. Mr. Gerstenberg rose through the financial ranks
to the office which is usually occupied by an engineer.
Unce rtai nty Damp ens Ex p an s ion P l an s , E con omi st Fr i ed man Sa ys
More than the wage -price freeze, uncertainty over the effect of these economic policies has
helped to reduce inflationary forces, Economist Milton Friedman told the New York State Society
of CPA's. He predicted that expansion would resume but that "The longer run danger is that
under cover of price and wage controls which conceals but does not reduce inflation, inflationary
pressure will build up from fiscal and monetary policy. If this occurs, then the prospect is
that the controls will collapse sometime in 1973, open inflation will resume, and we shall have
to face the alternatives of producing a severe recession to halt inflation, permitting inflation
to proceed openly, or clamping on much more widespread and stringent controls."
Acc ou n t i n g Gr a d u a t e s In De m a n d , Says Coll ege P lace ment Cou n ci l
Male graduates in the accounting curriculum received the greatest number of offers in the
period 1971 -72, according to the latest College Placement Council survey. Although the volume
of offers increased over a similar period last year, there was a drop in the dollar value of the
offers.
12
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PRESERVING
THE CAPABILITY FOR
ACCOUNTING CHANGE
Should The Accounting Profession Be An Agent Of Change, A Catalyst Of Change,
An Adaptor To Change, Or A Resistor To Change?

"Present generally accepted accounting principles are the result of an evolutionary process
that can be expected to continue in the future.
Changes may occur at any level of generally
accepted accounting principles ... in response
to changes in economic and social conditions,
to new knowledge and technology, and to demands of users for more serviceable financial
information." '
The question to be answered then, is how have these
conventions been affected by recent changes in economic and business conditions?
It would appear that entity convention has been
strained by the emergence of conglomerates and concern over segmented reporting. The convention with
respect to period has been challenged by pooling of
interests, both where restatement of results for prior
periods are undertaken or where mergers occurring
shortly after the close of a fiscal year are recorded
as poolings of interests for the preceding year. This
concept has also been under pressure as a result of
enckanced concern over interim reporting. Finally,
with respect to the valuation convention, continued
inflation has lessened the utility of cost -based accounting. Thus we find that the three basic conventions in accounting are under stress because of changing business and economic conditions.

Dedication to the Status Quo
Accounting does not exist in a vacuum. Rather it
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1972
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An Instrument for Change
Perhaps the most apparent instrument for change
in accounting is the Accounting Principles Board of
'Statement 4 the Accounting Principles Board: Basic Concepts and Accounting
Principles Underlying Financial Statements Business Enterprises, AICPA, New
York, 1970, p. 101.
2 Henry M. Boettintfr. "Corporate Planning —Its Importance to the Company;'
paper delivered at the British Institute of Management Seminars, lane 1970.
of

Accounting, in a theoretical sense, contains three basic
conventions: entity convention, period convention,
and valuation convention. However, in the final analysis, accounting must reflect current social, political,
and economic beliefs as well. It follows that as these
beliefs change, accounting must change. A similar view
is expressed by the Accounting Principles Board in
its recently published Statement 4. Under the heading,
"Dynamic Nature of Financial Accounting," one reads:

is an integral part of our rapidly changing society, so
accounting must change if it is to retain its utility.
But the question to be answered is: "How responsive
will accounting be to change ?"
Henry Boettinger showed great insight when he said:
"Organizations typically exist to maintain status quo.
Yet business enterprise is the one institution of society
dedicated to the idea of change. It institutionalizes
change, a literal paradox." ' Comparability, uniformity
and standardization, what do these words mean in a
society of change? Do they mean stability, solidarity,
resistance to change, a dedication to the status quo?
Granted that comparability is a desirable objective,
how valuable will it be if it leads to obsolescence and
loss of utility? In our society where change is a way
of life, comparability should not be thought of as
uniform or standardized accounting, but as the capability of restating prior periods to achieve comparability for a given firm in event of change.
As for interfirm comparisons, our thrust has been
to lessen divergencies in accounting that are not justified by the facts, $o far our efforts have been directed
to the more or less obvious things, such as pension
costs, earnings per share, interperiod income tax accounting, acquisition, pooling versus purchase, and the
investment tax credit.'
Does our past experience encourage us to face such
issues as inventory pricing, depreciation, off balance
sheet assets, which involve natural resources and perhaps human resources, and price level accounting?
Nothing we have done to date leaves me sanguine
and assured as to our future capabilities to lessen
divergencies in these areas.

of

By Dudley E. Browne

' With respect to the investment tax credit, we never unified our methodology
before we were provided a simpler solution —we were saved by the repeal of the
credit.
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has recently
picked up a
financial
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the AICPA. I would commend the APB for its many
years of dedication and hard work in advancing the
field of accounting. At the same time, one must recognize the nature of the Board and the constraints under
which it operates.
Selection of the Board's membership, for example,
is determined by the AICPA executive council. Hopefully, those chosen are dedicated men desirous of
improving the profession and willing to do a difficult
job. But the executive council is certainly exposed to
candidates with an ax to grind. Anyone with strong,
preconceived views could not be unmindful of the
opportunity the APB provides to propound those
beliefs.
Although the composition of the Board is still limited to members of the AICPA, there appears to be
less interest in achieving a cross section from the
profession, academe, and business. If I am correct in
my understanding of what is now being done, the APB
is moving toward disciplines as opposed to categories
of employment. For example, the Board has recently
picked up a financial analyst. One of the members
has suggested that the next move may be to acquire
an economist, a lawyer, and —who knows ? —a behavioral
scientist or even a political scientist. This would appear
to be a healthy direction in that it would seem to
represent a systems approach to the Board's activities.
However, from my own experience, I would not say
that systems analysis is ideally suited for leadership
derived from consensus.
I have been told repeatedly by various members
of the Board that if progress is to be made (and this
could be translated to "lessening of divergencies ")
somebody must get hurt. The victim, alas, always turns
out to be business. We in business think of survival
as the primary objective. Now how can we square
progress that would be made at the expense of business
with the desire of business to remain viable? The two
are hardly compatible. There is another factor to
consider that is often overlooked. If the activities of
the APB create a Darwinian climate, "the survival of
the fittest," these same factors could also prevent new
enterprises from starting.
It is generally agreed that we should not create
handicaps and obstacles to the creation of new enterprises because this would tend to lessen competition. In other words, we cannot readily accept the
demise of a firm unless we have some assurance that
a new competitor can come into the market. This
delicate balance between retention of the unfit and
the limiting of competition is difficult to achieve.
Attempting to achieve it, we may frustrate legitimate
accounting progress and perpetuate the status quo.

Legislating from "On High."
Another issue we must consider is centralization
versus decentralization. All my years of business life
have been filled with attempts to conform to somebody else's opinion of what business is like. If I have
learned one thing it is that a statute, regulation, policy,
or procedure is no better than the drafters' understanding of the circumstances under which it would
be applied. Nothing I have experienced would support
a concept that change is aided, abetted, or nurtured
by centralization.
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In accounting matters, the APB, a highly centralized
body, seeks to legislate from on high. In so doing,
it is faced both internally and externally by forces in
favor of retaining the status quo. Whether those forces
represent fellow AICPA members, the Financial Executives Institute, the National Association of Accountants, the American Accounting Association or the
Federation of Financial Analysts, all seem guilty of
cherishing status quo over change.
So the question arises: How do we ask leaders to
disenfranchise their membership upon whom they are
dependent for support? The dilemma, it seems to me,
goes something like this: If the APB decides to lessen
divergencies, the members of this body must take the
lead and go charging off as though they were superior
people, the small minority that always brings about
progress. But then, at the crucial moment of decision,
they must suddenly turn to the members of all the
interested organizations for support —and where are
they?
But these are not the only obstacles to change. One
can also note the accountant's growing legal liability.
Because of accounting uncertainty, courts and juries
are affecting accounting principles and auditing standards. This will not lead to the most desirable formation of guidelines for financial reporting. Accounting
would suffer less if the outcome of litigation were more
predictable. But the inevitable result will be more
expenditures for accounting research and a greater
thrust for complete coverage and more detailed rules.
This, of course, is hardly the background to inculcate
change and progress in accounting.

Contradiction on Campus
When we turn our attention to the academicians,
what do we see on the campus? My experience with
academicians suggests that they are keenly interested
in maintaining the salability of their current textbooks.
They also have a strong desire to protect the viability
of their current courses. In both instances, professorial
self- interest translates into inertia and, hence, preservation of the status quo.
On the other hand, we see sweeping changes taking
place on campus when we observe the attitudes and
values of the students. It is dangerous to generalize
about these young men and women, but almost all
of the surveys and studies reveal that today's students
share a different view of society and themselves compared to past generations. There is disagreement about
the extent of this shift and even some question about
the implications it raises for the future, but the fact
of this changing mood on campus cannot be denied.
The question the new youth ethic poses for accounting is quite obvious. "Will our profession remain
attractive to talented young men and women or will
its appeal diminish ?" Forrest H. Kirkpatrick, Vice
President and Secretary of Wheeling- Pittsburgh Steel
Corporation, describes the student viewpoint of business in general, saying:
"There is ample evidence to indicate that some
college and university students look upon the
prospect of a career in business or industry with
very little enthusiasm. They seem to equate
corporate activity with sterility and boredom.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1972

We hear from some that personal challenge and
the opportunity to make a meaningful contribution are not readily available in the business
world. All in all, the gray flannel suit does not
seem to be as attractive or appealing as in other
" '

years.

Assuming that Kirkpatrick's interpretation of what
young people are thinking is correct —and I believe
the evidence is very much on his side— recent trends
in accounting will not strengthen the appeal of accounting as a rewarding career. Surely, the more we
do to make accounting a mechanical, by- the -book
system, the more boring and sterile it will become
as a profession. Young people will discover this and
look elsewhere for personal challenge and the opportunity to innovate and create.

Accounting for Taxes
Another disturbing question is how we should deal
with conflicts between book and tax accounting. The
APB has correctly sensed that proper accounting must
be determined on its merits and not be guided by
the vagaries of tax accounting. But this is more an
objective to be sought than a recognition of practical
reality. I doubt that business in our environment of
capital shortage can long survive a succession of APB
determinations that would record revenue prior to the
receipt of cash and defer the recognition of expenses
subsequent to cash expenditure.
Moreover, federal and state governments are eternally seeking new tax bases for added revenue. The
dangers of increased taxes should be apparent as accountants deal with noncost valuation bases such as
imputed interest, price level accounting, off balance
sheet values, and human resources. Perhaps in these
areas we must be more perceptive to the dangers of
increased taxes. In some situations we may be best
advised to move in parallel, deferring an accounting
change until we obtain a tax change.
While I am on the subject of taxes, I would like
to make one more observation. Many managers, with
a superficial knowledge of taxation, are not aware of
the distinction between tax avoidance and tax evasion.
The same problem, too often, occurs in accounting.
As LeRoy Layton, the most recent chairman of the
APB has noted: "If the more sophisticated operators,
their attorneys and accountants are successful in circumventing the new pooling of interest criteria, they
will in all probability be inviting a future opinion that
will embrace only the purchasing method. I believe
accounting progress requires more adherence by accountants to substance rather than to form."

Shareholders as a Group
Efforts to adapt to the changing conditions in society, or to the changing conditions of individual
clients, are under peculiar constraints in public accounting. In medicine and law, service to the individual client is the accepted rule. However, in public
accounting it is considered dirty to be responsive to
4

Forrest If. Kirkpatrick, "A New Challenge to Business," Dateline, November
1969, p. a.
s LeRoy Lay ton. "Recent Developm ents on the AeeDmItiog Principles Board;'
address before the Brooklyn Chapter of the National Association of Accountants,
December 1970 .
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the client. CPA's are supposed to look to the needs
of the user, the shareholder, the creditor, and the
government. When they do this— unlike the other
professions —they approach clients in toto and not
individually, and as a result they become relatively
immune to the rights of any particular segment. In
other words, they sacrifice the interests of the shareholders of GM, IBM, and ITT as t hey see k to do
the greatest good for the greatest number.
This diffusion of accounting services is even broadened to satisfy the needs of prospective shareholders.
All of the statutory and regulatory, if not legal concerns, seem to be with respect to shareholders as a
group, both present and prospective. One could build
a strong case to the effect that accounting's primary
obligation is to the present shareholders, to protect
their value and not make write -downs that are going
to be corrected in the future for the benefit of prospective shareholders. Many investors might have
bought only because they sensed that this sequence
would, in fact, take place.

"Many
managers ...
are not aware
of the
distinction
between tax
avoidance and
tax evasion."

Life Cycles and R &D
There is another need for flexibility and adaptability
in accounting. I am referring to the issues we encounter
when we consider developing versus mature companies.
Efforts of these companies to account for their R &D
expenditures seemingly necessitate different treatment.
because of the problems of matching revenues and
expenses.
When you are starting out a new business, you
usually have all expenses and no income. Writing off
those expenses would be of little benefit for tax purposes and would represent a failure to relate them
to income. Therefore, you capitalize organization expenses, advertising expenses, and R &D expenses to
be written off over some future period when you get
revenue. This seems to be a well accepted practice,
but when you are writing a policy as to how you are
going to handle R &D expenditures, you have to provide for that capitalization.
In the case of the mature company you find that
you run into the problem that maturity brings with
it: the knowledge that assets are temporal and the
creation of assets leads to problems of recovery. What
you try to do, therefore, is get them off the books
as quickly as possible.
Deeper study of these matters leads to the realization that these concepts are not related to chronological time or to what we are accustomed to thinking
with respect to the maturation process. For example,
the relationship between a developing company and
a mature company could not be compared to that
of a child and an adult. Instead, the different companies represent different levels of economic stability.
As such they can be cyclical and subject to repetition.
In the concept of life and age an individual passes
through childhood and never returns. But in the concept of developing and maturing companies, you find
that economic vicissitudes, which is the polite way of
saying "exposure to losses," may bring a mature company back down to the level of a developing company.
When a firm gets into financial difficulty, it may find
that some of the things it has adopted in better
times —like not capitalizing all fixed assets, but instead
15

capitalizing only those assets that had a value of over
$500 and a life of over 18 months — became its way
of life. During hard times, when its primary concern
is survival, it might want to go back to a more relaxed
method of capitalization so that it can lessen the
charges to current income. Having come to this conclusion, it is distressing, to say the least, when the
firm discovers that it no longer has the privilege of
capitalizing all of its R &D expenditures.
In a nutshell, during growth a company seeks to
lower asset values, anticipate expenses, and create,
hopefully, increased capacity for survival. But when
survival is threatened, the company seeks to return
to former days and the accounting practices of a developing corporation. The question is then, should this
be permitted?
R &D expense, to my knowledge, is going to be the
first subject area for study. In order to lessen divergencies, we are going to have to deal with this concept
of the economic cycles of an individual enterprise. And
this is going to raise some very difficult problems. As
Chairman of the R &D Subcommittee for NAA's
Management Accounting Practices Committee, I am
becoming more and more aware of this complex issue.
We will be giving serious consideration to the APB's
version of how R &D expense should be treated.

Susceptible Dinosaurs
In the areas I have cited —and there are many others
I could add to the list —I think all of us in accounting
must recognize that we have an obligation to produce
better and more acceptable statements of accounting.
principles. But progress in this area will require change,
and our present methods do not seem adequate to
meet the full scope of our needs.
Part of our problem could easily be that accounting,
by its very nature, is better suited to the conditions
that existed in the first half of this century. This "Age
of Continuity," as Drucker ° describes it, favored fixed
systems with established procedures for handling predictable events. The congenial environment of the
past, to the extent that it affects our thinking today,
could be a major handicap to accounting's future.
I wonder, for example, if many of the current objectives within the profession are truly relevant to the
ferment we now see taking place in society and business. While accountants strive to increase comparability, uniformity, and standardization, business organizations are seeking ways to become more flexible,
Peter F. 15ruckeT, The Age of Discontinuity, Harper & Row, New York, 1969.

Errata
Frank A. Fortunato, author of the article "The
Quest for Fairness in Accounting," which appeared
in the January issue, advises us that the magnitudes
of some of the data in Exhibit 3 are incorrectly stated.
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adaptive, and innovative. While business enterprises
strive to achieve greater individuality in their organizational structures and operations as well as their
products, accountants are seeking new ways to serve
their companies.
The more I think about it, the more I am reminded
of the dinosaurs. During their extended "Age of Continuity," the dinosaurs evolved into highly specialized
beasts of awesome size and strength. But when they
were confronted by an "Age of Discontinuity," they
could not adapt to the new environment and they
became extinct.
Preserving the capability for accounting change,
however, is only part of my concern. We must also
be sure that the changes we introduce are running
with the tide of history. Changes that merely add more
muscle to the dinosaur should be avoided. Instead,
we should adopt only those changes that will make
ours a "self- renewing" profession— dynamic, adaptive,
and responsive to our changing needs. Psychology
might play an important part in these matters. One
of the popular sayings of the day claims that "If you're
not part of the solution, you are part of the problem."

Conclusion
Before any of us can come up with the right solutions, all of us must agree on the need for accounting
to change and, equally important, the direction these
changes must take. Increasingly, the profession is going
to have to determine the extent to which it will consciously seek to deal with change. Some questions that
need answers are: should it be an agent of change,
a catalyst of change, an adaptor to change, or a resistor
to change? To resolve these questions, we are going
to have to study the anatomy of change itself. Research
into the how, when, where, who, and why of change
should certainly be as productive for our profession
as it has for those business enterprises that have already
gone through this exercise.
What is involved is the preserving of the utility
of accounting as we know it. There are far too many
indications that we have been searching for ways to
"opt out" or "cop out" by an unconscious effort to
avoid those changes that endanger our desire for the
status quo.
It is high time we took a look at our profession —its
objectives, markets, products, and methods. Where
mismatches exist, we should work hard to resolve them.
The need is urgent and the stakes are high. The profession we save may be our own.
n

"We must also
be sure that
the changes
we introduce
are running
with the tide
of history,"

He advises that in columns two and four the amounts
should be in thousands of dollars, and in columns six
and seven the amounts should be in hundreds of
dollars. The author and the editors apologize for this
oversight.
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THE CONTROVERSY OVER
WAGE -PRICE POLICIES
Whether In Private Or Public Practice, The Management Accountant
Is Looked Upon By The Public As An Integral Part Of Business
Management, Which In Large Part Constitutes
The Real Economic Strength Of Our Country

The Present Situation
The wage -price spiral in the United States has been
on an upward path for the past several years and has
shown little sign of slowing its acceleration. Up until
recently the present administration has relied on reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING FEBRUARY 1972
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One might ask in considering the subject of this article —Why should members of the accounting profession concern themselves with pros and cons regarding
controls over wages and prices? After all, is this really
not an economic matter to be decided by leading
economists? The answer, of coarse, is that the professional accountant has more at stake than merely wondering how various control policies might affect his
next salary increase, bonus arrangement, the hiring and
upgrading of new personnel or the latitude which lie
may have in setting his fees. Whether in private or
public practice, the management accountant is looked
upon by the public as an integral part of business
management, which in large part constitutes the real
economic strength of our country. As a member of
this select group, lie should be well versed in all matters
which can have dramatic effect upon the economy.
A wage -price policy is one such matter.
It is enlightening, if not alarming, in discussing the
subject with the "man on the street" to find that many
believe that govemniental control of prices and wages
is a positive answer to stopping the inflationary spiral
which has engulfed the United States in recent years.
If this is the case, why then are such controls not a
permanent part of economic policy? There are many
aspects of the use of wage -price controls, and the
nianagenient accountant, as a part of the management
team, should be familiar with such aspects so that lie
may intelligently choose and support his position on
the matter. The news media offer much information
relative to this matter but, seemingly, only in bits and
pieces. This article is all attempt to summarize briefly
the many considerations of the problem.

straints other than wage -price controls of any kind to
stern the tide of inflation. However, with these
methods at least seemingly failing to show real effects
and under the pressure of mounting public opinion,
the administration has resorted to a form of wage -price
control, with the 90 -day freeze imposed in August 1971
and with the guidelines that have been imposed as
part of Phase 2 of the program.
This turnabout represents a real change in President
Nixon's original plans for controlling the inflationary
spiral. Immediately after taking office in January 1969,
he let it be known that lie would not resort to government pressure on industry or labor. Many observers,
particularly some members of Congress, felt that lie
erred in letting this be known and thus opened wide
the door to the excessive settlements that had begun
prior to his election and which seemed to have gotten
progressively worse since his inauguration.
The first public indication that President Nixon was
altering his hands -off policy toward any type of wage price restraints was in June 1970 when lie instituted
an approach which provided for studies by the National Commission on Productivity on problems of
improving productivity of the nation's labor force to
diuiinisli the inflationary impact of higher wage costs
and an "inflation alert system" to be administered
by the Council of Economic Advisors. The C.E.A.
would examine specific wage and price decisions and
refer its findings to the Productivity Commission
which would be free to publicize increases that seemed
out of line. At the time there was no intention of
establishing general wage -price guidelines.
However, with the economy not making an acceptable recovery and inflation, though slowing slightl},
not being dramatically brought under control, the
President announced Phase 1 of his new economic plan
in August 1971 and followed subsequently with announcements of Phase 2. This brings its to the question
at hand —Are wage -price controls or guidelines the
answer to the spiraling inflation which has burdened
the U.S. economy?

the

By Jerry S. DeRieux
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Nature and Causes of Inflation
Inflation is not a new problem to either the United
States or to most all other countries in the world.
The classic explanation of inflation is that "too much
money is chasing too few goods." This definition
would imply that by halting the increase of the money
supply, the inflation could be controlled. In cases of
hyperinflation, such as was evident by the quadrupling
of prices in revolutionary America between 1775 and
1780 when the Continental Congress flooded the
country with currency, and in Germany immediately
following World War I, the diagnosis was undoubtedly
that money was the culprit.
However, the type of inflation being experienced
today is more of a "creeping inflation," i.e., a continuous upward climb of prices and wages but not a severe
jump at one time. From 1949 through 1969, the cost
of living increased in every year but one (1955), with
the annual rate of inflation over this period averaging
slightly more than 2 percent. The last half of the 1960
decade experienced a rate much higher than this 2
percent average and has continued into the early
1970's.
The economic and political environment has been
radically transformed over the last twenty -five years
in the United States. Serious depressions are no longer
the threat they once were, while creeping inflation
has become a chronic feature of recent history and
a growing threat to the welfare of millions of people.
The federal government has committed itself to maintain high production, high employment and rising
living standards. However, in the course of this action,
the continuation of this creeping inflation has apparently become acceptable to the people, as just a
"sign of the times." When a threat of unemployment
develops, a clamor for government intervention comes
from all directions. On the other hand, when the price
level begins rising, pressures for governmental action
are less insistent, and in many cases steps to combat
inflation are resisted by many.
The effects of the wage -price spiral of inflation are
felt in all parts of the economy. People in the lower
income group and those in fixed income groups are
greatly affected with the purchasing power of their
income eroding continuously. In fact, this loss of purchasing power adversely affects everyone whose income
fails to keep pace with the rising cost of living. To
put this creeping inflation into proper perspective,
consider these projections. At a 6 percent annual rate
of inflation, the American wage earner who made
$10,000 in 1970 would have to earn $57,435 in the
year 2000 A.D. to maintain a comparable standard
of living. The average American who is complacent
about the present rate of inflation should consider
the long -run effect of this chronic inflation.
Effects of inflation are also very evident in the
money and capital markets, foreign trade and the
balance of payments.
In order to attempt any control of inflation, it is
essential to properly analyze the situation to try to
determine the specific cause and to apply some corrective action. This is no easy task.
Inflation is a dynamic phenomenon and, in attempting to analyze it in essentially static terns (e.g.,

the Keynesian type aggregate supply course), it is
possible to become immersed in theoretical conundrums which could be avoided by abandoning the approach. Objection to the static approach can be overcome by using the so- called "new theories of inflation,"
i.e., "demand -pull" and "cost- push" which have become widespread since the post 1950 era. Although
these theories are considered as relatively modern,
Keynes, in his Treatise on Money talked of spontaneous and induced inflation as early as 1930.
DEMAND -PULL INFLATION
Basically this theory assumes that prices function
reasonably well as a rationing device so that in -themain surpluses or shortages are rectified by price
changes that clear the market. Given this kind of price
behavior, inflation results from an excess of aggregate
money demand. A shortage of goods is created and
prices rise.
The many proponents of this demand -pull inflation
idea contend that the stabilizing power of sound monetary policy has been underestimated. These proponents argue that optimistic levels and patterns of
output and employment may result from counter
cyclical monetary and fiscal policy but only when such
policy is vigorously applied. The presumption is made
in this theory that stable price levels will yield optimistic levels of output and employment.
COST -PUSH INFLATION
Very simply, the cost -push inflation thesis holds that
costs (prices) rise with or without a preceding or coincidental shift in aggregate demand. However, unlike
the demand -pull theory, where there is one fairly
unified theory, there are several variations of the cost push inflation theory, some of which are discussed in
the following paragraphs.
One such variation is that called the general cost push theory explanation and holds that all prices
(including the price of labor) rise at about the same
rate due to: (1) anticipation of future price (or cost)
rises, (2) attempts to correct previous inequities between factor prices and final prices, and (3) difficulties
in separating the one's that generate inflationary pressures and the one's that do not. Item (1) and (2) could
possibly both originate demand -pull forces, but even
though the originating forces may be brought under
control, the cost -push force would continue. The explanation of cause (3) is popularly attributed to the
presence of administered prices. The notion that administered prices are responsible for certain macroeconomic problems is one of very long standing. The
widespread prevalence of administered prices appears
to enable inflationary wage -price increases of the cost push type.
In a second kind of cost -push theory, certain identifiable cost (prices) such as wages, raw materials, or
heavy goods are crucial forces in the inflationary process and (1) an initial rise in the key cost sector induces
a spiral effect that influences the entire economy, and
(2) the items are so large that any change in their
price appreciably affects the general price level.
As with all economic questions, there is much controversy as to the type of inflation prevelant in the
U.S. today. Many economists agree that in its initial
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phase, the inflation was demand -pull and resulted from
the Johnson Administration's fiscal and monetary policies, which caused the money supply to increase faster
than the nation's output of goods and services, rather
than labor - management wage actions. Naturally, organized labor agrees with this premise. Specific popular
factors which have been advanced as causes for the
current wage -price spiral are (1) heavy expenditures
on the Viet Nam war, (2) business firms expediently
using their market power more aggressively in price
boosting, (3) trade unions using their market power
irresponsibly during recent years of low unemployment, and (4) the failure of Congress to accept, at
an early date, the President's request for the 10 percent
surcharge on income taxes. The present problem, however, regardless of the origin, is that excessive wage
and price increases have been adding to the spiral and
causing a rapid cost -push inflation.
M a n d a t or y Controls Vs. Guidelines
There are some who would impose strict compulsory
controls on all wages and prices as the only means
of control, while others favor the so- called guideline
approach. Here we will try to differentiate between
these methods.
MANDAT ORY O R COMPULSOR Y CONT ROLS

This system originates with a freeze of wages and
prices as of a specific date. To make the freeze effective requires a towering apparatus of enforcement,
production control, hardship review and quality inspection. The wage -price freeze is essentially a holding
action. The strategy is simply to establish some sort
of line and then begin retreating from it case by case,
hoping in the meanwhile that other factors present
in the economy will have a cooling effect on the
inflationary process. Such controls previously have
been used only in times of war.
GUID ELI NES

This method is supposed to be more of a voluntary
system for use by industry and labor in resolving wage
disputes and pricing decisions. In effect, this system
is to appeal to the moral, ethical or patriotic sides
of the parties involved by advising them of the ill
effects on the economy of exorbitant wage and price
increases which exceed the suggested guideline increases. This type of wage -price policy, which puts
forth specific guideposts, first appeared in the Kennedy
Administration in 1962, although general calls had
been made earlier by the Eisenhower Administration
for reasonableness in wage settlements and prices. The
guidelines are based on the average productivity increase in industry through which wages can be increased and not cause a rise in prices. No formal
enforcement agency is required, as in the case of
compulsory controls but, direct overt informal action
by the Administration appears to be necessary to gain
any effectiveness at all.

Effectiveness of Wage -Price Policies
As one might expect, mandatory controls appear
to give the most immediate, at least temporary, relief
to an accelerating inflationary spiral. During World
War 11 price controls contributed to limiting the price
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rise but nevertheless prices did advance substantially.
The official index which measured the actual rise in
prices was also thought to be understated due to the
disappearance of low- priced items, elimination of special sales, the deterioration of quality and the black
market prices which are not fully reflected in an official
index. These developments have appeared wherever
price control has been undertaken.
Opponents to mandatory controls argue that such
controls are only a temporary delay in the inflation
spiral which will begin again when the controls are
lifted. This argument was given some support by the
development which occurred at the end of World War
II controls when prices took a leap of 15 percent in
one year. Of course, one may argue that it could have
been much worse if controls have not been used.
The experience with controls during the Korean war
also indicated that controls did have some favorable
effect on the price levels. However, it must be noted
that the tardiness in instituting a control policy allowed prices to increase substantially before controls
were actually applied. When the controls were lifted,
no upsurge in inflation occurred since prices had been
frozen at high levels and consumer buying during the
war had not been dramatically curtailed.
It is impossible to prove or disprove the actual
effectiveness of guidelines since they are merely recommendations and are rather informally applied.
However, by coincidence or otherwise, the first four
years of the guideposts' existence, beginning in 1962,
were characterized by a change toward a greater stability of prices and wages.
Several attempts have been made in various types
of statistical studies to try to determine the impact
of guideposts. The principal approach of these studies
was to compare the statistical changes relative to
prices, wages, employment, etc., during the period in
which meaningful guidelines were in existence, with
similar changes during comparable prior periods.
Although individual tests are subject to reservations,
some of them did lend strong support to the idea
that the wages and prices were more restrained during
the guideline period. However, alternative explanations can be advanced to explain this behavior, other
than attributing the results to the guidelines. Other
factors that may have resulted in the stabilizing of
wages and prices during the early 1960's were a lessening of inflationary expectations after the successive
recessions of 1957 -58 and 1960; an increase in competitive pressure from abroad, and a more even pace of
expansion, both as to overall rate and as to balance
among sectors.
In summarizing the question of the effectiveness
of controls and /or guideposts in stabilizing wages and
prices, it would seem that there is no definite "yes"
or "no" answer. It does appear that direct compulsory
controls, such as used in war time, do have a temporary
holding effect on wages and prices which is more than
offset by major increases immediately when controls
are abandoned. If the guideline method has any effectiveness at all, it does so only with direct intervention
by the government into wage -price negotiations
through such means as public admonishment of the
parties, promises of government favoritism and subtle
threats of political reprisal. This type of implementa-
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"The matter of
equity should
be one of
major concern
in establishing
controls or
guidelines."

tion, in effect, almost becomes a direct compulsory
method. Although statistical evidence is available to
support some claim of effectiveness, the question still
remains as to whether the controls or guidelines offer
any real advantage in combating the inflation spiral,
Particularly over the long run.
Development and Implementation of
Wage -Price Policies
One might be led to believe by the calls for some
type of wage -price policy as an immediate inflation
deterrent that the matter of instituting such a policy
is a rather simple quick system that can be put on
with little, if any, trouble. However, there are many
complex factors, concerned with the development and
the implementation of either mandatory controls or
guidelines, that must be carefully weighed to give such
policy any pretense of effectiveness. The degree of
complexity of the factors will normally be greater when
considering mandatory controls which require extensive enforcement capabilities.
DEVELOPMENT
The matter of equity should be one of major concern in establishing controls or guidelines. Three main
questions in the equity considerations are the relationship of wages to profits, the structure of earnings
within the labor force and the possible impact on the
relative positions of groups —such as the independent
professionals or the retired, which are neither among
the wage earners nor direct participants in profits.
Controls or guidelines require more than a mere freezing of wages and prices as of a particular date or of
setting a uniform across- the -board guideline to apply
to everyone in the same manner. Since the use of any
wage -price policy normally follows a period of rapid
climb in the cost of living, the institution of such a
policy will always find many employers and their
workers at a disadvantage relative to other companies
that had recently increased wage and /or prices. Some
provision, particularly under a mandatory control system, must be provided for attempts at correction of
such inequities. in the case of guidelines, which are
administered only on an informal basis, this matter
must be considered in any pronouncements of the
government in establishing specific guidelines.
As was noted earlier, the strategy of a mandatory
control system is to freeze wages and prices and then
gradually retreat from the point. This was found in
both the case of controls in effect in World War I1
and even more so during the Korean War when the
government utilized the "guns and butter" policy. The
"thaw" of the freeze includes exceptions to the general
control rules such as those to certain industries that
have a critical shortage in manpower and must increase
wages to attract personnel and those to individuals
that may be below any minimum wage requirements
as occurred in the previous experiences in mandatory
controls. Not only must the exceptions themselves be
considered, but also the permissible amount of increases that will be allowed in any cases must be
established.
In a guideline policy, special care is required in
specifically setting an "acceptable" increase rate for
wages and prices. Much controversy can arise merely
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over a recommended percentage of productivity increases which are the basis of the entire guideline
policy. Since a guideline policy depends on the voluntary cooperation of labor and management, it is inr
perative that all parties have some belief in the credibility of the recommendations in order to gain any
semblance of effectiveness.
Not only is the guideline percentage itself important, but also the parties must believe that the factor
upon which the guideline is based is the right factor
in the economy. Past experience has been with the
use of the increase in the productivity rate as the factor
on which wage and price increases should be based.
Arguments can be advanced that wage rates changes
(and resultant prices) should possibly be based on
other factors such as the utilization of the labor force
(level of unemployment) or levels of profits rather
than on productivity alone.
IMPLEMENTATION
Even though one system of wage -price policy is
mandatory (compulsory controls) and one is voluntary
(guidelines), both require careful study in considering
the means of implementation required by each.
Naturally, a system of mandatory controls requires
a formal enforcement apparatus whereas voluntary
guidelines do not. Machinery for enforcing the stated
limits on wages or price changes can be a very formidable structure of governmental administration. Normally, with any wage -price controls, an elaborate system of production controls is necessary to prevent
manufacturers from shifting production from low
profit lines to ones that carry higher margins. As an
example, toward the end of World War II the civilian
shopper could buy all the fancy sports shirts lie wanted,
but could not find a plain white shirt on any counter
in the country. To the extent that wage -price controls
worked in wartime, they worked in part because the
government determined what materials each industry
would get and what it would make with them. Provisions must be made also for consideration of hardship
or inequity cases.
In the case of guidelines, a decision must be made
by the administration in office as to the degree of
"leadership" to be imparted by the government in
trying to influence wage -price decisions throughout the
economy. Past guideline policy has been implemented
in varying degrees, ranging from a very general call
by the Eisenhower Administration for reasonableness
in settlements to direct overt intervention by the
Kennedy Administration and then to a hands -off
policy by the Nixon Administration. Past guidelines
appear to have been more effective during the "direct
intervention" period, at least from some empirical
studies but, as pointed out previously, there can be
no positive evidence of the relative effectiveness of
a guideline policy.
A question which also must be answered is one of
timing the implementation, or at what point should
the controls be applied? Also, what constitutes an
acceptable change in price level must be established
to determine when and what type of controls are to
be used.
Implementation also must be made in conjunction
with other available means of inflation control such
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as monetary and fiscal policies. What are acceptable
rates of inflation, unemployment, GNP growth, etc.?
Some decision on these matters is necessary to determine at what point and to what degree each or all
of the arsenal of weapons will be implemented. For
example, if one feels that "full" employment is a
necessary objective, the definition of the term must
be agreed on.

Alternatives to Use of Wage -Price Policy to
Control Inflation
As indicated earlier, much controversy exists regarding the best way to fight inflation. Several alternatives
to a wage -price policy, either voluntary or mandatory,
are frequently advanced. This section covers some of
the most commonly mentioned alternatives.
MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY

This type of policy is that which had been attempted
by the Nixon Administration in place of utilizing any
type of wage -price guidelines or controls. Generally,
this method is one of "slowing down" the economy
by use of governmental fiscal activities, i.e., reduced
government spending, and in restraining the money
supply in the economy. The initial results of this
alternative are higher unemployment and a decreasing
rate of national output. With the slowing down of
the economy, pressures are relaxed on wages and prices
with a resultant downturn in both.
Even with this major alternative there are strong
differences of opinion as to which avenue potentially
is the best to combat inflation and should be administered. Different approaches in economic policy - making
can be made, depending on whether the orientation
is Keynesian or Monetarist. As a Keynesian, the approach would be to press for counter cyclical tax and
expenditures legislation. If a Monetarist, more effort
would be expended in trying to influence the actions
of the Federal Reserve. The basic differences between
these opposing factions are discussed below.
The Monetarists, formerly referred to as Quantity
Theorists, believe that the money supply is a main
determinant of the price level and that there is a direct
and reliable link between the money supply and Gross
National Product. That link is the stability of monetary velocity.
Very simply, the monetary theory is this: The Federal Reserve increases the money supply, driving the
liquidity of the public above the level which they
desire. This level is only that amount of money needed
to rneet day -to -day transactions. The extra money in
the hands of the public is then spent on real assets
and real goods and services, thereby driving up GNP.
If the money supply is increased in a recession, the
increased spending will raise employment and real
output; if the economy is already at full employment,
the increase in GNP will be caused by higher prices.
According to the Monetarists, the GNP will rise until
its relationship with the money supply becomes the
same as it had been before the money supply was
increased. A decrease in the money supply works in
a similar way except in the opposite direction.
The original Quantity Theory dates back to the
sixteenth century. The modern Quantity Theorists —or
Monetarists —whose most well known disciple in recent
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years has been Milton Friedman— modified the original theory to include the direct link between the
money supply and GNP.
The Keynesians, who base their views on the theories
of the late John Maynard Keynes, also believe that
money supply affects GNP, but through an entirely
different set of channels. These channels are viewed
as less direct and less reliable because of their belief
that the velocity of money is not very stable in either
the short or long run.
According to the Keynesians, the increase in money
supply will not always necessarily change GNP. As the
liquidity of the public is increased the public may
merely want to hold this additional cash and, therefore, the entire process would end at that point because velocity has fallen. The Keynesians believe that
people not only hold money to meet day -to -day transactions but also as idle balances for speculation in
the securities markets.
Carrying the example further, assume that the people did not want to hold the additional cash. In the
Keynesian theory, they would spend the excess on
financial assets, causing securities prices to rise and
interest rates to fall. Availability of credit at lower
cost has now become available but still GNP is unaffected. This drop in interest rate and increased availability of credit may induce some firms or consumers
to borrow and purchase real goods and services, finally
affecting GNP. A decrease in the money supply works
in a similar fashion but in an opposite direction.
The Keynesian skepticism regarding the efficacy of
monetary policy is paralleled by their opposite stance
on fiscal policy. Keynesians believe that a change in
government spending has a direct effect on GNP and
that a change in tax rates changes consumer spending,
which affects GNP.
There are difficulties encountered in fiscal and
monetary policies just as in other alternatives. This
type of approach is not compatible with a "full employment" concept and a continued booming economy
and this can be highly unpopular. Also, the timing
of effectiveness of such a policy is not precisely known
and, generally, results are relatively slow in appearing.
It is also not so precise that it can be directed at a
particular segment within the economy, but must be
applied to the total economy with hopes of alleviating
the troublesome areas. Extreme care must be utilized
in applying this policy in order not to take the economy too far in the other direction and bring on a
recession.
The proponents of this approach consider it highly
more effective in permanent stabilization of wages and
prices as compared to the temporary results from a
wage -price policy.

... much
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INT ENSIFIED ANT IT RUST ACT IVIT Y

The reasoning behind this alternative is that antitrust enforcement keeps markets more competitive
and, therefore, would have the effect of restraining
upward pressures on the economy. Antitrust laws have
been applied vigorously to prevent formal agreements
to raise prices or to restrict sales, but enforcement
has only rarely proceeded to the point of breaking
up large firms or forcing radical changes in the organization of particular markets.
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Without prior history upon which to base projected
results, the outcome of such a policy is very uncertain
although theoretically promising.
NO ACTION
Possibly the Most undesirable alternative is to strive
to maintain full employment without any attempts
to combat inflation and to accept whatever rate of
inflation results. Even in this highly questionable
alternative, there is difficulty in defining just what
constitutes "full employment." The problem is that
full employment is an ambiguous notion. What most
people mean by it is a level of unemployment that
is as low as can be maintained without too much
inflation. Therefore, a decision must be made as to
acceptable levels of inflation and unemployment.
It appears that to consider this approach and leave
corrections strictly to actions of a free market is unrealistic and could do extreme harm to the economy.

What is the Solution?
To the writer, wage -price controls of any kind, either
mandatory or in the form of voluntary guidelines, are
not the answer to the peacetime inflation which has
engulfed the economy in recent years. At best these
controls have only a temporary effect and then only
if they are more of the compulsory type than the

so- called guidelines type. Only in an all -out wartime
period should such controls be used and this is necessary to control the flow and allocation of resources,
as well as to create a temporary stop -gap in an inflation
that would be forthcoming from the extremely heavy
stream of expenditures necessary to carry out a full
scale emergency.
Guidelines provide only one advantage as a contributor to fighting inflation and that is in keeping the
matter before the public eye through publicity accorded such guidelines.
The public, with its lack of concern; labor, with
excessive demands; business, with granting of such
demands and resultant price increases; and especially
the Federal government, with its unabated spending
in accelerating boom periods and its tardy application
of monetary and fiscal restraints —have all contributed
to the undesirable inflationary situation.
The deep root of inflation, i.e., a too rapid increasing
supply of money and uncontrolled spending in the
economy, not only by government but also by businesses and individuals alike, must be attacked. All parties must be prepared to bear the unpleasan tries, e.g.,
high unemployment, decreased growth rates that must
accompany adjustments to the economy in maintaining a more realistic level to curb the inflationary spiral.

LETTERS to the editor
Continued from page 10
for accountants and managers, I was able to gain considerable
knowledge regarding current business and accounting trends in
the rapidly growing industrial sector of that nation's economy.
It is interesting to note that most of the businessmen with
whom I talked look to the United States for new accounting
ideas (whereas their accounting practices traditionally have
originated in the United Kingdom).
The most significant trends seem to this observer to be the
following:
1. There is a definite trend to provide more information to
stockholders.
2. For internal reporting, many companies are looking toward
implementation of direct costing. The concept of contribution by product line and revenue center, while relatively
new, is well understood by those managers who have been
exposed to the technique. The School of Business Leadership of the University of South Africa is actively promoting
direct costing and has sent its lecturers to NAA -CEP courses
in the U.S. to learn additional teaching methods in the
concept (they also make use of NAA publications on the
subject).
3. Responsibility budgeting is gaining wide acceptance in the
larger firms (in place of appropriation control systems).
However, changing the budget in response to variations in
volume is not yet being considered by many firms (they
do, however, analyze variance). The concept of an ongoing
budget (drop the oldest period of a plan, while adding a
new period and revising remaining periods) is virtually unknown.
4. South African companies are moving very rapidly into in22

tegrated computerized accounting systems and seem, on the
whole, to be doing a good job of cost /benefit analysis prior
to equipment installation. The smaller companies tend to
use service bureaus rather than installing small computers.
Time - sharing is still very new in South Africa and most
organizations are only now becoming aware of its possibilities.
It should be of interest that South Africa presently boasts
over 60 NAA members and formation of a chapter is becoming
a very real possibility.
Gordon E. Louvau
Management Consultant
Oakland, Calif.

"Indifference Probabilities" or
"Expected Values"
Paul W. Parkinson's article, "Investment Decision - Making:
Conventional Methods vs. Gagne Theory," in the September,
1971, issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING points out a way to
avoid an inherent weakness in most of the commonly used
methods of investment analysis, that is, the failure to recognize
and handle risk and uncertainty. Although i have no argument
with the mathematical accuracy of Professor Parkinson's "indifference probabilities," I believe his approach is confusing to
those not familiar with game theory.
I would suggest that "expected value" would be an easier
to understand approach that would give the same answer. To
calculate the "expected value" of Professor Parkinson's two
alternatives one would simply compute the weighted average
Continued on page 53
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RECORD RETENTION
PROGRAM
Since The Entire Record Retention Program Was Designated As A Function Of The Accounting
Department, The Development Of Microf ilming Became An Accounting Responsibility

By John M. Skertich and
William C. Nickerson
Our need for an orderly record retention program dates
back to 1950, when our manufacturing facilities were
only about half of what they are today. The magnitude
of the problem was evident, even then, as we searched
for a solution. Surveys and studies of our storage needs
were made, shelf capacities, kinds of containers, suitable locations, etc. At the same time we were looking
at our ever- increasing office space demands and expanding plant facilities. We always came up with the
same conclusion; that is, that the cost of warehouse
space, transportation, and handling labor can run into
thousands of dollars, and these expenditures do not
always reflect tangible gains.
We knew that many of these records were valuable
and we needed to keep them (we were required by
law to keep a large part of them). These things were
pointed out to our department heads and others,
mainly to advertise the fact that it was money "down the- drain" to store what we like to call "waste basket"
material. But there was still the inclination to stuff
the back room as full as possible, even to the extent
of mixing important papers with useless ones. W e
reminded them, too, that by doing this they made
searching and finding needed information very difficult, sometimes impossible. There comes a time,
though, when they run out of back rooms and then
they realize that all they really have is a sloppy accumulation; and at this point, are ready to use our
established, orderly, record retention procedures. Now,
after ten or fifteen years of jealous hoarding of worthless paper, they are surprised to find that there is a
relatively simple solution to this dilemma, and that
they could have avoided a lot of expense, embarrassment and nuisance.
Our approach to record retention is, we think, a
practical one. We have many departments and divisions in our organization and, therefore, many different functions and filing needs. However, we try to
avoid setting up obstacles to an orderly disposition
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of records. Of course, we do not want our people to
go overboard in the other direction, either. We do
not want reckless disposal of useful and needed records
even though space and handling are very costly. So,
it is within this philosophy that we have developed
our record retention procedures and policies.
We should mention here that we use microfilm
fairly extensively, although we are not hard -nosed in
the concept that it is the only economic answer to
the record storage problem. It is true that about 90
percent of the needed storage space can be saved by
reducing hard copy to film, but the comparative cost
involved has to be measured and justified, particularly
when the documents in question can be destroyed in
only two or three years after they would have been
microfilmed.

Development of Our Program
In the latter part of 1950, Plant Management appointed a committee to establish a formal record
retention program. We made up a reporting form and
sent it to all departments, asking them to list all the
documents they generated and to tell us how long
they kept them in their active files and how long in
dead storage. We asked for form numbers, brief descriptions, how many copies, where they were distributed, etc. We hope this would provide the nucleus
of a list of retention schedules which could be published and used for future development of other
schedules. However, it didn't work. There were too
many forms to analyze, titles were vague, and there
were too many minor papers in the reports not involved with retention at all but which tied in with
the development of information contained in other
forms. Thus, the weeding out and cross - referencing
became so complicated that by the time any sort of
cataloguing could be made, the forms had changed,
become obsolete or irrelevant, combined or revised,
to a point that it became obvious that another survey
would be easier than trying to reconcile the first one.
Our next attempt was to tie in the retention program with a limited forms control which already ex-
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isted. To a certain extent this worked. But we were
able to establish schedules only on certain accounting
papers and mill production records which were directly
related. The major mass of non - accounting files remained in the various departments, which kept them
or destroyed them in any way and at any time the
local situation dictated. In other words, if there was
enough space they were retained; if not, they were
destroyed.
About this time we recognized that in addition to
a record storage program, we needed greater security
for our more important records. We naturally turned
to microfilm as the best solution to this problem. Since
the entire record retention program was designated
as a function of the Accounting Department, the
development of microfilming became an accounting
responsibility. In this department we set up a microfilm section equipped with two cameras and a reader,
and began microfilming the more important papers.
At first these included payrolls, checks, bank reconciliations and ledgers. Within a year or so we added
microfilming of engineering drawings and certain
non- accounting files such as open hearth heat reports,
personnel records, medical histories, and some others.
In almost all of these applications, duplicate copies
of the films were made and stored in a location far
removed from the plant for the security we felt we
needed.
Although record retention is a function of the Accounting Department in our firm, the actual designation of retention times of the various files and documents is left pretty much up to the individual department heads. The Accounting Department will recommend retention periods, provide parallels for similar
documents, suggest continuity with other department's
files, and obtain legal opinions if we consider this
necessary. The Accounting Department also maintains
and issues a printed catalogue of document retention
which can be used by all departments.

Methods of Record Retention
The storage of papers after they have left their active
file locations in the various departments are turned
over to the custody of the Co- ordinator, Record
Exhibit 1
FILE CONTENTS
FILL OUT IN TRIPLICATE
RECORDS
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Box
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FO R M
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FINAL
FILE
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RETAIN
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DESTROY AFTER
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Storage. The Co- ordinator is a member of the Accounting Services group whose responsibility is to
receive, retain and destroy records in accordance with
predetermined retention schedules. He is also in charge
of the microfilming operations and maintains complete records of materials in storage and on film,
catalogues the retention schedules and disposes of the
documents when appropriate.
CENTRAL STORAGE
There is a central location for document storage,
which is in a concrete building three stories high with
a full basement. The space assigned for record storage
is equipped with a sprinkler system for fire protection
and contains shelving to accommodate about 10,000
standard size file boxes.' The shelving is arranged into
double -sided tiers so that we have access to the files
on either side of each tier with wider aisles in between.
There is also a loading and sorting area. The procedure
for handling record storage is as follows:
The department requesting the storage service will
screen the material, removing duplicate papers and
reports and material of little value (memos, notes,
meeting notices, etc.).
They will prepare a list of contents and enclose
it within the box. This is necessary only when the
contents description is too varied to list on the
small box label.
They also prepare the three -part (yellow, blue,
pink) File Contents label, Exhibit 1, showing:
Name of department
Box number, if any
Name of record or file
Period covered
Retention period
Date of scheduled destruction
Name of individual with the
authority to destroy contents
The requesting department affixes the yellow copy
of the label to the long side of the box. This copy
has a dry adhesive on the back which needs moistening
only with water. We ask that this label be pasted on
the long side of the box rather than on the end because
our shelving arrangement accommodates the maximum number of boxes if they are placed end to end
rather than side by side, and this permits the contents
label to be in full view in their double row location
on the shelves.
When the material is boxed and labeled for storage,
the blue copy of the label is forwarded to the Co -ordinator, Record Storage area. From these blue copies,
the Co- ordinator knows how many boxes he must
account for and to provide shelf space for. He usually
waits until several departments have their material
ready and then arranges for a truck to pick them up
and take them to the storage area. Here they are sorted
out and placed in proper order on the appropriate
shelves.
The department keeps the pink copy of the label
for their own use as a record of what they have in
storage.

ORIGINATING DEPT. COPY
1 The file boxes used, called the "banker's box" type, are 12 inches by 15 inches

by 10% inches high.
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Many times the material being transferred is too
large for the standard containers. Examples of this
type of material might be rolls of engineering drawings,
large binders, advertising material, etc. We try to use
the same label as though it were a regular banker's
box because we want our blue ticket control, but if
this is not practical, we just mark the package with
ink markers to identify the contents.
The Co- ordinator, Record Storage, maintains a master file of information consisting of the following:
The blue copy of the File Contents Label in department order
A Record Retention Sheet for each type of file,
showing description, scheduled retention, microfilm information, frequency, and other pertinent
facts —see Exhibit 2.
A file of Record Destruction Authorizations by
department —see Exhibit 3.
RE CO R D R EF ER E NC E

Department personnel who must refer to stored
records contact the Co- ordinator to make arrangements to visit the storage area. Records are released
only to authorized department personnel. If a personal
visit to the records center is not convenient, the Co -ordinator will arrange to have the record relayed by
telephone or sent by mail. The Co- ordinator records
each reference and maintains a file of these reference
sheets. See Exhibit 4.
In most cases, we find that the document in question
has to be removed from the storage file and may or
may not ever be returned. If we have this charge -out
record, we at least know who has the document and
when he received it. These charge -out sheets are filed
in departmental order; that is, the department which
sent the material to storage in the first place, not the
department who has requested that it be removed.
For example, the Claims Department may ask for a
bill of lading, which is a Central Billing Section file.
If we later are asked for that same bill of lading by
someone else, we would look into the Central Billing
charge -outs to find out who has this particular one.
What happens to the records when everybody agrees
that they have accumulated enough dust and no one
can think of any more reasons why we should keep
them any longer? Our procedure is rather liberal on
this. Retention periods are established by departments
in accordance with their operational needs. A catalogue of record retention schedules, published by
Works Accounting, can also be used as a guide to
determine realistic retention periods.

to convince a department head that he had obviously
established too long or too short a retention period
for certain types of files. Having access to the knowledge of activity of all departments, he is better able
to point out inconsistencies between departments as
to retention of similar classes of documents. In other
words, he can tell one department what all the other
departments are doing. Cooperation is generally good,
however, and is getting better all the time.
When the signed Copy of the Record Destruction
Authorization is returned, the Co- ordinator must determine how to dispose of the documents themselves.
In the past we used incinerators or open rubbish fires.
However, at the present time, we have too much bulk
for this kind of disposal (not to mention air pollution).

"Retention
periods are
established by
departments."

Exhibit 2
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As retention periods expire, Record Destruction
Authorization forms (Exhibit 3) are issued by the
Co- ordinator, Records Storage, to the department
heads concerned. The department head will authorize
the destruction of the records by signing the form.
An extended retention period may be indicated in
the space provided.
We are strict in the enforcement of our destruction
rules. We will not under any circumstances destroy
a record without definite written authorization. However, the Co- ordinator often has a selling job to do
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In most cases, we call in a paper salvage dealer who
will furnish the labor and trucking to remove the scrap
files. We scrap the containers as well as their contents
because we found that the costs of salvaging far exceed
the purchase price of new boxes or binders.
Exhibit 3
RECORD DESTRUCTION AUTHORIZATION
D A TE
R E TU R N

NO

TO SU P ER V I SO R , M I C RO F I L M I NG A ND R EC O RD R ETE N TI O N

There are some documents, however, which must
be either burned or shredded. Several years ago we
obtained a legal opinion that shredding in lieu of
burning is an acceptable method of destroying documents which are confidential or possibly negotiable.
We have an industrial, heavy duty, power shredder
with which we shred this kind of paper. We generally
tie them into large bales and turn them over to the
paper salvage dealer. He has the equipment to further
compress the paper into one -ton bales with steel strapping and corrugated wrapping for commercial sale.

LISTED BELOW ARE THOSE RECORDS OF YOUR D EPARTMENT CURRENTLY FILED IN THE RECORDS
VAULT THAT ARE SCHEDULED TO BE DESTROYED NOW YOUR APPROVAL TO DESTROY OR

MICRO FILM INC -16MM

INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING FURTHER RETENTI ON. IS NECESSARY PLEASE COMPLETE THE
FOLLOW ING
1

The need for greater security led us to the decision
to develop the use of the microfilm technique. Requests for microfilming are made by letter. Authorized
signatures are required, with consideration given to:

IF YOU D ESIRE TO HAVE A REC ORD RETAINED FURTHER, ENTER THE DATE UNTIL
WHICH IT SHOULD BE KEPT I N TH E LA ST C OL UM N B EL OW A ND C RO SS

OUT TH E I TE M

TY PE D I N THE FI RS T C OL U MN .
2

COMPLETE THREE COPIES OF THE FORM AND SIGN THEM NO CARBON PAPER NEEDED)

3

RETURN W HI TE C OPY TOSUPERVI SOR, MI CROFILMINGANO RECORD RETENTION, I NDI ANA
HARBOR W ORKS,
RETAIN YELLOW COPY FOR YOUR FILES.
FORW ARD GREEN COPY TO OFFICE SERVICES SUPERVISOR, GENERAL OFFICE

_

SUPERVISOR, MIC ROFILMING AND RECORD RETENTION

NO,
D O N OT D E STR O Y
CASES OR
H O L D U N TI L
BINDERS

PERIOD IS)

REC ORD O R FI LE A PPROVED FOR D ESTRUC TI ON

COVERED

DE ST R UC T ION. AS NOTED ABOVE. ALT HOR I IEU R

DATE
11 1 — H - I N I H E A D

Exhibit 4
RECORD VAULT REFERENCE
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1. The security value of the record,
2. Whether the retention time of the original record
can be lessened,
3. The retention time of the film, and,
4. Whether a duplicate of the film should be placed
in file at our out -of -plant remote storage location
assigned for security film.
Department heads are assured that we can protect
them from serious loss of information through microfilming. In case of destruction of the original records
through a major disaster such as fire, explosion, flood
or other such happening, the microfilm record would
still be available.
Retention periods of the original documents are
usually lessened as well, depending on how long the
files are maintained in "active" status in a department
and how frequently they need to be referred to in
storage. In many cases, papers can be destroyed immediately after microfilming.
We seem to have inadvertently established 20 years
as a standard for retention time of the film, although
many are designated as "permanent." This is probably
because the films take up so little space that no one
is really concerned. It just hasn't become a problem.
Determination of whether a duplicate copy should
be made depends on the type of record. A file which
will be destroyed as soon as it is filmed, or a particularly valuable or vital record falls into this category.
In our case, about 90 percent of our film files are
duplicated.
Requests are sent directly to the Co- ordinator, Records Storage, who makes the arrangements to pick up
the documents to be microfilmed, schedules the time
for filming, and arranges to either destroy the original
documents, return them, or forward them to Record
Storage. The department requesting the service is
notified of this schedule.
After microfilming, film is developed and examined
by microfilm personnel to make sure they are legible
and acceptable for filing. Films may also be filed in
the department which requested the service. Some of
our departments have their own readers. Others, whose
needs are few for reference purposes, avail themselves
of the reading facilities in the Microfilm Section.
Film of 16MM size are kept in rolls of about 4000
to 6000 exposures on each roll. Rolls (100 ft. each)
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are filed in small boxes, each box labeled as to contents, dates, and index numbers.
We started this type of filing and indexing about
20 years ago and have found no reason to change it.
We use standard adhesive labels for the data which
are easily typed and applied. We have experimented
with larger reels (200 ft.) and with magazines, and
microfiche equipment; but until we further develop
our related procedures to tie in with an active microfilm reference system as an integral part of the daily
activity, we see no need to get into this more sophisticated area. However, the time is rapidly approaching,
and the equipment available today is making the
proposition much more attractive. The new reader printers, microfiche sheets, and jackets, motorized
scanners, and fast dependable film processors are
opening up all kinds of new horizons. The computer
output microfilm systems (which we are using now
in our order entry system) seem to be gaining popular
acceptance.
With the use of our 16MM procedure, the following
records are maintained in the Microfilm Section:
1. Reel Record (Exhibit 5) —This record is in reel
number order and identifies film as to department,
subject, and periods covered.
2. Microfilm Record (Exhibit 6) —This is a record of
information concerning the documents microfilmed. It shows the physical nature of the material,
the retention periods of the documents and films,
and logs the frequency of microfilm coverage.
3. Microfilm Reference (Exhibit 7) —This is a cross reference between subject matter for each department and reel numbers which cover the various
time periods of the subject.
4. Record Storage and /or Microfilm Request (Exhibit
8) —This form records the detailed description of
the record, time periods, disposition of documents,
location of film, and technical data. The original
(white) copy of the form provides the department
with legal certifications if needed at some future
time.
Reference to these records may be made at any time
by contacting the Co- ordinator, Records Storage.
The Reel Record (Exhibit 5) is self - explanatory. We
began with Reel No. 1 years ago and have numbered
each reel consecutively since then, except for a few
special jobs where another series was set aside. We
indicate by the letters "S" and "R" whether the reel
is for reference only or reference and security both,
in which case a duplicate reel is made.
The information on the Microfilm Record (Exhibit
6) is taken from the individual request form (Exhibit
7) and remains active until such time as the data is
either discontinued or changed into some other form
or report. Then a new sheet is prepared. The Microfilm
Record as well as the request sheets are filed alphabetically by subject under each department.
The Microfilm Reference (Exhibit 7) is the key to
our whole system. There is a sheet for each file or
document made out since we first began to microfilm.
The "Date" is the date the filming was completed,
and the "Period" is the periods contained in the reel.
For example, one request may require several reels
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to cover a year's files. Then each reel would be from
date to date, or month to month, etc., and we can
select quickly the Reel Number needed whenever a
reference to the information is required, and that may
be two years or ten years from now.

Exhibit 8
RECORD STORAGE AND MICROFILM REQUEST
DEPARTMENT

NAME OF RECORD AND FILE OR INDEX NUMBERS

PERIODS COVERED

MICROFILM -35MM

We also make use of 35MM film, and our camera
is the Eastman Model M. R. G. We installed this
machine in 1964, at which time we switched from
70MM film strips to 35MM aperture cards. The cost
of 35MM is about one - fourth of that for 70MM and
is so much more versatile and adaptable to reasonably
priced peripheral equipment such as I.B.M. aperture
cards, 18 by 24 inch reader printers, duplicards, and
even filing cabinets. The basic system remained the
same but with the M. R. G., with its automatic controls, we were able to photograph up to about 1000
documents a day compared to about 100 a day on
the 70MM camera.
We process all our own films on a "Prostar" film
processor. The films can be mounted within 24 hours
after development so the original documents can be
returned promptly. The film processor accommodates
both 16MM and 35MM film in 100 ft. rolls. The big
advantage to doing our own processing is not only
the much lower cost, but we are able to get rid of
the documents quickly by not having to wait a week
or so for the results. We examine the films as soon
as they are developed (it only takes about 10 minutes
per 100 ft.) and can be assured that we have the picture
quality immediately. We can then remove the documents and complete the film file preparation or aperture card mounting.

Periodic Reviews

MICROFILM REQUESTED
YES
NO0

IS SECURITY FILM NEEDED TYPE OF MATERIAL
YCSo

BOONS,CAROS,LOOSE,ETC.

NO

Q

RECORD STORAGE

DISPOSITION OF FILM
SEND TO DEPARTMENT
F ILE IN MICROFILM SECTION[:]
RETAIN SECURITY FILM
0
a

DISPOSITION OF DOCUMENTS
Q
DESTROY
RETURN TO DEPARTMENT[:]
YRS.

REQUESTED BY

DATE
(FOR MICROFILM SECTION USE ONLY)

FILM SIZE

LENS RATIO

EXPOSURE
SETTING

INDEX CODE AND REEL NUMBERS

CERTIFICATION
THE MICROPHOTOGRAPHS APPEARING ON THIS FILM ARE ACCURATE
REPRODUCTIONS OF THE RECORDS OF
THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES WERE ACCOMPLISHED IN A MANNER AND
ON MICROFILM WHICH MEETS WITH REQUIREMENTS OF THE NATIONAL
BUREAU OF STANDARDS FOR PERMANENT MICROPHOTOGRAPHIC COPY.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY

DATE

CERTIFICATION
THE RECORDS MICROFILMED AS DESCRIBED ABOVE ARE ACTUAL RECORDS
OF
WHICH WERE CREATED OR ACQUIRED IN ITS
NORMAL COURSE OF BUSINESS.
IT 15 THE EXPRESS INTENT AND PURPOSE OF THIS ORGANIZATION TO
MICROFILM ITS ESSENTIAL RECORDS AS A MEANS OF PRESERVATION IN
CASE OF LOSS OF THE ORIGINALS DUE TO FIRE, EXPLOSION, OR UNSCHEDULED LOSS.
IT IS THE POLICY OF THIS ORGANIZATION TO RETAIN OR DESTROY
ITS RECORDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH PLANNED OPERATING SIHEDULCS.
SIGNED
TITLE
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YRS.
YRS.

About once a month, our Co- ordinator reviews the
retention schedules from the "Blue Ticket" file, and
pulls those which have aged to the destruction date.
Since many of the files are boxed by year, or month
and year, there are usually several boxes of the same
documents which have reached the destruction date.
Since these tickets are in department order, the Destruction Authorization sheets can be prepared from
these tickets.
About once every three months, a review of the
Microfilm Record is made. If there are some files
lagging behind the microfilm schedule, the personnel
responsible for sending the paper over to the Microfilm Section are reminded. We don't like to get too
far behind, because we might be faced with too large
a volume at one time. One of our major problems
is paper handling and preparation prior to microfilming, so the timing of the job is important. These
monthly and interim reviews usually result in the
disposing of enough file material to provide shelf space
for the more current needs.
Other reviews are made from time to time. For
example, we review annually the Record Retention
Catalogue. This consists of removing items which no
longer exist due to destruction or change of methods
where such a record has been discontinued. As the
computers take over more documentation, the nature
of the physical files change. New items may be added
to the catalogue, corrections to the retention times
made, and a complete new edition may be published.
Also, from time to time we ask each department
head to review his schedules and report to the Co -ordinator any changes he may wish to make. We do
this just before we issue our next catalogue.
Continued on page 37
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USURY:
WHAT THE ACCOUNTANT
SHOULD KNOW
The Courts Have Reasoned That The Purpose Of The Usury Law
Is To Protect The Necessitous Borrower
In The Hands Of The Rapacious Lender

By Robert P. Lowell
Usury, simply stated, is the charging of more interest
for the use of money than is allowed by law. Since
most businesses are engaged in the borrowing or lending of money, extending or receiving of credit, or are
in some way involved in complex transactions, a working knowledge of usury is necessary so that you can
identify potential usury problems.
The issue of usury may concern you, the management accountant, in several ways. Your firm may have
made or contemplated making a usurious loan, or you
may find that it has borrowed money at usurious rates.
With the complexity of modern financing methods,
your company may unwittingly be involved in transactions in which usury issues are present. Examples
of such transactions are the sale - leaseback and accounts
receivable financing. As an accountant, you may be
the only professional person called upon to review such
transactions.

Variations in Usu ry La ws
Each state has its own usury law, and no two usury
laws are completely alike. The laws of the various
states may vary rather widely with respect to the
maximum legal rates, penalties, and exemptions. A
review of the patterns of the usury laws is, therefore,
essential.
The maximum legal
interest rates vary extensively from state to state. The
maximum rates currently applicable to written loan
agreements vary from six percent (West Virginia and
North Carolina) to 21 percent (Rhode Island). In
addition, certain classes of lenders (e.g., industrial loan
companies) may be permitted by statute to charge
rates above the legal maximum rate applicable to most
lenders.
M A X I M U M LEG AL I N TE R E S T RATES.

There
are both criminal and civil sanctions for the violation

PE N A LTI E S FO R V I O L A TI O N O F T H E US UR Y LAW S.
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of the usury laws. In respect to the criminal aspects,
most states treat the violation as a misdemeanor.
However, New York's Loan Shark Law makes it a
felony to charge more than 25 percent interest per
annum.
The civil penalties for violation of the usury laws
vary widely. In 15 states the lender forfeits excess
interest. In 18 states there is a forfeiture of all interest.
In 13 states the lender forfeits a multiple of either
all interest or the excess interest. In two states there
is a forfeiture of a percentage of the principal plus
all interest. And five states have a statute providing
for the forfeiture of all principal and interest.
E X E M P TI O N S F R O M

AP PL IC ATIO N

OF

TH E

US UR Y

LA WS .

Generally, most states have adopted laws which exempt certain lenders, borrowers or types of loans from
application of the usury laws. For instance, California
exempts loans made by banks, savings and loan association, and certain other types of financial institutions
from the application of usury. The laws of New York
(along with 37 other states) either do not apply the
usury laws to loans made to corporate borrowers or
provide that a higher maximum legal rate is to be
applied to the loan transaction involving the corporate
borrower. At least four states exempt loans made for
"a business purpose:" And a large number of states
exempt FHA and VA loans from application of the
usury laws.

R. P. LOWELL
San DiegoChapter 1 %7,
is a practicing attorney
in San Diego, Calif Mr.
Lowell holds a B.B.A.
degree from the University of Wisconsin and
a I. D. degree from Stanford University.

Which State's Usury Law Will Apply?
If a particular loan transaction takes place solely
within the confines of a particular state, the usury
law of that state will be applicable. However, if the
transaction crosses state boundaries, it will be necessary
to determine which particular state's law will apply
to the matter.
Suppose, for example, that a lender domiciled in
State A, makes a loan to a borrower (a resident of
State B). The loan was negotiated in State C, and
the proceeds of the loan were used in State D (where
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"Under the
statutes of
most states,
usury applies
only to the
loan or
forebearance
of money."

the loan's security is also located). Although the hypothetical situation probably has contacts with more
states than are usually involved in a loan transaction,
the reader must realize that it is conceivable for the
laws of any one of the four states to apply.
A discussion of the legal considerations which pertain to a determination of the applicable law are
beyond the scope of this article. In summary, however,
for a forum to apply any particular law, the contacts
which the loan transaction has with the particular state
must be substantial. If the loan documents stipulate
that the law of a particular state is to apply, the court
probably will follow the dictates of the agreement if:
(1) the particular state whose laws are to be applied
has a normal and natural connection with transaction,
and (2) the extent of usury (if the law of the forum
were to be applied) is not so great as to shock the
conscience of the court. In other words, the court will
attempt to apply the law which the parties intended
to apply so long as it has a natural connection with
the transaction and it does not severely violate the
public policy of the forum.
With the above in mind, it is incumbent on parties
to a prospective interstate loan transaction to tailor
it in a manner that will permit any court testing the
transaction to follow the dictates of the loan agreement (re: applicable law). In addition to specifying
the applicable law in the loan agreement, the parties
also will want to be careful to have the moneys turned
over to the borrower and repaid within the particular
state. Ideally, the loan also should be negotiated
within the same state.

What Type of Transaction
Is Subject to The Usury Law?
Under the statutes of most states, usury applies only
to the loan or forbearance of money. Thus, unless
the transaction is construed as a loan or a forbearance,
the parties can generally contract as to any rate of
"profit" or "return" to the investor.
A loan exists where there is an absolute commitment
to repay the principal sum. The lender does not run
any risk of the loss of principal other than as a result
of the borrower's insolvency or failure to pay.
In order to avoid usury, lenders will cast the transaction in terms other than a loan. For instance, loans
have been couched in terms of joint ventures, purchases of promissory notes and accounts receivable
(with guarantees against loss of principal), and the sale
and leaseback of personal and real property.
In determining whether the apparent non -loan
transaction is really a loan, the court will ignore the
form and look to the real substance of the transaction
to determine whether the "investor" (lender) had any
risk of loss of principal other than the insolvency of
the borrower.
In some jurisdictions (such as California), where a
seller extends credit in the sale of property, the usury
laws have been held not to apply even though such
credit is in the form of a promissory note (or similar
debt obligation). The courts have reasoned that the
purpose of the usury law is to protect the necessitous
(needy or impoverished) borrower in the hands of the
rapacious lender; the courts have felt that the necessitous borrower is not present in the purchase and sale
30

situation. Thus, in those jurisdictions applying the
above principle, the seller may charge any interest rate
he can obtain in the sale of personal or real property.
A forbearance is the giving of further time for the
repayment of a debt. Where a debt is in -existence
and the lender grants additional time (usually accompanied by an interest charge), a forbearance is obvious.
The more subtle application arises where the transaction is not originally a loan transaction but moneys
are owing. An extension of payment of that obligation
is a forbearance, and an excessive charge for the extension may constitute usury.

Collateral Transactions
Lenders have attempted to avoid or circumvent the
usury laws by deriving an unusual benefit out of a
transaction collateral to the loan. For instance, in one
case the lender made a loan (bearing a legal rate of
interest on the face of the transaction) to a retail
merchant; as a part of the same transaction, he required the merchant to discount his customer "paper"
back to the lender at an unusually large discount. In
other instances, the lender may require the borrower
to buy shares of the lender's capital stock at an unusually high price; the lender may obtain the option
to buy an equity interest in the owner's business (or
real property development) at a particularly low price;
the borrower may be required to buy all of his product
needs of a particular item from the lender; or the
lender may require the borrower to maintain a bank
or savings deposit (i.e., a compensating balance) at
a financial institution for the benefit of the lender.
Each of the above examples illustrate a collateral
advantage derived by a lender which may constitute
additional "interest" for the purpose of determining
whether usury exists.

What Charges Constitute "Interest"?
Once it is shown that the transaction involves a loan
or forbearance of money, there must next be established that the interest required to be paid exceeded
the maximum legal rate allowed by law. Keep in mind
that usury exists if excessive interest is required by
the terms of the contract; for there to be a usurious
transaction, it is not necessary for any interest actually
to have been paid. Normally, the penalty placed upon
the lender includes not only damages to the borrower
for interest actually paid but also the forfeiture of
all (unpaid) interest.
Generally, "interest" constitutes any compensation,
remuneration or other benefit exacted by the lender
as a part of the loan transaction. The references to
such benefits in "Collateral Transactions" above, was
to some of the more subtle or indirect ways in which
the lender has sought to be compensated. Following
is a discussion and analysis of the more typical charges
which may (or may not) be considered "interest."
The loan transaction generally provides for the
express payment of "interest." In addition, many other
charges may be associated with the loan transaction.
While some clearly are "interest," other charges may
not be. Generally, "interest" is a charge for the use
of money or the forbearance of its payment. If the
fee is for any other purpose, it is not "interest" for
the purposes of determining usury.
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Loan origination and closing expenses generally are those expenses incurred by the lender in investigating, making
and consummating the particular loan. Examples of
such charges are: appraisal fees, title examination costs,
title insurance, attorney fees, costs of preparing loan
documents, escrow fees, and recording fees.
Generally, such charges are not considered "interest"
if they are reimbursement for expenses actually incurred which (ideally) the borrower has agreed to pay.
Normally, no problem arises when such fees are paid
to third parties. The problem arises when fees are paid
to the lender and retained by him.
In many instances, the loan origination fee is not
intended to be anything other than an additional
interest charge and is not intended to reimburse the
lender for his out -of- pocket expenses. Such a charge
clearly is interest for purposes of determining usury.
On the other hand, if the charge is to reimburse
the lender for reasonable expenses incurred which the
borrower has agreed to pay, in most states such charges
probably are not interest. Such charges might be for
property inspection, travel costs or appraiser's fees for
the lender's appraiser. The lender's attempt, however,
to recover an "overhead charge" is not an expense
recovery; it is deemed interest for purposes of determining usury.
A particular problem arises where the borrower is
required to pay the commission of the agent arranging
for the particular loan. Generally, if the agent is acting
on behalf of the borrower (principal), the commission
is not deemed to be "interest." Conversely, when the
commission is paid to the lender's agent, the borrower
is paying an obligation of the lender, and the payment
normally will be deemed interest for the purpose of
determining usury.
LO A N O R I G I N A T I O N AN D CL OS IN G EXPENSES.

The lender IS entitled
to recover for reasonable expenses incurred during the
course of the loan, e.g., inspection and disbursement
expenses, without such payment being deemed "interest." Ideally, the payment of such expenses should
be provided for ill the loan agreement.
E X P E N S E S D UR I N G T E R M O F L O A N .

In
the event that the borrower defaults, it is likely that
the loan agreement will require him to pay a default
charge, foreclosure and title costs and attorney fees
incurred by the lender. Generally, such charges are
not classified as "interest" for purposes of the usury
statute since the incurrence of such expenses is solely
within the control of the borrower.
CHARGES PAYABLE BY T H E B O R R O W E R UP O N D E F A UL T.

Frequently, the loan agreement provides that if the borrower elects to prepay
all or any portion Of the debt obligation, he must
pay a premium or penalty. And even though the
prepayment penalty provision is frequently couched
in terms of "interest," the courts generally have held
P R E P A YM E N T PE N A L TI E S .
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that such charges are not "interest" for the purposes
of determining usury for two reasons. First, the incurrence of such charges is within the sole discretion of
the borrower. Second, courts have reasoned that the
charge is not for the use of forbearance of money but
for the privilege of terminating the indebtedness and
the obligation to pay interest.
C O M M I T M E N T F E E S . A commitment fee Is a charge for
an option (in the hands of the prospective borrower)
and a commitment (by the prospective lender) for a
loan to be made in the future. Since a true commitment fee is not a charge for the use of money but,
rather, for the obligation to make money available
in the future, it is not "interest" for purposes of
determining usury.

Method of Computing Interest

"After the
various items
of interest
have been
determined,
they will be
put into a
formula in
order to find
whether usury
exists."

After the various items of interest have been determined, they will be put into a formula in order to
find whether usury exists. The Court first will determine the actual profit (i.e., interest) paid and to be
paid to the lender over the life of the loan pursuant
to its terms. Next, the Court will determine what the
total interest charge would be over the life of the loan
based
the maximum legal rate of interest allowed
in the jurisdiction. If the contract interest exceeds the
legal rate, the loan is usurious.
In applying the general formula described above,
special problems may arise.
on

"Interest" also includes points, bonuses, commissions, and origination and closing fees paid to or for
the benefit of the lender to the extent that any such
payments do not constitute reimbursement for direct
expenses which the borrower has agreed to pay.

On Occasion, the loan agreement will expressly provide that interest is to be compounded at specified intervals. Thus, on those intervals, accrued interest on the unpaid principal balance
will be added to the loan (principal) balance, and
subsequent interest charges will be based upon the
new balance. Insofar as the usury laws are concerned,
interest cannot be compounded in such a manner that
the aggregate interest charges in any one year (as a
result of compounding) exceed the maximum legal
interest rate.
C O M P O UN D I N G I N TE R E S T.

P O I N TS , DI S C O UN TS , BO N U S E S A N D I N TE R E S T I N ADVANCE.

Such items constitute "interest" unless the charge is
supported by an expense which the law allows the
lender to pass on to the borrower. Generally, such
charges are deducted in advance (at the beginning of
the loan). The practice results in two special applications of the usury law.
First, such charges are deemed earned over the life
of the loan and are amortized for purposes of determining usury; for purposes of determining whether the
loan is usurious, such charges are not deemed to be
earned at the tirne the loan is made.
Second, interest is computed on the net funds made
available to the borrower for purposes of determining
whether usury exists. Thus, the total of points, discounts, bonuses, and interest in advance are deducted
from the face amount of the loan, and the interest
rate (for purposes of the usury statute) is computed
on the actual funds turned over to the borrower.
The principle that
interest (for purposes of the usury statue) is to be

C O M P UT A TI O N O N TH E N E T P R O C E E D S .
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". . .

the law
of usury varies
from state to
state."

computed on the net funds made available is important in at least two other instances; namely, (1) the
wrap- around or all - inclusive loan, and (2) compensating
balances.
In order for the borrower to retain favorable financing on property, or to avoid a prepayment penalty,
it often is necessary to retain existing financing on
property. For example, in the case of the "wrap- around
or all- inclusive loan," suppose the owner (borrower)
wanted to borrow $20,000, using property as security
for the loan. However, the property is already encumbered by a mortgage (or trust deed) securing a $10,000
loan. The borrower then obtains a new lender to make
an all - inclusive loan. The new lender advances $20,000
but takes back a promissory note in the sum of $30,000.
As a part of the transaction, the lender agrees to make
the debt - service payments on the $10,000 obligation.
The advantage to the new lender is that he will charge
interest on the full $30,000 obligation although he
makes only $20,000 available. The advantage to the
borrower is that he is retaining existing financing.
Suppose that the contract interest, if computed on
$30,000, is not usurious, but if it is computed on the
net funds made available ($20,000), it is usurious. In
one case, the court held that the loan was usurious,
holding that interest (for purposes of the usury statute)
is computed on the net funds made available to the
borrower.
The second example of the same principle pertains
to "compensating balances." If the lender requires that
the borrower maintain a deposit in a particular financial institution, resulting in a benefit to the lender,
interest will be computed on the net funds made
available to the borrower for the purpose of determining whether usury exists.
Suppose that the
lender delays in delivery of principal to the borrower
and interest charges accrue prior to the time that the
borrower receives the moneys. If the delay in the
delivery of principal is inadvertent and the lender
volunteers to correct for the overcharge of (excessive)
interest, generally, the courts will find no usury. On
the other hand, if the delay in delivery of principal
is a part of a scheme to derive extra interest on the
moneys loaned, the court will find usury to exist if,
in fact, interest charges on the funds made available
for the period in which the borrower has use of the
moneys exceed the legal limit.
DELAY IN DELIVERY OF PRINCIP AL.

Rights and Liabilities of the Parties
Once it has been determined that a particular transaction is usurious, it is essential to determine: (1) Who
may raise the defense of usury and (2) who is liable
for damages as a result of the usurious dealings?
Obviously, the
borrower may raise the defense of usury, provided that
WHO M A Y RAI SE THE DE F EN SE OF USU RY?
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the borrower is not a corporation where the applicable
law exempts loans to corporate borrowers from its
usury laws or the borrower has not obtained a business
loan where the applicable law exempts loans made
for business purposes.
Can a guarantor of a loan raise the defense of usury?
Normally, the guarantor's rights are derivative from
the law applicable to the borrower. Thus, if the borrower may raise the defense, the guarantor also may
raise it. On the other hand, if the defense of usury
is not available to the borrower (e.g., loan to corporate
borrower in states where the corporation may not raise
the defense of usury), the guarantor also is precluded
from raising the defense.
Suppose that a new party assumes an existing
usurious loan. Normally, he cannot raise the defense
of usury since he was not a party to the original
transaction. The courts have reasoned that he is not
the necessitous borrower in the hands of the rapacious
lender.
WH O IS LIABLE FOR US U RY ? Usury I s strictly statutory
in nature. Therefore, in any jurisdiction it is necessary
to look to the language of the applicable statute to
determine which parties are liable for usury.
In most jurisdictions, officers and directors of a
corporate lender who actually participated in making
the usurious loan will be liable. Partners probably will
be jointly and severally liable for a usurious loan made
by the partnership.
On the other hand, in jurisdictions (such as California) where the statute does not specify the liability
of an agent, the agent or broker who may have been
involved in the usurious loan is not liable.
Suppose that a usurious promissory note is sold. Is
the assignee of the promisee's interest in the note
liable for usurious benefits received by him? Generally,
the assignee will be liable unless he is a holder in due
course of the note. In such case, he will not be liable
in most jurisdictions for the receipt of usurious interest
and may enforce the obligation. Keep in mind, however, that a holder in due course will have no knowledge of the presence of usury at the time he acquires
the note; thus, if usury appears on the face of the
note, the acquiring party cannot be a holder in due

course.

Conclusion
Usury is a complex subject. The complexity is compounded by the fact that the law of usury varies from
state to state. This article is intended to provide the
reader with a broad perspective of the subject. The
article cannot necessarily provide definitive answers
of the law within each jurisdiction.
Hopefully, each accountant reading this article will
have a better understanding of usury and will pass
the benefit of his understanding on to those with
whom he works.
F1
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REPORTING
PROFIT EXPECTATIONS
A Company's Management Is Best Qualified To Forecast Its Profits
Even Though In Some Companies Profit Planning And Budget Capabilities
Are Not As Well Developed As In Others

By Morton Backer
Isolated from corporate managements and unfamiliar
with its specific plans for the future, an investor is
either compelled to rely on a company's "track record"
or seek the counsel of professional investment analysts.
This is so because analysts, not only have more extensive facilities for collecting information, but also, generally have access to sources not readily available to
individual investors. Nevertheless, analysts often lack
sufficient familiarity with management's plans and
operating activities to develop reliable earnings forecasts without substantial assistance from a company's
management. Thus, what frequently appears to be an
analyst's prediction in actuality may be a reflection
of management's own plans.
While most managements are reluctant to disclose
their company's profit plans, executives often are permitted to comment on an analyst's own forecast. In
fact, most corporate executives are quite sensitive to
the potential damage which a company and its stockholders might suffer from erroneous forecasts by analysts. Some executives also prefer to avoid responsibility by releasing information in such a manner that
it is attributed to others.
Most analysts would readily concede that a company's management is best qualified to forecast its
profits even though in some companies profit planning
and budget capabilities are not as well developed as
in others. In interviews with high level corporate executives of seventy large American companies, the writer
found these individuals repeatedly expressing doubts
as to whether even the most skilled analysts could
adequately comprehend the dynamics of a large diversified business.

Published Profit Forecasts
In Great Britain
In England, as in the United States, there has been
a great rise in business combinations during the past
decade. In order to provide shareholders with sufficient evidence to formulate a sound decision, the
"City (London) Code on Take -Overs and Mergers"
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1972

was published in March 1968. The Code was formulated and endorsed by such institutions as the London
Stock Exchange, the Bank of England, the Association
of Investment Trust Companies, the Committee of
London Clearing Bankers, and the Confederation of
British Industry. Consequently, its regulations are
applicable to virtually all takeovers and mergers of
public companies. Rule 15 of the Code states (in part).
"Notwithstanding the obvious hazard attached to the forecasting of profits, profit forecasts must be compiled with the greatest possible
care by the Directors whose sole responsibility
they are.
When profit forecasts appear in any document addressed to shareholders in connection
with an offer, the assumptions, including the
commercial assumptions, upon which the Directors have based their profit forecasts, must be
stated in the document.
The accounting bases and calculations for the
forecasts must be examined and reported on by
the auditors or consultant accountants.
Any Merchant Bank or other adviser mentioned in the document must also report on the
forecasts. The accountant's report and, if there
is an advisor, his report must be contained in
such document and be accompanied by a statement that the accountants and, where relevant,
the adviser, have given and not withdrawn their
consent to publication." '
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Recognizing the new responsibilities imposed on
auditors for "examining and reporting" on profit forecasts, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Fngland and Wales issued a memorandum in April 1969
indicating the main points which auditors should consider in attesting to profit forecasts. In talking to
various officials in London some time after the memorandum was issued, the writer gained a distinct impression that the experience with profit forecasts liad been
"'Tire Cit y C o d e o n Take -Overs and Mergers;" (London, England) Rule iS.
Pp. 10 -i1.
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".
'in the
ball park' is
equivalent to
the company's
own profit
plan plus or
minus five
percent

generally satisfactory. Indeed, there is now considerable discussion about the possibility of requiring
company directors to include a profit forecast in annual reports. For example, in a paper delivered at the
Eighteenth Summer School of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, Mr. A.M.C. Morison
comments as follows:
"We come to the vital and growing role of
reporting on profits forecasts. I expect this work
to grow even more in the future. Why give
shareholders more information at the time of
a take -over than they get during the rest of the
year? Each investor's decision at any time to
buy, sell or retain his holding is his own personal
take -over problem, and he is entitled to as much
relevant information. I therefore expect that
companies will regularly publish their profit
forecasts for the corning year in their annual
reports, together with a comparison between last
year's forecast and the actual results achieved,
and that these forecasts will be covered in the
auditor's examination ... "'

. . ."

Cu r re n t P r act ice s
In T h e Un i t e d States
Generalized and fragmentary statements relating to
the future sometimes appear in the president's message
or other sections of annual reports to stockholders.
However, only on rare occasions will a prediction of
earnings for the coming period be found in an annual
report.'
In a recent NAA study,' corporate executives interviewed were asked, "Does your company presently
disclose its profit expectations to the public ?" Responses indicated that almost one -third (32.8 percent)
of the seventy companies visited provide the public
with an indication of anticipated earnings per share,
covering periods of from three months to one year
in advance. However, the information is generally
disseminated through press releases or at talks at analysts' society meetings rather than directly to stock holders.
At approximately 40 percent of the companies visited, management does not publicize its earnings
expectations but will comment on whether an analyst's
forecast is "in the ball park." In view of the widespread
use of this phrase, efforts were made to establish its
quantitative parameters. In the great majority of cases,
"in the ball park" is equivalent to the company's own
profit plan plus or minus five percent and seldom
beyond a ten percent differential. Thus, in effect, these
companies are disclosing their profit expectations to
security analysts within a given range. Not only do
these analysts receive preferential treatment as contrasted with the company's own stockholders, but most
corporate executives readily admit that the degree of
cooperation extended to analysts varies with the competence of the individual, thoroughness of preparation,
and brokerage firm represented.
A summary of the disclosure practices in regard to
'

v.

' .'The Role of the Reporting Accountant Today;' Th e Accou ntants' Magazin e,
October, 1970.
$a, for example. the annual reports of Blaw -Knox Com pany and Marq uette
Cement Company.
'Morton Backer, Financial Reporting for Security In vestment an d Cred it Decisions, National Association of Accountants, March, 1970.
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short -term earnings expectations, among the 70 companies surveyed, is as follows:
Companies presently disclosing profit
expectations publicly
Companies not publicizing profit
expectations but advising analysts if their
forecasts are "in the ball park"
Companies that do not publicize profit
expectations or comment on
analysts' forecasts

32.8%

39.6%

27.6%

Imp l i ca t i on of P re s e n t P r a ct i ce s
It is apparent that a substantial majority of the
companies surveyed (72.4 percent) are presently divulging their profit expectations either publicly or
privately to individual security analysts. This practice
has important financial reporting implications such as
the following:
1. Disclosure of company earnings expectations to
individual or groups of analysts without simultaneous release to stockholders may be prejudicial
to stockholders' interests. Managements that divulge their profit expectations privately are, of
course, able to avoid responsibility for inaccurate
estimates. Yet, they have no assurance that the
analyst's prediction actually will correspond to the
company's anticipated profit range and that stock holders have not been disadvantaged as a consequence.
2. From the standpoint of stockholder - management
relationship, it would seem more appropriate for
management to reveal its expected earnings per
share as a range in its annual and interim reports,
accompanied by such supportive data as forecast
sales, anticipated capital expenditures, order back log, etc. as well as the economic assumptions on
which the forecast data is predicated. If these
assumptions prove invalid, a revised forecast can
be issued. This procedure not only should prove
more equitable to stockholders but will impel
management to develop even greater precision in
its budgeting procedures.
3. It is difficult to envision all of the ramifications
that might arise from the inclusion of forecasted
earnings, together with related assumptions, in the
financial reports to stockholders. However, many
corporate executives were of the opinion that if
this occurred the need for meetings with security
analysts and even the pressure for greater financial
disclosure, e.g., expense itemization, segment reporting, could be avoided.
4. Inclusion of forecasted earnings in reports to stock holders would provide an additional basis for investment decisions and evaluation of management
performance. Since rational investment decisions
are based on earnings expectations, company fore casts doubtless would have an important effect on
market prices of securities. Admittedly, some man agements might be tempted to issue misleading
forecasts. However, when it is considered that allnost three quarters of the companies surveyed
presently disclose their profit expectations, either
privately or publicly to security analysts, it is apMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ FEBRUARY 1972

parent that this possibility presently exists. Since
investors would have an opportunity to consider
management's budgeting capability, the validity of
the stated assumptions, and any differences between management's forecast and that of the security analysts, a large measure of protection against
inaccurate predictions would be present.

Attitudes of Security Analysts
Toward Profit Plan Reporting
Each of the 72 security analysts interviewed in the
NAA study was provided with a copy of a hypothetical illustration of how a company might report
its profit plan for the coining period. The following
question was then asked.
"If a condensed profit plan (similar to illustration)
were included in corporate reports, would this be
helpful in appraising securities? Do you feel that they
should be included ?"
As might be anticipated, all but two analysts stated
that the inclusion of a condensed profit plan in corporate reports would be helpful in evaluating equity
securities. However, despite the acknowledged usefulness of this budget information, approximately 70
percent of these analysts were opposed to this procedure. The following reasons were offered to substantiate their opposition.
1. Analysts would have to explain and justify differences between their projections and a company's
published profit plan.
2. Analysts would tend to become overly dependent
on management's budgets, neglecting verification
through independent sources.
3. Stockholders would react and market prices of
securities would be strongly influenced by company
profit projections. This might induce some managements to issue overly optimistic and even deliberately misleading data.
4. The Securities and Exchange Commission is not
apt to favor this type of financial disclosure.
5. Budgeting capabilities vary greatly from company
to company.
6. Published budgets would make managements more
vulnerable to criticism and might reveal strategies
to competitors.
It is important to observe that while most security
analysts were opposed to the inclusion of condensed
profit plans in annual reports, the great majority favored a generalized statement of earnings expectations
in corporate reports (as contrasted to presentation of
a formal profit plan). They believe that this might
best be expressed in a range rather than as a single
earnings- per -share figure, that it should be accompanied by a statement of underlying assumptions, and
should be included in the president's comments.

Reactions of Corporate Executives
In view of the foregoing considerations, corporate
executives interviewed were asked the following question:
Ibia.
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" Wh a t is your attitude toward releasing to the
public expected earnings per share f or the coming year
in a range and accompanied by the major assumptions
on which this is based? in quarterly reports, or sooner
if unexpected events occurred, the forecast for the
remainder of the year could be revised and the reasons
for the revision explained."

"We feel
strongly that
public
disclosure is
preferable to

Since corporate managements tend to be conservative in regard to financial reporting, a strong negative reaction to this question was anticipated. Surprisingly, approximately one -half of the executives voiced
approval of this proposal. Some typical statements
from these individuals are noted below.

private
disclosure."

"Our president makes a specific forecast for
the coining year when lie talks to security analysts' societies. He also does this at stockholders'
meetings. In conferences with individual analysts, we indicate whether their profit estimates
are "in the ball park." When unexpected events
take place we send out publicity spot releases.
The company has had no problems with the
Securities and Exchange Commissions or legal
difficulties as a consequence of these forecasts.
We feel strongly that public disclosure is preferable to private disclosure."
"Personally, I prefer to have management
make forecasts of consolidated earnings for one
or more years ahead rather than to have analysts
make estimates which they are not qualified to
make."
"This is a great idea and has much merit. It
provides a basis for avoiding segment reporting
and the need to explain allocations and other
details. Managements could, of course, set out
the assumptions or conditions on which the
forecast is based. When individual analysts visit
we try not to have them leave us with a figure
which is not "in the ball park." Since the Texas
Gulf Sulphur case, we are beginning to wonder
whether we should meet with these people."
"Isn't this really what takes place? It will
probably go further because of competition.
This procedure would avoid the present tendency to disclose information to favored security
analysts. This makes a great deal of sense."
"We n ow make a prediction that the year
will be better or worse within a plus or minus
ten percent range. If there is any major change
in outlook a public release is issued. We react
to the figures of individual analysts but don't
supply them with figures. This proposal is the
only fair way to do this."
A not only favor this proposal but think some
penalties might even be imposed on managements for misleading statements."
"W e believe that there is no objection to
forecasts with disclosure of underlying assump35

"investments
are based on
future
expectations
rather than
past accomplishments."
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tions. We feel that forecasts must be given wider
publicity. A company should not favor any one
group, such as security analysts. The press tends
to distort reports by failure to give the whole
story or proper emphasis. Probably, reports and
letters to stockholders provide the best forum."
The principal reasons for the opposition of those
executives not in favor of this proposal, in order of
frequency were: (1) companies cannot forecast profits
with sufficient accuracy to justify public disclosure;
(Z) publication of management's short -tern earnings
expectations cater to speculators rather than the interests of long -term stockholders; (3) dependent upon
desired objectives, management's published forecasts
would tend to be either overly conservative or optimistic and, (4) management's decision processes would
become oriented toward short -term profit enhancement which might be detrimental to the long -term
interests of the company.
These arguments are not entirely convincing. Admittedly, the risk of forecasting errors is much greater
in some industries than others, nor do all companies
have equal budgeting capability. Under such circumstances, it is perhaps understandable that many corporate managements are reluctant to assume the responsibility of inaccurate forecasts; on the other hand,
when profit projections are prepared and circulated
by those less familiar with the dynamics of a firm than
its own management there are inherent dangers both
to the company and its stockholders. Moreover, the
undesirable results from forecasting errors can be substantially reduced if the earnings prediction is published in a range, is accompanied by a statement of
underlying assumptions, and is revised as circumstances
warrant. Certainly it would seem proper for a company
to advise its stockholders of any abnormal occurrence
which will have a material impact on earnings. However, few companies follow this procedure.
Some corporate officials are disinclined to issue
short -term profit forecasts because they believe these
forecasts will be used largely by speculators. They
prefer to have stockholders adopt a long -range outlook
and evaluate a company's prospects primarily on the
basis of management's past performance. This "track
record" approach to investment decisions is hardly
realistic. Investments are based on future expectations
rather than past accomplishments. To deny stockholders the option to invest or disinvest by failing
to disclose relevant information not only seems contrary to proper management - stockholder relations but
also introduced a serious imperfection in the securities
market.
It is true that some managements tend to be more
conservative or optimistic about the future and this
would be reflected in their earnings projection. However, stockholders can make allowances for such tendencies. Indeed, many securities analysts follow a procedure of comparing past predictions of company
officials with actual results so as to establish a basis
for adjusting such biases in current forecasts. It is also
possible to invoke legal penalties against companies
who deliberately misinform stockholders or fail to
advise them of revised expectations resulting from
changed circumstances.

Some corporate executives expressed concern that
disclosure of profit expectations might result in
overemphasis of short -run objectives which call he
injurious to the long -run welfare of a company. They
even fear that managements may be impelled to manipulate accounts or enter into questionable transactions to validate short -term forecasts. However, it
is probable that where this tendency exists it would
occur regardless of whether the company has issued
an earnings prediction. Effective communication with
stockholders would seem to dictate, that when a company deliberately takes action which penalizes current
earnings but is expected to reap future benefits, that
the facts be made public in a forthright manner.

Company Forecasts in the Light
of Current SEC Action
Recent events would seem to suggest that the desirability of companies issuing earnings forecasts in the
planner described need be carefully reassessed. As a
consequence of the Federal Court of Appeal's decisions in the Texas Gulf Sulphur case and the SEC's
indictment of Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and
Smith, corporations are less apt to provide essential
information to security analysts.
If sources of privileged information are closed without replacement by public disclosure, security analyst's
predictions are apt to become substantially less reliable. Thus, a significant void may appear in the information network presently used by investors. It would
seem that this gap can best be filled by the corporation
itself, and with greater responsibility and fairness to
its stockholders. Guidelines would have to be developed as to what is considered material and how this
can best be released to the public. Auditing responsibilities would have to be defined. Penalties also may
have to be levied against corporations and their officers
not only for withholding or 'leaking" essential information, but also for knowingly circulating false information. It is apparent, however, that the publication
of company forecasts in the manner outlined assumes
new importance in the light of these recent events.

Auditing Implications
In recent years a variety of challenging problems
have arisen which are beginning to present a new
dimension to the audit function. As corporate managements respond to public pressures for more information a sizeable and significant body of financial
data is being presented in company reports —apart from
the certified financial statements. These management
representations are apt to be substantially less susceptible to traditional audit procedures.
it would seem highly unlikely that CPA's will attempt to superimpose their judgment on a company's
management as to how product lines are to be defined,
and yet this is of the essence in segment reporting.
In England, under the 1967 Companies Act, directors
are now required to report the market value of interests in land (and buildings) and quoted and unquoted
security investments, when in their opinion there is
a significant variation between book and market value,
and the information is deemed to be important to
stockholders. Although not considered to be appraisers, auditors in Great Britain are required to attest
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to such values. Discussions with English chartered
accountants, company executives and government officials left this writer with the impression that the
auditor's responsibilities in this area are rather murky
and ill- defined.
In the United States, the auditor is apt to soon
become involved in evaluation of a company's social
contributions, e.g., pollution, minority and other welfare activities. Indeed, it is not too remote to anticipate that CPA's may even be required to report to
stockholders on management efficiency, as occurs in
Sweden. In terms of the audit function, published
company forecasts would seem to fall into this new
category of financial information.
What burden then may ultimately be thrust upon
the professional auditor in regard to profit. forecasts?
Perhaps, the most logical procedure is for him to
examine and comment on the reasonableness of the
underlying assumptions and make certain that they
are adequately disclosed. Indeed, in England heavy
reliance is apparently placed on this approach. For
example, in a taped interview with the writer, Mr.
Wilfred Wareham, who is Deputy Director General
of the Take -Overs Administration, commented:
"We expect auditors to provide support that
directors' profit forecasts are being prepared on
reasonable bases and reasonable assumptions. I
won't use the word corroboration, because you
can not really corroborate management's opinions of what it's going to do in certain spheres.
We are also doing a follow -up on these forecasts.
We watch the results very carefully. We have
already seen one or two companies whose profits

didn't quite come up to their prospectus and
we have sat around the table with these people
and very carefully examined the causes for the
discrepancies. It may be necessary in the future
to be more specific about the assumptions in
profit forecasts."

Conclusion
The inclusion of profit forecasts in company reports
to the public is frowned upon in the United States.
However, recent developments in Great Britain, which
have received scant attention in this country, suggest
that this may well become an important issue to the
financial community and CPAs in the near future.
For example, Bertrand J. Belda points to the iniportance of the underlying assumptions as the focal point
of the auditor's responsibility for company forecasts.
He suggests that the CPA should: (quote)

"... the
auditor is apt
to soon
become
involved in
evaluation of a
company's
social
contribution ...

1. Disclose his understanding of the purpose of the
forecasts.
2. Disclose the extent of participation by the CPA
in their preparation.
3. Disclose the sources of information used.
4. Disclose the major assumptions used, and any rationale therefor.
5. Disclose the extent of responsibility taken by the
CPA.
6. Include a disclaimer concerning the accuracy or
reliability of the forecast. " '

El

"Mention should be made that this and other interviews referred to are in
conjunction with a study on valuation reporting on which the writer is engaged
in for the Financial Executives Institute.
- Bertrand 1.Belda, "Reporting nn Forecasts of Future Developments," journal
of Accountancy, December, 19;0, p. 56.

RECORDS RETENTION PROGRAM
Continued from page 28
Plans for the Future
As for our future plans, they will, of course, depend
a good deal on policy decisions about greater security
and company -wide coverage. We are considering certain things now in this regard.
Portable microfilmers in some departments —These
can be used to film documents on a daily basis
before the paper leaves the office and is merged
with other files.
Increase in the capacity of the Microfilm Section —This will permit greater coverage of plant wide material considered more vulnerable to loss
through destructive actions, as well as other casual-
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ties. This would also entail the installation of
additional, more modern and even faster equipment than we now have, both photographic and
processing.
3. Provide fast and legible reproductions from film
through print -out facilities, now available —We
think this is important to our department heads.
If they are assured of certain retrieval and availability of actual original size copies of their documents, they would more readily agree to shorter
retention periods through the microfilm media.
4. Extended use of computer tape to microfilm applications.
5. Continue our probe into untouched areas to further the awareness of the value of microfilm to
those who are not familiar with the subject and
what it can do.

11
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CAUSES THAT
UNDERLIE CHANGES
IN CORPORATE EARNINGS
Few Operating Profits Are Accidental —
Continued Growth Forces An Increasing Reliance On
Intelligent, Reasoned Management Decisions
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Almost all corporate annual reports are prefaced with
a letter or message from the president of the corporation, the chairman of the board of directors, or both.
Within such letters the interested and curious stockholder may usually learn the reasons, or some of them,
underlying the current year's change in earnings relative to the previous year. It is very possible, even
probable, that many less sophisticated shareholders,
lacking much knowledge of accounting terminology,
may depend almost entirely on such comments from
the corporate leaders to explain to them the causes
of success, or lack of it, in the current year.
In an effort to note and comment on some of the
causes alleged by top management to be the major
reasons underlying their change in earnings for the
previous year, the published annual corporate reports
to stockholders for 164 different corporations were
studied.' All reports were for fiscal year 1969 and 1970.
The choice represented all those received by the author in the previous year and which were on hand
in January and February of 1971. It is believed that
the 167 reports represent a very typical cross section
of United States business, though it is admitted no
reports of railroads, banks, insurance companies, or
airline corporations were included.
A careful study was made of all the letters from
the chairmen of the boards of directors, or the presidents of the companies, to note any explicit reasons
stated by them to be the causes for the then current
year's increase or decrease in earnings relative to the
previous year. In many instances some reasons were
apparent from a careful comparison of the financial
statements, or by a close reading of some of the
footnotes to the reports, but only those causes mentioned by the two top executives were extracted and
For three corporations reports of two fiscal years (1969 and 1970) were included,
making a total of 167 reports in all.
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are listed below for further comment. In some instances snore than one cause was mentioned.

Increased Earnings
For corporations whose earnings this year were better than the previous year, top management stated
as causes these types of reasons:
Reasons Normally Under Control of Management
Diversification into new products, fields, or
33
services
16
Reductions in costs and expenses
Realignment of organization with resulting
12
economies or efficiency
11
Improved marketing and promotion
9
Increase in stores, rooms, or operating units
8
Increase in prices or margins of profit
6
Benefits of recent merger or acquisitions
5
Tight budget analysis and control
4
Improved plant or store management
Consolidation of facilities with resulting
3
economies
2
More profitable operation of foreign subsidiary
2
Product design modernization program
2
Accounting policy changes
Savings from more aggressive and competitive
2
purchasing activities
18
Individual reasons
133
Total
Reasons Partially Affected by Management
Non- recurring profit on sale of subsidiary or
investment
Absence of strikes or work stoppages present
in prior year
Non - recurring gain from sale of warrants
connected with $100 million debenture sale
Absence of start -up costs of previous year
Total

9
3
1
1
14
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Reasons Entirely Beyond Management Control
Increase in sales
Increase in level of production
Increase in foreign sales
Better sales mix
Reduction of taxes or tax benefits from prior
year
Individual reasons
Total

74
9
9
3
3
4
102

Decreased Earnings
For corporations whose earnings this year fell below
that of the preceding year, top management pointed
out these reasons to account for the drop:
Reasons Normally Under Control of Management
Higher start -up costs of substantial amount
Heavy write -off of certain assets
7
Inventory write -down or loss
5
Higher product development costs
4
Heavy write -off of accounts payable
3
Production difficulties
2
Conversion from conventional markets to
discount units during the year
2
Change in accounting policy
2
Individual reasons
5
Total
41
Reasons Partially Affected
jetted by Management
Losses of substantial amount in subsidiaries
Plant strike or work stoppage
Depressed prices of major products
Loss from sale of subsidiary or other investment or property
Loss on discontinuance of certain plant
operations or products
Individual reasons
Total

9
8
6
5
4
15
47

Reasons Entirely Beyond Management Control
High labor costs
36
Higher interest costs
32
Higher material costs
25
Higher overhead costs
19
Drop in sales volume or sales mix change
18
Downturn in the economy
18
Strikes elsewhere; trucking, longshoremen,
building trade, or in customer's business
9
Increased taxes
6
Drop in new orders on government contracts
5
Growth in competition from imports
5
Higher market competition
2
Decline in international operations
2
Recession in housing industry
2
Loss of investment tax credit
2
Individual reasons
12
Total
193
Increases Without Explanations
The wording describing the causes is, insofar as
possible, the exact wording of management, paraphrased on occasion in the interest of brevity. However, Crestmont Oil & Gas Company converted a loss
of $259,666 in 1968 into a profit of $144,102 in 1969,
an increase of $403,768, a figure over 10 percent of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ FEBRUARY 1972

its total assets, but the letter from the Chairman of
the Board gave no reasons whatsoever as to the causes
of the turn - around, nor did he even attribute any of
it specifically to any management decision. Briggs &
Stratton Corporation reported an increase in income
of $846,361 or 6.2 percent in 1970 over 1969; however,
the very brief letter of the President of the company
offered no reasons of any kind for the increase. These
were the only two reports, out of 167, which failed
to give stockholders any reasons whatsoever for the
results of this year being better or worse than the prior
year.
The letter signed by both the Chairman of the
Board and Chief Executive Officer, as well as by the
President and Chief Operating Officer of Phillip
Morris, Incorporated, in their annual report for 1969,
contains a paragraph worth quoting:

". . .

many
corporations
mentioned
. . .
factors which
kept earnings
from going
still higher,
such as
interest,
wages, etc."

"Our steady growth throughout the years has
been primarily due to the quality of our products
and the quality of our talented and dedicated
personnel in the United States and around the
world. These are our most valued assets."
Many other annual reports contained somewhat
similar statements, though perhaps it is something
most appropriately mentioned when earnings have
risen over several years, and losses have been rare. No
attempt was made to include this cause in our list
as it is a bit subjective, and might perhaps be better
measured by the increase in sales, new products, reduced costs, and other more pointed specific references
to causes of the change in earnings.
It should be added that many corporations enjoying
an increase in earnings over the previous year also
mentioned factors which kept earnings from going still
higher, such as higher interest, wages, etc. These latter
reasons were not tabulated herein as the purpose of
this article is instead to study only those causes to
which the higher earnings were attributed. In like
manner, many corporations which experienced a drop
in earnings also gave reference to some items of a
more favorable nature which kept earnings from falling
still further. These latter reasons were also omitted
from this study, since the focus was to be entirely
on the causes to which management attributed publicly their decrease in earnings.
What It All Means
Looking for a moment at the corporations reporting
an increase in earnings, one may note that:
• 150 corporations gave reasons normally under control of or subject to decisions of management, or
at least partially affected by some aspects of management control.
• 102 corporations gave reasons entirely beyond management control, or reasons substantially beyond
complete management control.
On the other hand, if we look at those corporations
reporting a decrease in earnings, it may seem that:
* 88 corporations gave credit to reasons normally
39

"...

not all

companies
meet such
problems and
challenges in
the same
manner."

under control of or subject to decisions of management, or at least partially affected by some aspects
of management control.
a 193 corporations attributed the drop in earnings to
reasons entirely beyond management control, or
reasons substantially beyond complete management
control.
Figures presented above do not add to the 167 total
reports studied for the obvious reason that most corporations gave many reasons for their success or lack
of it. Few attributed it entirely to one cause.
A cynic might jump to the obvious conclusion that
most top management can eagerly find causes within
management control to which they may attribute their
gains, but are more prone to blame decreases in profit
on causes largely beyond their control, or to causes
wrapped up heavily in the competitive market place.
This is probably an unfair conclusion and should not
be seriously stated as a conclusion of this article. It
is more likely a fact that increases in profit do require
the constant study and imaginative exertion of all
corporate management. Such increases do not just
"happen." In most instances careful budgeting, cost
control, and cost reductions, introduction of new
products, expansion, realignment of corporate organizations, and many other similar reasons cited take
place only because top management made it come
true and willed that it happen that way. Few operating
profits are accidental — continued growth forces an
increasing reliance on intelligent reasoned management decisions.
On the other hand, an analysis of the causes of
decreases in earnings present not quite so clear a
Picture. True, some losses may be the result of causes
such as "Acts of God," laws of Congress, expropriation
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of property abroad, loss of government contract, a
downturn in the economy, etc., but not all companies
meet such problems and challenges in the same manner. Some seem to meet and overcome such problems
in stride, or almost so; other companies may be said
to be overcome temporarily by their problems.
Conclusion
One should come to the conclusion that in analyzing
and studying a corporate annual report one is really
analyzing and studying the versatility and strategical
intelligence of top management and their ability, at
all levels, to react to the myriad of events that face
each business during the course of a fiscal year. Students of corporate investments are so prone to compute endless ratios taken from financial data, using
them as a means to analyze and study the "company."
There is no doubt but that most such ratios are highly
valuable, when taken in context with other information, and when regarded as but one in a chain of ratios
that indicate the year -by -year progress of growth or
deterioration of the company. However, it might perhaps be more correct to consider that such ratios are
but a means of reflecting the sum total of many
management decisions over the past twelve months,
and some even reflect decisions going far back to
twelve months, as well as events that will project
themselves well ahead into the years of the future.
Perhaps it might be more meaningful if more corporate presidents and chairmen of the boards of directors would be more frank and open with the reasons
they give for the success or lack of success enjoyed
by their company in the previous year. This may be
a goal to be sought by all readers of published annual
reports, particularly those not well versed in the vocabulary or the presentation of the customary accounting
statements contained therein.
El
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THE USE OF

ACCOUNTING TECHNIQUES
IN SMALL FIRMS
There Are Still Chief Accountants Who Disclaim Even An Awareness Of
Cost - Volume- Profit Analysis, Operating Budgets, And Responsibility Accounting

By Gardner M. Jones and
Saber A. Awad
This article reports the findings of an inquiry into
the use of contemporary accounting techniques by
small and medium sized manufacturing firms. The
authors investigated the extent to which these firms
accepted eight specific accounting techniques, the
various characteristics of the firms, characteristics of
the accountants employed by the firms, the "agents
of change" who were able to introduce new techniques,
and finally, the role of consultants in introducing
accounting changes in these firms.
The survey was made during 1970 and consisted of
in -depth interviews with the chief accounting officers
of 35 small manufacturing firms located throughout
Michigan. The firms represented a variety of industries, including eight producers of durable goods and
five of nondurable goods. Because there are many
different definitions of "size of firm," they were classified in five different ways. When the five size definitions were combined, a composite measure of size
produced 25 of "small" and 10 "medium" sized firms.
(See Exhibit 1.)
The accountants interviewed were usually heads of
the accounting function. As was expected, there was
no uniformity of titles or of assigned duties, although
the titles of treasurer and of controller do predominate. The various characteristics of these individuals
are shown below. These characteristics are significant,
where relationships between age, and educational development correlate with activity in introducing "new"
accounting techniques into the subject organizations.
Titles
V -P Finance
Treasurer
Treasurer and Controller
Secretary- Treasurer
Secretary
Controller (or Ass't. to)
Chief Accountant
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1972

2
6
2
4
1
16
4
35

Education
Less than H. S. diploma
H. S. & Junior College
B.A. or B.S. in Business
B.A. or B.S. plus M.B.A.
Other

1
6
17
10
1
35

Service in Firm

Under 2 years
2 -4 years
5 -9 years
10 and over
Professional Affiliation
NAA
AICPA
NAA and AICPA
None
Ages
Under 35
35-39
40-44
45-49
50 and up

6
15
9
5
35
9
14
11
1
35
8
6
7
7
7
35

G. M. JONES
Lansing Chapter (Baton
Rouge 1955) is Professor
of Accounting at M ichigan State University.
Dr. tones, who holds
B.B.A. and M.B.A. degrees from the University of Michigan and
a Ph. D. degree from
Louisiana State University, is a previous
contributor to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
S. A . A W AD
Is a University Faculty
Member in the United
Arab Republic. He completed his doctorate at
Michigan State University.

Techniques Investigated
The techniques investigated included "planning"
techniques such as cost- volume -profit analysis, capital
budgeting, linear programming and network analysis;
"control" techniques such as standard costing, contribution margin analysis, and responsibility accounting;
and operating budgeting which serves equally well for
planning and control. Of the eight/ techniques, linear
programming was selected to be a surrogate for the
whole class of operations research techniques; if an
accountant is familiar with any of them, he is familiar
with linear programming; if he does not know linear
programming, he probably does not know any of them.
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"The average
company used
only three of
the eight
techniques."

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Findings Of The Study
E X TE N T O F A P P L I C A TI O N . Among the small and medium
sized manufacturing firms, modern management accounting techniques are not as widely used as one
might expect. The average company used only three
of the eight techniques. No company used all of them,
and only one used as many as seven of them. Two
companies used none at all. The extent to which the
eight techniques were used is as follows:

Number Percent
of firms
of
sample
22
20
19
18
10
10
6
1

Operating budgeting
Capital budgeting
Standard costing
Cost - volume -profit analysis
Contribution margin analysis
Responsibility accounting
Network analysis (PERT /CPM)
Linear programming

63%
57%
54%
51%
29%
29%
17%
3%

C O N D I TI O N S

UN D E R L Y I N G

NON -USE.

When the respondents were questioned as to why their
firms did not use some of these accounting methods,
the replies ranged all the way from managements'
perceptions of what a management accounting system
is supposed to do, to the accountants' own qualifications, to the cost of doing detailed analysis, to organizational resistance to change. Exhibit 2 is a breakdown of reasons given by respondents.
Surprisingly, the size of the firm bore no statistically
significant relationship to the number of accounting
techniques used. Although accountants themselves
sometimes said "our company is too small to use such
a sophisticated technique," evidence of such use did
exist in smaller companies. The only exception was
standard cost, where size did have a bearing on use.
N A TUR E O F O P E R A TI O N S . Another sometimes mentioned
reason, for non -use is the nature of business operations.
Seven of the 35 firms did not use standard costs for
this reason, and for each of the other techniques, there
was at least one firm which didn't use it because "our
operations are different."

Cited most often by the
respondents as the reason for non -use of these techniques was top management attitude. Resistance to
change on the part of top management was given by
13 respondents as the reason for not using responsibility accounting, and it was given by 10 as the reason
for not using contribution margin reporting.
TO P MAN AG EME NT ATTITUDE .

Exhibit 1
SIZE CLASSIFICATION OF SAMPLE FIRMS
Size of Firm

Very
small

Small

Medium

Large

Totals

1
0
1
3

27
23
20
18

4
11
13
10

3
1
1
4

35
35
35
35

3

12
25

13
10

7

35
35

Annual employment
Annual sales
Total assets
Number of product lines
Number of producing
departments
Composite measure

A TTI T UD E S AND PE R C E P TI O N S . Another
reason for non -use may be attributed to the accountants' own attitudes and understandings. Among the
elements which make up his attitude are the following:
A C C O UN TA N TS '

Note:
A weighting scheme was used to establish the composite measure, i.e., each company
was identified as very small (weight = 1), small (weight - 2), medium (weight 3), large (weight - 4), according to each of the following criteria: employment, sales,
assets, products, and number of departments. An exampl e of the weighti ng for a
particular company might be: (3 +3 +4 +3 +3 -16) divided by 5 (factors) to give a
weighted size of 3.2 as a composite measure for a medium sized company. Interestingly
enough, no company rated "large" by more than 2 of the criteria, thus, even the
"large" companies were not really large when all factors were considered.

1. The accountant's perception of managerial information needs and what accounting constructs and
presentations will best meet those needs
2. The accountant's perception of management understanding of accounting data and of the extent
of management reliance on it
3. The accountant's perception of top management
attitudes toward changes — particularly change in
the accounting system

Exhibit 2
REASONS GIVEN FOR NOT USING ACCOUNTING TECHNIQUES

4

2
2
2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

8
9
7

5
5
7

3

4

2

2

-

1

2
1
5
9
3
2

-

2

Network
analysis

4
1
2
2
2
-

7
6
11

Operating Responsibility Capital
Linear
accounting budgeting programming
budgets
3
7
13
6
2
1
2
1
7
4
5
3

-

6
4
7

-

8
4
3

Standard
costs
9
7
2

-

Reasons given
Management resistance to change
Nature of operations
Size of firm
Accountants' satisfaction with
existing techniques
Shortage of qualified staff
Pressure of time
Lack of guiding publications
Lack of computer
Too costly to use

Contribution
margin
10
1
5

CVP
analysis

Mentioned
56
18
33
35
29
44
13
3
14

Values given are frequency of mention.
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4. The accountant's satisfaction with the existing
system and his motivation toward modernization
5. The accountant's technical competence
6. The accountant's age and duration of service with
the firm

"Technical
competence
(and the

1. He is perceptive of management information needs
and is able to adapt the accounting techniques to
meet them.
2. He understands management's attitudes toward
change and is able to secure acceptance of change
in the accounting system.
3. He is not satisfied when the system is outmoded.
4. He is better educated, with a B.A. or B.S. degree,
and may have an M.B.A. degree.
5. He is about 35 years old and a member of a profes.
sional organization, and probably active in it.

accountant's
own
confidence in
it) is of course
difficult to
measure."

A shortage of qualified
management accountants appears to be the reason for
not adopting responsibility accounting, contribution
margin reporting, and capital budgeting. Some accountants (who evidently have not been following the
literature) complained of lack of available publications
describing the "newer" techniques and how they could
be adapted to situations. The resource lack most often
mentioned, though, the lack of time. The pressure
of daily routine work typically stood in the way of
studying alternative methods and procedures, even
where admittedly some potential existed for worthwhile use. But two accountants did say that where
they are convinced of the value of a new technique,
they will create time for planning to apply it.
AV A IL A B IL I T Y O F R E SO U R CE S .

is

Technical competence (and the accountant's own
confidence in it) is of course difficult to measure. In
the absence of any absolute measure, it is possible
to substitute such evidence as formal training (degrees
held), participation in professional workshops and
seminars, and activity in professional accounting organizations. The data for these companies show that
younger accountants, with more degrees held, are
found in the firms which use a larger number of the
techniques; conversely, older accountants with fewer
or no degrees are found in the firms using fewer of
the "modern" accounting techniques.
Age was a directly related factor. In the firms which
used more than an average number of the techniques,
all the respondents were under 40 years old. In the
firms found to have a below average application of
these methods, 67 percent of the respondents were
over 40.
As to familiarity with the methods, most of the
accountants interviewed did have basic knowledge of
the "traditional" techniques, but 13 of them knew
little about linear programming and 11 knew little
about network analysis. Most accountants who did
know about the latter techniques felt that they lacked
the analytical ability that was, of course, necessary to
put them to use.
In summary, then, the composite management accountant in the firm which has come to use more of

the contemporary accounting techniques, is likely to
have the following characteristics:

Another, but minor, reason given
for nonapplication of some of the techniques is cost
of application. At least one person said this about
every one of the techniques.
COST OF APPLICATION.

Exhibit 3
AW ARENESS AND USE OF ACCOUNTING TECHNIQUES
Ad o pt i o n s t ag e s

Co n tr i bu t io n

St an d ar d

Op e ra t in g

Res pons ibility

Capi tal

Lin ear

Ne tw or k

m a rg in
1

c os ts

bu dg et s

ac c o u nt i n g

bu d g et i n g

pr o g r a m m i n g

analys is

2

-

Un a w a r e o f t e c h n i q u e

C -V -P
analysis

1

3

2

13

11
18

12

16

11

11

14

11

18

3

8

5

2

8

2

3

Us e o f t e c h n i q u e

18

10

19

21

10

20

1

C -V -P

Co nt ri b ut io n

St an d ar d

Op e ra t in g

Res pons ibility

Capital

Lin ear

Ne t w o r k

analysis

m a r gi n

c o s t in g

bu d ge t s

ac c o u nt i n g

bu d g et i n g

program m ing

analys is

12
2

4
3

10

10

7

6

7

6
2

4

3

1

1

1

5

2

2

1

3

_

Aw a r e o f t e c h n i q u e
In t er e s t an d eva lu a ti o n

6

Va l u e s a r e nu m b e r o f f ir m s re p o r t ed a t e a c h st a g e .

Exhibit 4
AGENTS OF CHANGE

Ma n a g e m e n t a c c o u n t a n t
To p m a n ag e m e n t

-

Re p o r t e d s o ur c e s o f t h e In n o va t i o n

1

1
3

Ma n a g e m e n t a c c o u n t a n t
-

-

an d t o p m an a g e m e n t

2

-

-

-

1

2

3

4

-

ou ts id e c on su lt an t

-

an d o u ts i de co n su l ta n t
To p m a n a g e m e n t a n d

-

Ma n a g e m e n t a c c o u n t a n t

Va l u e s a r e f r eq u e n c y o f m e nt i o n by r e s p on d e n t s
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there are Awareness of Techniques
still chief
Exhibit 3 shows the four stages of development of

accountants
who disclaim

interest in "new" techniques and the standing of the
firms in those four stages. It is not surprising that
few accountants have reached the adoption stage for
linear programming and network analysis, but what
is surprising is that there are still chief accountants
who disclaim even an awareness of cost - volume -profit
analysis, operating budgets, and responsibility accounting.
We found only two companies that had tried a
technique and given it up. In both cases, linear programming was tried and found to be unsuitable for
use in the circumstances. The high rate of retention
of all other techniques, once they were tried, indicates
the probability of actual use once the awareness and
investigation stages are achieved.

even an
awareness of
cost - volumeanalysis,
operating
budgets, and
responsibility
accounting." Agents of Change

Three kinds of agents of change were identified in
the process of securing acceptance of accounting techniques. These were the management accountant himself, top management, and outside consultants. However, in many cases, the techniques which had been
in use for some time could not be attributed to any
one influence. In other cases, the accountant had
brought the method with him from some prior em-

ployment. As might be expected, he took credit for
introducing most traditional techniques. Even here,
top management played an important role, as shown
in Exhibit 4. In actual application, though, the accountant was the "figure specialist." He was the key
man in providing the analysis in the more traditional
accounting techniques, shared the analysis with others
in capital budgets and in operating budgets, and sometimes was involved in network analysis.
Outside consultants were felt to play a minor role
in the diffusion of accounting techniques. Only five
companies called on management consultants frequently, 15 firms said they never employed them.

Conclusion
The level of knowledge of "new" techniques by
some accountants themselves appears to be deficient,
in spite of the literature available and the educational
efforts of NAA and CPA groups. Managers, also,
cannot be persuaded of the worth of accounting techniques. The evidence points to a need for continued
efforts by NAA and other professional organizations
in providing continuing education at the local level.
Although accountants cannot change their managers,
there is much to be done by accountants themselves
in upgrading their own knowledge, skills, persuasive
talents, and appreciation of their role in their own
environments.
❑

...Plan to attend !
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ACCOUNTING
FOR DEFERRED
INCOME TAX DEBITS
Paragraph 44 Of Opinion 11 Makes Reference
To Deferred Tax Credits
But Is Silent As To Deferred Tax Debits

By Keith E. Grant
In December 1967, Opinion 11, Accounting for Income Taxes, was issued by the Accounting Principles
Board. This Opinion, in setting forth comprehensive
tax allocation procedures, has one significant underlying purpose. That purpose is to prescribe uniform
guidelines for measuring the tax effects of transactions
which enter into the determination of net income of
a going concern. Many of the guidelines enumerated
in Opinion 11, therefore, involve the relationship of
tax expense to book income, or the matching concept.
This relationship is measurable by applying applicable
Federal, state, and foreign income tax rates to book
income. However, as we will point out, this matching
of tax expense with book income in some instances
will not be achieved.

Deferred Tax Debits
Deferred tax debits, also referred to as prepaid
income taxes and accumulated income tax prepayments, result from two types of book -tax timing differences. These timing differences are:
1. EXPENSES deducted for tax purposes in a period
subsequent to the period the expenses are deducted
for book income purposes. Examples include accruing for pension liabilities in excess of amounts
actually funded and expenses accrued for deferred
compensation plans.
2. INCOME included for tax purposes in a period prior
to the period the income is included for book
income purposes. Examples include prepaid rent
reported for tax purposes in the period the rent
is received but recorded in the income statement
for book purposes in the period when the rent is
earned; profit on sales by a subsidiary to its parent
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1972

is taxed if separate returns are filed but such profit
is eliminated in the consolidated statements.
In each of the preceding types of book -tax timing
differences, book income is less than taxable income.
These differences times the effective income tax rate
result in deferred tax debits. When the timing differences reverse, taxable income will be less than book
income and a reversing of the applicable deferred
debits is required.
The recognition of these debits result in an asset
which is classified as either short -term or long -torm
on the balance sheet depending on the nature of the
asset or liability which created the timing difference.

Operating Losses
When operating losses occur, Federal income tax
regulations permit carryback and carryforward of such
losses.
Although the matching concept is an underlying
principle of tax allocation, when losses arise the realization concept is given precedence because Opinion
11 states that the future tax benefit of loss carryforwards should not be recorded as an asset in the loss
year unless realization is assured beyond any reasonable doubt.
It would seem that conservatism would require
application of the realization concept to recognizing
deferred tax debits in loss years also. But as will be
demonstrated in the subsequent example, neither the
matching or the realization concept may be totally
correct. Paragraph 44 of Opinion 11 states:

K. E. GRANT
Providence Chapter
1%6, is Manager of Internal Auditing of
Damon Corporation,
Needham
Heights,
Mass. Mr. Grant is a CPA
and holds a B.S. degree
in Accounting from
Husson College in Bangor, Maine.

"The tax effects of any realizable loss car rybacks should be recognized in the determination of net income (loss) of the loss periods.
The tax loss gives rise to a refund (or claim for
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such
reference to
deferred tax
credits would
also apply to
deferred tax
debits. "
". . .

refund) of past taxes, which is both measurable
and currently realizable; therefore the tax effect
of the loss is properly recognizable in the determination of net income (loss) for the period.
Appropriate adjustments of existing net deferred
tax credits may also be necessary in the loss
period."
The last sentence in this paragraph is important
because it makes reference to deferred tax credits but
is silent as to deferred tax debits. However, a strict
interpretation would indicate that such reference to
deferred tax credits would also apply to deferred tax
debits.

Example
During the past five years Able Company has had
book profits of $100,000 each year. In addition, a
$200,000 timing difference relating to a deferred compensation plan resulted in taxable income of $300,000
each year. During each of these five years Able Company recorded a $50,000 tax provision against book
income, recorded a $100,000 deferred tax debit and
paid $150,000 in taxes (50 percent tax rate assumed).
Assume that the following examples represent the
four possible outcomes for the current year:

taxes of $50,000. The deferred tax debit is recorded
and the book provision credited for $150,000.
In each of these examples the matching concept
has been strictly applied. Tax expense has been recorded at the assumed effective rate times book income. In each instance the deferred tax debit has been
recorded as well as the actual taxes payable or refundable. It is interesting to note that in Examples (2),
(3), and (4) prepaid income taxes (deferred tax debits)
have been recognized but only in Example (2) have
any taxes been payable and in this instance such taxes
payable are less than the amount deferred.
A question arises as to the justification for recognizing prepaid income taxes when such taxes have not
been paid or will not be payable. T o answer this
question, one must review the theory for recording
the deferred compensation which is creating the timing
difference.
Assuming Able Company is a going concern, the
recording of the long -term liability for the deferred
compensation is certainly justifiable because the company will in the long -term generate future tax deductions when payments are actually made to participants
in the compensation plan. It certainly seems clear that
similar rationale should be applied to the recognition
of the future tax benefits, or deferred tax debits.

An Alternative to the Matching Concept
Examples ($000)
Net income (loss)
per books
Timing difference
Taxable income (loss)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

$ -0- $(100) $(200) $(300)
200
200
200
200
200
100
-0(100)

The Matching Concept
Prescribing strictly the matching concept the following net entries to record income taxes would result
using a 50 percent assumed tax rate:
(2)

(1)
-0-0100
(100)

(3)

(4)

$( 50) $(100) $(150)

(

Examples ($000)
Provision for income
taxes
Refundable income
taxes
Deferred tax debits
Taxes payable

-0100
50)

-0100
-0-

50
100
-0-

In Example (1) Able Company reported no book
income but the $200,000 timing difference relating
to the deferred compensation created taxable income
of $200,000. The timing difference is deducted in
arriving at book income but is not deductible for tax
purposes until payment is made in some future period.
Since book income is zero, no provision for taxes is
required. Taxes payable are recorded with a corresponding charge to the deferred tax debit account.
In Example (2) a tax provision credit of $50,000
is required to match against the book loss of $100,000.
Since the timing difference exceeds the book loss,
taxable income results and the $50,000 of taxes payable
is recorded together with a deferred tax debit.
In Example (3) the timing difference equals the
book loss and a credit provision is recorded with the
corresponding deferred debit.
Example (4) reflects both a book and tax loss and
the tax loss carryback results in refundable income
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A strong argument can also be made that deferred
tax debits should not be recorded in excess of actual
taxes paid or payable.
Deferred tax debits should not result merely from
the mechanics of recording debits and credits in an
attempt to recognize a tax provision which will approximate the effective tax rate times the book income
or loss. If deferred tax debits, and credits as well, are
to reflect the tax effects of timing differences, it would
seem that these amounts should equal actual taxes
paid or deferred.
Since tax expense is an integral factor in determining
the net income of a business enterprise, the proper
matching of tax expense with book income is perhaps
the most important consideration in applying Opinion
11. In most instances when book and taxable income
occur in the same accounting period without the existence of significant permanent difference, comprehensive income tax allocation will generate a tax provision
that bears the customary relationship to book income.
This approach in applying the technical pronouncements contained in Opinion I1 will not, however, produce in every instance a practical answer.
The suggestion being made is that a common sense
approach may be required in determining the tax
accounting to be applied. Using the previously projected possible outcomes of Able Company, the following tax entries are proposed as alternatives to those
presented under the matching concept:
Examples ($000)
Provision for income
taxes
Refundable income
taxes
Deferred tax debits
Taxes payable

(3)

(4)

(1)

(2)

$ -0-

$ -0-

N

$(50)

-0-

-0-

O

50

100

50

N

.0-

(100)

(50)

E

-0-
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In Example (1) the proposed tax entry is the same that if book and tax losses occur, no tax effect of a
as under the snatching concept since the deferred tax timing difference exists.
debit equals the taxes payable and no provisions is Facts and Circumstances
required since book income is zero.
Ins reviewing the prior examples of recording tax
Taxes deferred in Example (2) have been recorded
only to the extent of the $50,000 taxes payable with entries for Able Company, the emphasis was placed
no recognition of a book provision. This differs from on recording tax entries without considering the nature
the snatching concept when a $50,000 credit provision of deferred debits. An asset totaling $500,000 was
was recorded and the corresponding amount recorded recognized during the past five -year period. This asset
as a deferred debit. This non - recognition of a book represents taxes paid and the benefit will be realized
provision appears to be in order because a credit in future years when the compensation deferred is paid
provision suggests refundable income taxes resulting to participants and tax deductions are generated. Asfrom a book loss carryback. Since refundable income suming this company continues to be profitable, the
taxes are a function of tax carryback and carryforward future realization of the deferred tax benefit is cerregulations, it does not appear correct to record refund- tainly assured beyond a reasonable doubt. This assurable taxes as a function of a book loss carryback and ance should be questioned, however, when a loss year
yet record taxes payable to taxing authorities for the or period of loss years arises. A single loss year due
to isolated or non - recurring circumstances would probcurrent year.
Example (3) indicates no tax accounting entries as ably not justify the failure to recognize additional
compared to a credit provision with a corresponding deferred debits. If book losses from normal operations
deferred debit under the matching concept. Since no occur and future profitable operations appear doubttaxes are payable, it follows that no recognition of ful, a very good case could be made for not recording
prepaid taxes is in order. Neither should a credit deferred tax debits.
provision be recorded for a book loss carryback.
In addition to determining if additional deferred
In Example (4) refundable income taxes are in order debits should be recognized when losses occur, a probsince a tax loss carryback of $100,000 is available, thus lenn arises as to the evaluation of these debits as assets.
a credit provision is proposed for the amount of the It appears this evaluation will be influenced by the
actual tax refund. Again as in Example (3) no deferred nature of the deferred debits. If the debits are to
debits are proposed because no taxes are payable.
reverse within the next year or two and future profits
Also, in Example (4), under the snatching concept, are not assured beyond a reasonable doubt, a write -off
an error in theory exists because of the recognition would seem to be in order. If the deferred debits are
of a loss carryback for book purposes in excess of that to reverse over a period of years, however, it would
recognized for tax purposes. Also, the recording of seem that the asset should not be written off.
deferred tax debits is incorrect because of the differential method of calculating tax effects. Paragraph 36 Conclusion
of Opinion 11 states in part: "The tax effect of a
If deferred tax debits exist when operating losses
timing difference should be measured by the differen- occur, an interpretation of Opinion 11 permits widely
tial between income taxes computed with and without different alternatives in practicing income tax allocainclusion of the transaction creating the difference tion. Only careful considerations of the facts and cirbetween taxable income and pretax accounting in- cumstances in each instance will permit a choice of
come." An interpretation of this statement indicates the proper alternative.
❑
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PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION:
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To Ai d In Decision - Making And Control
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Physical distribution may be defined as the function
related to storage and movement of goods from the
point in time when they are finished at the plant to
the point in time when they are delivered to the
customer. The range of the estimates of the costs for
completing this function is between 10 and 35 percent
of the total cost of production, and even higher if
imputed interest on inventory investment is included.'
The attention given to these costs by management
accountants varies significantly from firm to firm. It
is the purpose of this article to explore some of the
accounting problems faced in cost analysis for physical
distribution and to identify desirable practices observed in several companies.
There is little in the way of guidance in the classification of physical distribution costs for financial
reporting. An examination of Accounting Trends and
Techniques, 1970, illustrates different but apparently
acceptable presentations of elements of distribution
costs as follows:
1. Freight out as a deduction from sales to arrive at
net sales
2. Shipping and delivery as operating expenses —
separately or combined with selling expenses
3. Warehouse expenses identified but combined with
selling shipping and administrative expenses
4. No identification of either shipping or warehouse
expenses
Considering the amounts involved, this undisciplined approach to reporting is difficult to justify in
a climate where much attention is being given to
improving comparability of financial reports. There
are implications also for internal reporting suggesting
an independent approach to classification and reporting mindful of internal management needs, rather than
the frequently encountered spill -over of classifications
used in published reports. The management accountant has an obligation to provide information to aid
in decision- making and control in the important activMichael Schiff, Accounting and Control in Physical Distribution Managem ent,
National Council for Physical Distribution Management, Chicago, 111., 1971.
Observations and critical evaluation were made on organization, accounting and
control of 14 very large companies with advanced development in physical distribution management. References to practices in this paper are taken from that study.
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ity of physical distribution. The accounting problems
with which he must be concerned center on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Classification
Treatment of costs — period vs. product
Budgets and standard costs
Allocation of cost to user division
Information for decision - making

Classification
The initial task is one of assembling all costs for
storage at plants, warehouses and distribution centers.
This is followed by identifying all handling and shipping costs including those covering shipments from
plants to warehouses and distribution centers and all
freight costs for shipments from plants and /or warehouses and distribution centers to customers.' It should
be self - evident that determining the amount of dollars
involved in these activities will quickly give a basis
for determining the amount of effort to be dedicated
to analysis and reporting.' The point should be stressed
that these costs are controllable.
The cost of freight to customers, a cost which runs
to about one -half of distribution cost as defined here,
is usually handled as a deduction from sales to arrive
at net sales for external and internal reporting.' The
shipper can influence the cost by his choice of modes
of shipment and form of shipment. The customer, for
his part, influences the shipping cost by order size,
frequency, and destination of shipment vis -a -vis shipping point. Accordingly, these costs can be controlled
and should be classified as such. Deducting these costs
from sales results in a net sales figure and all other
costs are then related to net sales resulting in an
attitude of acceptance of this cost as if it were a tax
about which little can be done.
' It sh ou ld b e no ted th at these are costs reflecting a very narrow d efin itio n of
phvsical distribution. A more extensive and frequently encountered coverage would
include order processing, inventory management, Computer services, etc.
'Th e writer has on a nu mb er o f o ccasio ns asked six top fin ancial officers, key
marketing executives and presidents of several large firms what in their opinions
were the total costs of distribution, as defined earlier, expressed as six percentages
of gross sales. Wh ile all agree that th ey feel th e co sts are large, an d forever
increasing, it is th e rare executive who has a reasonable ap proximation of these
large costs.
It makes little difference if freight is charged to the customer or if it is absorbed
by th e sh ip per in the form of d elivered price. In th e latter case there is little
question on the need for analysis an d control. In the form er case, con trol is
essential to assu re th e best land ed cost for the cu stom er in o rd er to m aintain
a competitive po sition.
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A useful analogy is the treatment of the Federal
tax on cigarettes in the financial reports of a cigarette
manufacturer. Here, deduction of the tax from gross
sales is justified in that the manufacturer has no choice;
the tax is so much per pack whatever the content or
selling price and the manufacturer is merely the agent
for a transfer payment from customer to the government. Freight costs on the other hand can and are
influenced by the shipper and by the customer and
there are many choices among alternatives available.

Treatment of Costs —
Period vs. Product
Traditionally, accountants have adopted the guideline that the production activity ends when goods are
finished; and that absorption accounting includes material, labor, and all factory overhead in the cost of
the product. This is a constrained definition of production. The objective in manufacturing goods is to
sell them at a profit and it is argued that all costs
incurred to the point in time where they are available
for sale should be capitalized in the product. Accordingly freight from plant to warehouse and /or distribution center should be treated as a product cost. One
need not go far afield to find a precedent. In developing the carrying value for a fixed asset, a machine,
all costs which are incurred to the point in time where
a possibility to earn income in one or more future
periods are capitalized to the asset. Likewise, freight
to the warehouse or distribution center which is generally incurred in a period prior to the period in which
it is consumed to earn income is logically part of the
cost of the goods. What is relevant is that utility is
added to the goods on shipment and storage in the
same sense as utility is added in the conversion process
of manufacturing.
The point can be highlighted in a business with
seasonal variation in demand. Here one finds periods
of intensive manufacture and inventory accumulation
throughout the distribution system followed by
periods of limited manufacture and large volume shipments. Significant distortions in periodical operating
income result from expensing this freight as incurred,
the result of mismatching expense to revenue. It can
be observed that even in non - seasonal operations,
manufacturing and shipment to customers fluctuate
from period to period and even in these cases, distortion in income reporting would occur.'
Beyond the observations on income reporting, one
must consider the use of costs in decision making. Here
one is concerned with decisions on degrees of market
penetration, product mix, customer mix, pricing, etc.
Product cost information is basic to decision - making
on alternatives available to the firm. If freight from
plant to warehouses and distribution centers is treated
as a period cost, the product has a uniform cost at
the factory door or 1,000 miles away at a distribution
center. Surely in appraising the desirability of serving
a market, a group of customers, or in pricing, what
is relevant is the unit cost at the point from which
the goods will be shipped to the customer. This is
a unique cost including manufacturing and freight
What has been observed for absorption accounting is equally applicable to direct
costing systems. Product cost in this case would include all variable costs in the
plant, variable freight to the warehouse and variable storage costs.
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costs at this point rather than mere manufacturing
cost which is generalized and appropriate only for
shipments directly from plant to customer.
What has been observed with regard to freight has
equal application to costs of handling and storage at
the plant, warehouse, and distribution center. Freight
to the customer,on the other hand, is a period cost
associated with the time period in which income is
realized through shipments. It can be viewed as a
customer cost for developing customer profitability
since it is a function of what, when, and how the
customer buys.

"Budgeting for
physical
distribution is
usually done
as part of the
normal
budgeting
process."

Budgets and Standard Costs
Budgeting for physical distribution is usually done
as part of the normal budgeting process. It can be
observed that the adequacy of budgetary control is
directly related to the extent to which physical distribution costs are identified as a group of homogeneous costs and are the responsibility of a designated
manager of physical distribution. Where the function
is fragmented and costs are spread, with some in manufacturing cost, some in selling expense, and others
deducted from sale; the budget has limited utility as
a control device.
The management accountant has an opportunity
to transfer to warehousing and distribution center
activities his knowledge and experience in developing and using standard costs in the factory. The characteristics of the work done in these later activities
are similar to manufacturing activities. They are generally repetitive, they are carried on in a controlled
environment and under personal supervision. The fact
that they tend to be more labor intensive than manufacturing operations underscores the need and opportunity for a real contribution to improve control.
Though infrequently encountered, there have been
some successful developments of standard freight rates
for use in decision - making and control. The objective
here is to develop and specify this optimal mode of
shipment for a given quantity of goods between two
points. This entails the use of a transportation model
and computerization of the system. It is indeed a large
undertaking if one recognizes the variations in routes
and modes of transport and number of combinations
possible: The large cost involved in such a system must
be related to benefits yielded in bringing this huge
cost under control, in improving decision - making, in
audit of freight bills and in identifying freight with
customers to measure customer profitability.
One company employing such a system has on several occasions made a tab run relating freight to gross
profit on shipments to customers. All cases where
freight is above a given percentage of gross profit are
identified and carefully reviewed. In most cases modification in order size and /or frequency has resulted
in converting an unprofitable customer to a profitable
one.

Allocation of Cost to User Divisions
Physical distribution is viewed as a service function
not unlike the service departments encountered in
factory operations. Just as service department costs
are normally allocated to the producing department
through the use of overhead rates, physical distribution
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"Like any
other function
in business,
physical
distribution
management
must choose
between
alternatives in
performing its
mission."

costs are allocated to the user division or segments
which are profit centers through the use of rates. The
most frequently encountered practice is a full absorption allocation based on some measure or measures
of services consumed by the user division or profit
center. Predetermined and historical rates are used and
all physical distribution costs find their way in income
statements of user segments of the firm. Multiple rates
are employed with a specific absorption rate used for
each of the functions performed in physical distribution (storage, handling, etc.). The inclination of the
management accountant then is to adapt the experience he has gained in factory overhead allocation to
physical distribution.
Profit center reports are responsibility reports.
However, allocating all physical distribution costs at
average rates for the various functions would include
costs which are influenced by the manager of the profit
center and those which are uninfluenced by his decisions. In the latter group are the joint costs incurred
in warehousing and distribution centers. Some interesting results have been observed where such allocations are made:
There is no real pressure on physical distribution
management to improve performance since all
costs are allocated to profit centers.
Where physical distribution management strives
to improve performance and reduce unit functional
cost, there is pressure from profit centers to increase total cost by increasing the level of customer
services, thus easing the job of marketing.
Inefficiencies in one profit center result in cost
increases in physical distribution (demand for extra
service, poor planning requiring special - handling
and storage emergency shipments, etc.). The increased total costs are then allocated to all profit
centers in the form of increased rates. Rational
management of profit centers under a system of
full allocation quickly discovers through the use
of cost - benefit analysis that there is a premium
for being inefficient and a penalty for being efficient.
Some alternatives to the absorption approach for
physical distribution have been observed and they
suggest the following approach:
Freight from plant to warehouse, and warehouse
storage and handling costs, are treated as product
costs and are therefore allocated to the products
on a logical basis. The profit center selling the
product is charged in its cost of goods sold for
this total product cost (manufacturing, shipping
to warehouse, handling and storage).' Where standard costs are used, these charges are made at
standard costs.
Order picking, packing and shipping to customer
costs, predominately variable costs are charged
"No reference has been made to imputed interest on inventories to this point.
This is not to understate its relevance, and indeed, it is a charge to the profit
centers for the inventories carried to serve their markets. Reference to imputed
interest has been omitted hr this point in order to focus on other issues. fbid,
p. 3 -3.
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directly to the profit center. Fixed costs associated
with these activities and other general physical
distribution costs not uniquely associated with any
profit center are not allocated to any profit center.

Information for Decision-Making
Like any other function of a business, physical distribution management must choose between alternatives in performing its mission. The seperation of costs
into variable and fixed components is essential as a
starting point to provide inputs into models wherein
the question "what if ?" is always asked. The concern
here is with future costs, and average costs reflecting
in varying degrees the results of past decisions are
irrelevant. Here too, there is ample evidence that this
has been accomplished, but in relatively few companies.
What is of even more immediate concern is providing decision- makers who create the demand for physical distribution services with information for decision- making. The marketing function is the key demand source for these services affecting physical distribution costs by its policies and tactics relating to:
1. Product line —The more complex the line the more
complex is the problem of handling, shipping and
freight.
2. Level of customer service —speed of delivery and
reliability of delivery
3. Sales tactics — special packs, deals, variations in
order size and drop- shipments
4. Forecast errors
5. Choice of channels of distribution— distributor vs.
direct
Current information on the effects of alternatives
of marketing policies and tactics on physical distribution is essential if marketing managers are to try to
approximate optimal decisions. Marketing managers
are generally profit center managers and it should be
evident that if the reporting system provides an arbitrary allocation of physical distribution costs to profit
centers, there would be little motivation on the part
of marketing managers to utilize relevant physical
distribution information for decision - making. If the
reporting system is logically developed and the charges
better approximate the impact of decisions, then marketing managers will be inclined to have an interest
in using the information.
Conc l us ion
The management accountant might well reflect on
the amount of time and effort devoted to the control
of factory overhead. He might consider the amounts
involved, the opportunities for improved control, and
related pay -offs of effort against results; and he might
relate these to similar approaches to physical distribution costs, particularly when the latter costs appear
to be relevant by comparison to manufacturing overhead. It is urged that a simple cost - benefit analysis
would suggest a reallocation of effort to the analysis
and control of physical distribution yielding an immediate and continuing pay -off.
El
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FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

AUDITING CONCEPTS AND METHODS

HANDBOOK OF MODERN ACCOUNTING
Sidney Davidson, Editor -in -Chief
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
10036, 1970, clothbound, $22.50.
A comprehensive handbook providing coverage of traditional accounting methods and procedures coupled with
descriptions of the newer developments in data processing,
computerized systems, and evolving concepts of financial
accounting. The Handbook reflects the works of 49 contributing authors.
ACCOUNTING FOR MANAGEMENT CONTROL
A. W. Willsmore
Pitman Publishing, 39 Parker St., London WC213 5PB,
England, 1971, 228 pp., clothbound, £ 3.00.
A British contribution from The Times Management
Library giving a definitive look at the function of accounting information in the management control process. Useful
to those seeking a clear easy to read explanation of accounting concepts. Purchaseable in England only.
ACCOUNTING FOR COMMON STOCKHOLDERS
Studies in Accounting No. 4.

of

of

Nicholas J. Gonedes
Bureau
Business Research, Graduate School
Business, 'The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas
78712, 1971, 134 pp., paperbound, $4.00.
This study explores the idea that the accounting process
should generate information in regard to the present
wealth position of a firm, the wealth changes experienced
by a firm, the temporal perspective of the firm's present
lifespace, and the environmental component of the firm's
lifespace.

ANNUAL STATEMENT STUDIES
1971 Edition
Robert Morris Associates, 1432 Philadelphia National
Bank Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107, 1971, 218 pp., paperbound, $5.00 RMA members, $10.00 nonmembers.
This year's book contains composite balance sheets, income statements and ratios on 262 different lines of business and is based on over 30,000 usable statements. Figures
are for the period ending on or about December 31, 1970.

OPERATING BUDGETS
William J. Vatter
Wadsworth Publishing Co. Inc., 10 Davis Dr., Belmont,
Calif. 94002, 1969, 162 pp., paperbound, $4.65.
A general introduction to the field of managerial accounting. This book presents in compact form those management and accounting ideas that make budgets work.
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J. J. Willingham and D. R. Carmichael
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
10036, 1971, 468 pp., clothbound, $10.95.
A basic overall framework of auditing is presented with
emphasis on conceptual rather than procedural matters.
BASIC BUSINESS FINANCE
Text and Cases
Pearson Hunt, Charles M. Williams and Gordon Donaldson
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill.
60430, 1971, 957 pp., clothbound, $16.65.
Emphasis in this book is on the funding aspects of an
organization's work. It should help the decision maker
to procure, receive and handle the funds of the firm.
STATE TAX HANDBOOK
October 1, 1971
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Editorial Staff, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017, 1971, 669 pp., paperbound $7.50.
This new edition gives the tax systems for all States and
the District of Columbia through easy to follow quick
glance charts as of October 1, 1971.
WILLIS ON PARTNERSHIP TAXATION
Arthur B. Willis
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y.
10036, 1971, 764 pp., clothbound, $25.00.
Successor to The Handbook of Partnership Taxation
(1957), this book is based primarily on the Internal Revenue Code since 1954. It is 80 percent rewritten based
on notes accumulated through the author's practice and
speaking engagements during the intervening 12 years.
THE IRWIN FEDERAL INCOME TAX COURSE
Joseph A. Mauriello
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Road, Homewood,
Illinois 60430, 1971, 1012 pp., clothbound, $11.95.
One of the Willard J. Graham Series in Accounting. The
author emphasizes a managerial approach to taxation
rather than tax mechanics. Tax principles are related to
generally accepted accounting principles and tax rules are
applied where appropriate to financial planning.
THE LAW OF ASSOCIATIONS
George D. Webster
American Society
Association Executives, 1101 16th
St., N.W., Washington D.C. 20036, 1971, 569 pp., hard
cover $19.95, members $15.95.
The first volume of this kind. It covers all legal aspects
of

Books
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relating to association management, and constitutes an
operating legal manual for associations. The text also
reflects the changes effected by the Tax Reform Act of

ferential— assuming an electronic computer is available to
perform the bulk of the arithmetic.

1969.
MANAG EMENT, INNOVATI O N, &
SYSTEM DESIGN

Ira G. Wilson and Marthann E. Wilson
Auerbach Publishers, 1101 State Rd., Princeton, N.J.
08540, 1971, 175 pp., clothbound, 57.95.
The Authors develop the theme that innovators are quite
different in talents, abilities, attitudes and habits from
the managers who must direct and control them in their
work. Both should understand the innovative process from
fundamental theory to actual practice.
DEALING W ITH TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE

Selected Essay,, from the magazine "Innovation"
Auerbach Publishers, 1101 State Rd., Princeton, N.J.
08540, 1971, 217 pp., clothbound, $9.95.
These selected essays take a critical look at how companies
organize their resources to deal effectively with today's
new technologies; how key industries react or fail to react;
how certain new tools and techniques make people more
creative, more responsible and more productive and how
managers stay alert to the problems of technological
change.
BANK COSTS FOR
DECISI ON MAKING

John R. Walker
Bankers Publishing Co., 89 Beach St., Boston, Mass.
02111, 1970, 121 pp., clothbound, $18.00.
The procedures for developing costs for decision- making
as outlined in this work rely heavily on the cost accounting
procedures developed over the years by industry, particularly the concepts of direct costing and standard costs.

EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Arthur Gersten f eld
Addison - Wesley Publishing Co. Inc., Reading, Mass.
01867, 1970, 150 pp., clothbound, S7.95.
Based on a survey of 170 top companies, this book combines the author's research findings with the application
of new management techniques for more effective utilization of research and development.
NUM ERICAL M ETHODS THAT WORK

Forman S. Acton
Harper 6 Row, Publishers, 49 E. 33rd St., New York,
N.Y. 10016, 1970, 541 pp., clothbound, S13.95.
Written for upper class students in engineering and physical sciences this book discusses numerical methods for the
solution of equations, algebraic, transcendental, and dif52

UNDERSTANDING MODERN BUSINESS
MATHEMATICS

A.M.C. Morison, R. Burden and M. G. Crabtree
The Accountants' Publishing Co. Ltd., 27 Queen St.,
Edinburgh 2, Scotland, 1971, 259 pp., paperback, £ 3.00.
A gap filler from abroad providing a carefully explained
understanding of the subject rather than expertise. It is
intended to provide self sufficient explanations of t he
fundamentals of current techniques and why they work.
Provides a grasp of fundamentals useful in conversing with
experts.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN MARKETING

Robert G. Murdiek
Box 30, College Dept., International Textbook Co.,
Scranton, Pa. 18515, 1970, 294 pp., clothbound, $9.00.
The Author presents a range of mathematical models with
questions relating to application and further development
of the models.
THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN
ACCOUNTI NG

Robert B. Sweeney
Prentice -Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632, 1971,
160 pp., paperbound, $4.95.
An introduction to the nature of the computer, its evolutionary development and the terminology used by those
active in the computer science area. Examples of flow
charting, programming and computer applications are
provided.
CONDENSED COMPUTER ENCYCLOPEDIA

Philip B. Jordan
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y.
10036, 1969, 605 pp., clothbound, 514.50.
This book is a basic guide to those entering the world
of computers, as well as being a direct reference source
for the professional.
FINNEY AND MILLER'S PRINCIPLES OF
ACCOUNTING — ADVANCED

Sixth Edition
James A. Gentry, Jr. and Glenn L. Johnson
Prentice -Ilall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632, 1971,
578 pp., clothbound, $14.95.
This edition has been updated particularly to reflect the
partnership as a separate entity and the Uniform Partnership Act. A rewritten Consolidated Statements section
places added emphasis on the equity method and procedures for converting parent company's statement from the
cost method.
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LETTERS to the editor
Continued from page 22
of the two possible returns resulting from each alternative
action, the weights being the probabilities of each outcome.
The higher "expected value" would indicate the better alternative.
Recession
Securities
New plant

(4% x .7)
(2% x .7)

Prosperity
+
+

(6% x .3)
(20% x 3)

=
=

Expected
value
4.6%
7.4%

It should be pointed out, however, that neither the "indifference probabilities" nor "expected value" approach should
be used in all investment decisions since both methods fail
to consider the decision maker's preference for the financial
impact of one return relative to another. Also, the "expected
value" approach is valid only if, in the decision maker's opinion,
the worst possible outcome is not too bad and the spread
between the worst and best outcomes is not too great. For
example, a small, marginally profitable company might not want
to risk a large loss, even if an "expected value" calculation
indicated the probability of an even larger gain which would
more than offset the chance of a loss. In this case one has
to substitute the decision niaker's preference rather than the
return in the "expected value" calculation.

Winston-Salem, N. C.

computer people are doing most of the urging and educating,
while the accountants and managers are doing the resisting and
ignoring.
For example, the accounting people (from the clerks to the
managers) still appear to be afraid of the computer, and instead
of cooperating to the fullest extent with systems people, they
resist the supposed encroachment on their domains. Most fail
to realize that with knowledge, their fears will become groundless and they will become the masters, rather than the slaves,
of computer systems.
To you accountants, let me speak from the other side of
the fence and say that, from my experience, systems people
are anxious to explain, educate and impart as much knowledge
as you are willing to absorb. When it comes to computer
education, i disagree with Mr. Kelly that the next best approach
to spending 5 to 10 years in the computer department, is to
attend educational sessions or utilize self - teaching books. Too
often the student becomes discouraged by jargon and technical
details that have little to do with his particular requirements.
I think the best approach is to communicate (not just talk,
but communicate) with your own systems people— listen to
them, co- operate with them and urge them to acquaint you
with the intricacies of the computer system in your own company. They will more than likely be trying to understand the
very job that you have spent years on and know far better
than they do; they can learn as much from you as you can
from them.
In this way, both will benefit and the company you work
for will be the greatest gainer.

William F. Clingman, III
Supervisor of Cost Accounting
R. 1. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

James R. Wilkinson
Systems Analyst
Allegheny Ludlum industries, Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

A Very Important Contribution
Sister Mary F. Strecker selected several excellent accounting
categories to define in her article "Accounting for the Not -ForProfit Organizations" (August 1971), namely financial statements, accrual accounting and common funds. Hers was a very
important contribution since the present day accounting records
of these organizations must comply with tax regulations.
However, in most organizations such as religious, civic, or
social, the accounts and statements are maintained by a "part
time" volunteer who does so on a charitable basis, but who,
unfortunately, does not have sufficient knowledge of accounting
principles and procedures to properly present the true financial
condition of the organization. It would be far better if competent accountants such as NAA members who are also members
of these organizations would get involved and contribute their
services.
Edward A. Rock
Pittsburgh Chapter
Pi t t s b ur gh , Pa.

From the Other Side of the Fence
The article by William E. Kelly, "Computer Systems: Slaves
or Masters ?" in the October, 1971, issue of MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING contains excellent advice and much common sense.
As an accountant who has become "computer- oriented," I can
verify the importance of his maxims and the great need for
accountants, as well as managers, to adopt them.
However, from my experience, I would say that the advice
is not being heeded by those it is aimed at. The systems and
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The Intangible Value
of the Company Aircraft
In this article, "Direct Costing the Company's Aircraft"
(April, 1971), Earl A. Rainbow perpetuates the bookkeeper
approach to a managerial decision. He has explored and evaluated the bookkeeping data that determines the dollar and
cents cost of operating an aircraft, and he shows a breakeven
point and a profit potential as if the aircraft is an operating
profit producing department of a company.
The major reason for owning an aircraft is to have the ability
to accomplish a goal that otherwise would not be accomplished.
This is an intangible that is very difficult to evaluate. What
is the value of a new subsidiary when your corporate president
could fly now and make the deal? What is the value of landing
a new customer when your sales manager could visit three
geographically isolated firms the same day? Or the value of
saving a customer that was going to quit?
Many, many other intangible situations affect the decision
of whether or not to own an aircraft. These intangibles must
be evaluated by the decision- makers who must acquire the
aircraft. If the decision is to acquire an aircraft, there is a further
opportunity to make good or bad decisions in meeting the flying
needs and the financial ability of the corporation. To acquire
a piece of equipment whose intangible value far exceeds its
operating cost could conceivably be the right decision.
David B. McNitt
Elkhart Area Chapter
Elkhart, ind.
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Make Your Voice Heard
. . on two timely topics:

Interim Financial Reporting
and
Financial Reporting by Diversified Companies
Starting on the opposite page are the tentative
Guidelines for Interim Financial Reporting
which will be used as the basis for discussion,
so that NAA members —and other interested
parties —may read and study them, and then
express an opinion. Last month, discussion
points on Financial Reporting by Diversified
Companies was published.
MAP wants your comments, in order to provide a broader base on which to formulate its
position on the subjects. In addition to inviting
written comments, MAP also has arranged —in
four major cities — public forum discussion
meetings at which both topics will be discussed,
with a portion of each day devoted to each
subject. All NAA members and others interested are invited to attend.
No limit on registrations is contemplated,
but please send yours early to permit proper
planning. If overnight hotel accommodations

are required, please send your reservation request directly to the "Front Office Manager"
at the appropriate hotel.
The MAP Open Forum dates and locations
are shown below. All meetings will begin at
9:00 a.m. Registration fee of $20.00 per person
includes all materials and luncheon.
Discussion priorities will be given to comments submitted in writing no later than one
week prior to the meeting. Comments submitted in advance will be discussed before comments and questions from the floor are entertained. Summaries of these meet ings will be
made available to the Accounting Principles
Board of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.
Comments should be addressed to MAP
Committee, c/o Jack Gibson, National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022.

Monday, March 13
Palmer House
State & Monroe Sts.
Chicago, Ill. 60690

Friday, March 17
Regency Hyatt House
265 Peachtree St., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga. 30301

Wednesday, March 15
Century Plaza Hotel
2025 Ave. of the Stars
Los Angeles, Calif. 90067

Monday, March 20
Americana Hotel
1335 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10019

To expedite registration, please use form below:
(photocopies are acceptable if you do not wish to clip magazine or need multiple registrations)
-------------------------------------------------------------- - - TO:
Registrar
National Association
of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

--

Na m e —
Chicago. March 13
F� �Los�Angeles,�March�15
Atl anta, March 17
E] New York, March 20

Please register me for the MAP Open Forum at the
location checked above. Enclosed is
Personal check � �Company check�� �f or�$20.00
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Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip
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INTERIM REPORTING:

TENTATIVE GUIDELINES
Map Committee Urges Interested Parties To Voice Their Opinion; Open Forums Scheduled
The Accounting Principles Board of the American Institute
Certified Public Accountants and the Financial Executives
Institute are studying interim financial reporting. The Management Accounting Practices Committee of NAA, in accordance
with its purpose of making the voice of the Association heard
in such matters, appointed a subcommittee to study the question and make recommendations to the full MAP committee.
Members of the subcommittee (Joseph F. Bond, Chairman;
Albert 1. Bows, Jr., Allan C. Crane, John V. van Pelt 111, and
Stephen A. Zeff,) had their first meeting on November 4, 1970.
Since that date they and the MAP committee, chaired by 1.
Wayne Keller, have been considering the matter.
The MAP committee has not taken a final position on a
number of significant points. They do not purport to be official
opinions of the committee, and on some of them the committee
members are not in complete agreement. In order to provide
a broader base for a MAP committee position more input from
NAA members and other interested parties is desirable. Accordingly, meetings to secure these views are scheduled as shown
on the opposite page.

of

2.4 The annual report should include a summary recapitulation
of the four quarterly income statements, the sum of which
should equal the total operating results for the year.
2.5 The interim statement, as a minimum, should include sales
and revenue, income before extraordinary items and taxes, taxes,
income before extraordinary items, extraordinary items, and
net income on a comparative basis for the interim period and
year to date. A balance sheet or funds statement will be included
when the company believes the reports to be of significance
to the investor. In addition, earnings (before extraordinary
items) per share should be shown for each interim period for
the current year and all periods of the prior year.
2.6 Interim financial reports need not be audited. However,
to provide consistency with the annual reports companies should
counsel with their public accountants during the interim period
relative to any changes in accounting methods, extraordinary
items, or other significant transactions.

DISCUSSION DRAFT

2.7 Prior interim periods within the same fiscal year should
be restated for changes in accounting methods but not for
changes in estimates. Whenever possible, changes in accounting
methods should be made effective at the beginning of a fiscal
year.

1.1 Interim statements are designed to provide a timely reporting of pertinent financial information with highlights of significant happenings. The report is intended to assist the investor
and other users in following the trends of the business.

2.8 Unusual or nonrecurring items, including those which qualify as extraordinary, should be reported in the period in which
they occur.

1. Preamble

1.2 The purpose of these guidelines is to improve and clarify
the reporting of interim financial information. They are intended to apply generally accepted accounting principles to
the circumstances of interim reporting.

2. Guidelines
2.1 The interim reporting period should be regarded as a portion
of the annual fiscal period rather than as a fiscal period in
itself.
2.2 The preparation of the interim financial reports should be
based on accounting principles and practices consistently applied and which conform with those used in preparation of
annual financial statements. Revenues should be reflected in
the period in which realized. While this guideline is not intended to encourage arbitrary adjustments to net income, meaningful interim reporting requires that certain costs and expenses
incurred in one interim period for the benefit of the fiscal
year may be prorated over the remaining periods within that
year. Thus, a company which accounts for particular transactions
as incurred on an annual basis might accrue or defer such
transactions for interim reporting periods.
2.3 As a minimum, interim financial reports should be published
on a quarterly basis. Where the publication of the annual report
is significantly delayed, a separate fourth quarter interim report
should be issued.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ FEBRUARY 1972

2.9 Extraordinary items for purposes of interim financial reporting should consist only of those that will be expected to
be set forth in fiscal year financial statements as extraordinary
items. Other unusual transactions or amounts which are material
with respect to the operating results of the interim period would
not be shown as extraordinary items in the interim statements
but should be disclosed in a footnote along with the impact
on earnings per share.
2.10 Interim financial data should be presented on a consolidated basis by companies which present their annual financial
statements on a consolidated basis.
2.11 Interim financial reports should reflect the combined
results of pooled businesses for the current period and all prior
periods included in the report. The effect of any material
divestiture should be reported in the period in which it occurs.
2.12 Accounting practices and policies applicable to interim
statements should be disclosed in the annual report to shareholders with reference in the interim report to such disclosure.
Any changes adopted during the year or material adjustments
included in the applicable interim report, whether retroactive
or applicable to the current period, should be disclosed.
2.13 These guidelines are intended to result in the provision
of information which is consistent with data furnished to the
SEC on an interim basis.
F1
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Pollution and pollution abatement
have become important aspects of every
business. They affect budgets, profit and
loss, position in the community, corporate
image, even the price of stock in some

KENBAK -1

THE TRAINING
COMPUTER
Use the desk -top size Kenbak -1 digital computer and our accompanying manuals for a computer training program in the office or in the
field. Because it's housed in a rugged steel case and weighs only 14 lbs.,
the unit can be easily and economically shipped from one location
to another.
The Kenbak -1 c omputer and its self- teaching manuals in workbook f or m stimulate unbelieveable interest in programming th eory

and computer fundamentals. Its portability, compactness, and $750.00
purchase price give the flexibility needed for a field or classroom
training program at lowest price.
For a complete, self- contained, digital computer system to train
your of f i c e pers onn el , t o tr ain your f i el d m en , an d t o f it your b u dg et ,

call or write Kenbak Corporation, 8714 Darby Ave., Northridge,
California 91324.

KENBAK
CORPORATION

cases.
Pollution is a now problem that is
receiving now attention from astute busi-

nessmen. Water, treatment plants, fume
scrubbers and filtration systems, land reclamation, plant beautification, litter prevention, employee education programs,
are all types of things industry is doing to
help in the pollution fight.
But regardless what a businessman
is doing today he must be considering pollution control efforts for tomorrow.
One thing he can do is write for a free
booklet entitled "71 Things You Can Do
To Stop Pollution." It doesn't have all the
answers on pollution. But it might give a
businessman a few ideas for both today
and tomorrow:

People start
pollution.
People can stop it.
Write For: Pollution Booklet
P.O. Box 1771
Radio City Station
New York, N.Y. 10019 t w i rSL

.: Keep America Beautiful fl : d
Adver oS- ng cof f lbulea lot the pubhC good
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Publications Available
When ordering publications, please include your check or money order covering the full amount of the purchase. Prices shown
are to NAA members only. (Account number must accompany remittance.)
Research Publications
Each Research Report is a comprehensive study in management accounting,
emphasizing applications of accounting
for management planning and control.
Each Report represents an authoritative
description of current practice, together
with reasoning theory underlying practice.

(19) Long Range Pr of it Planning /Research
Report No. 42 ....... ............................... $2.50

Capital Expenditures

to
Facilitate Account ing Operations /Research
Report No. 34 ....... ............................... $2.00

( 1) Return on Capital as a Guide to Managerial Decisions /Research Report No. 35 ... $2.50

(2)

Fi nanc ial Analysis to Guide Capital
Expenditures Decisions /Research Repor t N o.
43 .......................... ............................... $2.50

(20)

Planning, Controlli ng and Account ing
for Maintenance /A.P.R. No. 2 .............. $ .75

Foreign Operations
(21) Management Account ing

Problems in
Foreign Operation/ Research Repor t No. 36
.............................. ............................... $2.50

(25) Management Cont rol of Inf or m at i on
Systems Development .......................... $3.50

(6)

(26)

Inf or mati on f or Market ing Management
............................... ............................... $1.95

Management/
Research Report No. 40 ....................... $2.50

(7)

Contr ol li ng and Acc ounti ng for Sup plies/A.P.R. No. 1 . ............................... $ .75

Cost-Volume- Profit Relationship
(8) T h e An al ys i s of Cost - Volume- Profit
R e l a t i o n s h i ps / R e s e a r c h R e p o r t s Nos.
16 -17 -18 ................ ............................... $2.50

(9)

T he Analysis of Non- Market ing Costs for
Managerial Decisions ............................ $2.50

(10) Direct Costing /Research R epor t N o. 23
.............................. ............................... $2.50
( 1 1 ) Current Appli cati on of Direct Costing/
Research Report No. 37 ....................... $2.50

(12)

Separating and Using Costs as Fixed and
Variable /A.P.R. No. 10 ........................ $ .75

(28)

(29)

Ac c ount ing f or Returnable Containers/
A.P.R. No. 4 .......... ............................... $ .75

(30) Serving Sales T hrough Planning of Product ion and Invent or y/ A. P. R . No. 6 .... $ .75
Maintenance Costs
(31) Cont rol of Maintenance Cost /Research
Report No. 41 ....... ............................... $2.50

(14)

A Framework for Financial Report ing
by Diversified Companies /Research Study No.
2 ............................ ............................... $2.00

(15) Financial Report ing for Security Inve s t m e n t and Credit Decisions /Research
StudyNo. 3 ........... ............................... $8.50

Use of Graphs in Internal Report ing/
A.P.R. No. 13 ........ ............................... $ .75

(39)

Acc ounti ng Inf or mat i on in Managerial
Decision- Making for Small and Medium Manufacturers /Research Monograph No. 2 ... $2.00

Standard Costs & Variance Analysis
(40) How Standard Costs are Being Used
Currently ....... ............................... $2.50 each

(41)

The Analysis of Manufact uri ng Cost
Variances /Research Report No. 22 ....... $1.50

(42) Development and Repor ting of Variances/A.P.R. No. 15 ............................. $ .75

Miscellaneous
(43) T oward a

Basic Ac counti ng Philosophy........................ ............................... $ .75

(44) Concepts for Management Ac counti ng
............... Hard cover $4.95 / Paperback $2.95
(45) Ac c ount ing f or Research and Develop Ment Costs /Research Report No. 29
$2.00
(46)

Acc ounti ng for Intra- Company Transfers /Research Report No. 30 ................ $2.50

(47) Costing Joint Products /Research Report
No. 31 ................... ............................... $1.50

Costs for Pricing Purposes/
Research Report No. 24 ....................... $2.50

(49) Cost Cont rol of Spoiled W ork /A.P.R.
No. 12 ................... ............................... $ .75

(33) Cost C ont rol for Market ing O perat ions
............................... ............................... $2.50

(50) Depart ures in Communi cating Acc ounting Data to Foremen /A.P.R. No. 16 ..... $ .75

NONMEMBERS: Please ask for catalog showing nonmember prices.
Special Order Dept.
National Association of Accountants
919 T hir d Avenue, N ew York, N .Y. 10022

Please send the following:
R ESEAR C H PU BLIC AT IO N S
Use bold face number in parenthesis when ordering

Forecasting, Planning & Controlling
(16) Ac c ount i ng f or Labor Costs and Labor

No.

Quant it y

T otal $

No.

Quant it y

Total $

Related Costs /Research Report No. 32 $2. 50

No.

Quanti ty

T otal $

(17)

Cash Flow Analysis for Managerial Control /Research Report No. 38 ................ $2.50

(18) Account ing for Costs of Capacity/
Research Report No. 39 ....................... $2.50

Appl yi ng Accruals and Deferrals to Interim Earnings /A.P.R. No. 11 ............... $ .75

(48) Cost Im pr ovem ent f or P r of i t Improve ment/ A. P. R. N o. 8 ............................... $ .75

Pricing
(32) Product

External Reporting
(13) External Repor ting

for Segments of a
Business /Research Study No. 1 ............ $2.50

(37)

Inventory Management
(27) Techniques in Invent or y

Sensitivity Analysis in Making Capital
Investm ent Decisions /Research Monograph
No. 3 ..................... ............................... $2.50
Effects of Federal Income Taxes on
Capital Budgeting /Research Monograph No. 5
............................... ............................... $2.75

(36) Reports W hich Managements Find Most
Useful /A.P.R. No. 9 ............................. $ .75

Computer -Based Inf or mat i on Systems
for Management: A Survey ................... $4.50

(4)

(5) Financial Analysis T echniques for Equipment Replacement Decisions /Research Monogr aphN o. 1 ........... ............................... $2.50

(35) Speeding -Up Int er i m Closings and Repor ts/ A. P.R . No. 5 ............................... $ .75

(23)

(24) Major Changes Caused by the Implement at ion of a Management Inf or m at i on
System /Research Monograph No. 4 ...... $2.00

Experience w ith Return on Capital to Appraise Management Performance /A.P.R. No.
14 .......................... ............................... $ .75

to Meet Business Needs /A.P.R. No. 3 ....................... $ .75

(38)
Internal Planning & Control
(22) Classification and Coding T echniques

(3)

The Capital Expendi ture Cont rol Pro gram/A.P.R. No. 7 . ............................... $ .75

Report To Management
(34) Modi f yi ng the Calendar

SEN D PU BL IC AT IO N C AT AL O G

Total Enclosed $
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Company

City
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Developing Using Standard Costs ............................. Mon. /Tue.
Flexible Budgeting Performance Reporting ............. Wed. /Thu. /Fri.
Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures............ Mon. /Tue.
Data Processing— Concepts Techniques for Managers. Mon. /Tue./Wed.
Management Accounting for Hospitals ........................ Mon. /Tue.
&

Concepts and Uses of Accounting for
Executives Managers ................. ...........................Thu. /Fri.
Behavioral Science Implications for
Management Accounting ................... ......................Thu. /Fri.
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Continuing
Education Program

27
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Marketing Fundamentals for the
Management Accountant ................... ......................Thu./Fri.
Linear Programming: Accounting Applications........... Mon. /Tue.
Computers and Internal Control ... ............................... Thu. /Fri.
Accounting Information for Pricing
Policies and Decisions ........................ ......................Mon. /Tue.
Management Science for Budgeting and
Profit Planning........................ ............................... Thu. /Fri.

The Accountant's Role in Government
Contracting .............................. ............................... Mon. /Tue.
Administration of the Division and
Plant Controller's Job ................... ...........................Wed. /Thu.

Planning, Appraising and Financing
Corporate Acquisitions ............ ............................... Wed. /Thu.
Profit Planning and Budget Administration ................ Mon. /Tue.
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HOW TO MAKE
A SUCCESSFUL
FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
A Funny Thing Happened On The Way
To The Conference Room As A Controller
Came, Spoke And

FLOPPED. Moral: Knowing
How To Present A Money Project Is At Least
. . .

As Important As Knowing The Dollar Figures

John T. Rainden, a division controller of a large conglomerate, has been assigned by the division president
to present a proposal for the construction of a new
plant within the division. John is a highly competent
controller and has gathered together all the statistics
and projections designed to show why the company's
capital budgeting committee should authorize the
expenditure for the new plant.
John goes into the boardroom with a bulging file
of statistics, reports, charts and projections. He even
has prepared a slide presentation. But 15 minutes after
the presentation is over, the committee adjourns without making a decision, delaying action on the proposal
indefinitely. What went wrong? Why was the project
sidelined, even though it was obvious that it would
help increase the company's sales and earnings and
cut costs within the division?
True, John knew every last detail of the proposal,
right down to the cost of building a parking lot for
employees' cars. But he presented it in haphazard
fashion, jumping back and forth from one aspect of
the proposal to another. His enthuasiasm was obvious
but somehow the pieces of the proposal didn't fit
together. Once he got the slide projector working, he
discovered that not only were the slides out of order,
but some df the graphs could not be seen by the
committee members at the opposite end of the room.
To compound his embarrassment, one of the members
pointed out a simple, arithmetic error on a slide to
the accompanying guffaws of the committee and
ominous silence of his divisional president.
He had all the figures, ranging from expected output
to cost of janitorial services, and he managed to throw
them all out within the time allotted.
In short, the fictional John T. Ramden epitomizes
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the accountant who knows his business but cannot
communicate it to other businessmen. He is the fictional embodiment of the cliche that says the accountant can add, subtract, multiply and divide but cannot
sell. And at a certain point in his career, selling is
the name of the game for the accountant today who
wants to occupy a vice president's office tomorrow.
In his book, Effective Presentations: How to Present
Facts, Figures and Ideas Successfully, Edward Hodnett
suggests that even though the title of "director of
presentations" does not exist, every large organization
should have this responsibility —but "Few do." He
adds, "In fact, every executive is a director of presentations. Sooner or later you will be one." That is why
a businessman should learn how to communicate and
communicate effectively.

Know Your Audience
As in any task, preparation is the key principle to
a successful presentation. A man poorly prepared is
a man in trouble and the audience will discover this
fact almost immediately. Preparation includes a
thorough knowledge of your audience —who they are
and what they want.
An official of a Turnpike Authority had to present
the case of the Authority for widening a roadbed from
three to six lanes. He spoke to a packed high school
auditorium composed of irate community members
worried about pollution and the planned condemnation of homes along the right of way. Completely
misjudging the temper of his audience, he launched
into a well- organized description of the Authority and
the history of the widening proposal. After a few
minutes, the audience grew restless and the volume
of catcalls and admonitions to "get to the point"
59

finally forced the official to cut short his presentation.
it was a classic example of poor preparation in
gauging the audience. Some accountants make the
same mistake. The accountant should very carefully
consider his audience b e fo re the presenta tio n. Are t hey
a ccou n tants? Will they understand intricate analvses?
Is this particular audience likely to be receptive or
skeptical? Are the audience members completely familiar with the basic premises of the proposal?
In every case the presentation should be tailored
to the audience. A presentation that goes over big

wi t h t h e b o a r d o f d i r e c t o r s m a y be hooted at stock-

holder meetings. On the other hand, a presentation
for top management may be a waste of time if it covers
ground the listeners are familiar with.
Past NAA International President Colin A. Still wagen, who has made hundreds of presentations in
business and in Association activities, emphasizes three
basics in communicating: know your subject, know
your audience, and know your figures. Every presentation, he believes, must be approached on all individual
basis. The "how" and "what" will be determined by
the audience.
Kno w You r Mat eri al
The gathering and organization of materials is an
essential part of the preparation of any presentation.
Our fictional accountant who knew his stuff had not
organized properly. Make notes but don't use them.
Dr. Lawrence D. Brennan, Professor of Business Communications at New York University, has had 30 years
of experience in writing and speaking. He says, "The
best advice anybody ever gave me in my career was
'throw your notes away.' " Never memorize, he cautions, but know your material.
By all means use visual aids, suggests Dr. Brennan,
but don't have an expensive visual display or your
cost - conscious listeners will start wondering about the
extravagance. He makes two cardinal points about the
use of visual aids: Make them large enough and know
them: "Do not have any figures that cannot be seen
by all the people in the room."
Dr. Brennan points out that visual aids can be used
as a crutch by the inexperienced speaker and as a
change of pace to revive audience interest. But slides
or flip charts should be carefully introduced and integrated into the speech as a whole. Another point
lie makes: Don't rely on your art department for
acc urac y. Ch e c k the slides or o t h e r ma teria l to see
th a t n o errors ha ve be e n m a d e on cha rts or gra phs.
An a u d i e n c e c a n n o t b e e x p e c t e d t o h a v e mu ch con-

fidence in an accountant who makes simple errors in
arithmetic.
Use only the figures that are necessary. "Accountants tend to throw out a smorgasbord of figures,"
admits Allen H. Seed, III, vice president of new business development, Gillette Company Safety Razor
Division. Dr. Brennan suggests that accountants might
profit by working up a parallel presentation. "Tell
what the figures mean in a narrative statement so they
will be understood by nonaccounting people. Even
some accountants not familiar with the data base will
merely be confused by figures."
Another common mistake is pointed out by Mr.
Seed. His pet peeve, he says, is the presentation of
figures which stand alone without any reference to
anything else. Relate the figures to past performance
or make meaningful comparisons. Figures should be
user- oriented, rather than accounting - oriented, because
your audience may not visualize things the way a man
with an accounting background would.
Practice, Practice, Practice
'Y
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In a n y su c c e ssfu l p r e se n t a t i o n , i t i s i m p o r t a n t n o t
to take anything for granted. Because of a faulty plug
on a projector cord, Dr. Brennan once had to give
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING , FEBRUARY 1972

an entirely different lecture than the one he had
originally planned. If you use visual aids, have a full
dress rehearsal before the meeting, lie recommends.
Try to put yourself in the shoes of your listeners and
view the presentation through their eyes.
Rehearse your presentation but don't memorize it,
most experts recommend. One business consultant says
he always asks himself the questions "Are you comfortable with this ?" before he makes a presentation.
An audience's probing questions will spotlight deficiencies in preparation very quickly.
Having the right mental attitude before stepping
up before an audience is highly important. "In my
personal view the key ingredient in making a proposal
is enthusiasm," says Mr. Seed. But don't decorate your
presentation with a lot of fluff about the company's
grand history or the brilliance of the founder, he warns.
Rococo rhetoric is out today. The presenter who shoots
straight from the shoulder has the best chance of
achieving his objectives.
Be completely candid. Don't try to fool your audience. One businessman had to present a budget to
his board of directors that included a big deficit. He
carefully analyzed the reasons for the deficit, skipping
no important element. Thanks in part to his frankness,
the board approved the budget.
Speaking before an audience, whether it is a small
group of managers or an auditorium full of stockholders, is an art and not too many accountants are
masters of it. If you're not an accomplished speaker,
don't try jokes or anecdotes. Such material requires

exquisite timing and a polished verbal ability, that
is only acquired from long experience of telling jokes
that land with a thud. But, again, this rile may be
the exception, depending on the individual and the
audience.
Make eye -to -eye contact with your audience. The
listeners' reactions will tell you if your points are
getting across. Avoid such "clutch" words as "uh,"
"umm," "well," or "you know." Many people do not
notice these extraneous words but to an expert, they
connote unprofessionalism.
The setting, situation and the audience will probably determine the time you will use to make the
presentation. Mr. Seed says, "Any guy will lose his
audience after 45 minutes." Dr. Brennan estimates
that anybody can "fake it" for ten minutes, but after
that period he will invariably get into trouble. Padding
your presentation will be glaringly obvious to a audience of managers; don't waste their time. If they start
getting restless, wind up your presentation as quickly
as possible and give the floor back to the chairman.
If you consider yourself a poor speaker, buck up.
It's not an incurable condition. There are numerous
organizations established to help businessmen improve
their ability to think and speak on their feet. The
Toastmasters Club is a well known, non -profit group
set up to help members improve their communication
abilities and develop leadership potential. Indeed,
your own NAA chapter offers an ideal opportunity
for developing speaking and leadership abilities within
a friendly, tension -free atmosphere.
F-1
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... Your
own NAA
Chapter offers
an ideal
opportunity ..."

NEW FACES UN NAA STAFF
In recent months, three new managers have joined
the NAA staff in New York, succeeding staff members
who have left. They are John T. Ahern, Jr.; Brent
C. Dixon and Paul E. Schempp.

John T. Ahern
John T. Ahern is a project manager in the Continuing Education Department, responsible for developing, organizing and presenting courses in the Continuing Education Program. Prior to joining the staff, he
taught accounting at the University of Kentucky. A
CPA, Mr. Ahern earned his B.S. and M.B.A. degrees
at De Paul University. tie is presently writing his
dissertation in order to complete the degree requirements for Doctor of Business Administration at the
University of Kentucky.

Brent C. Dixon
Brent C. Dixon is also a project manager in the
Continuing Education Department of the Association.
Before joining the staff of NAA, he spent several years
as an administrator of continuing education programs
at Brigham Young University and was on the staff
of the University of Utah in a teaching /administrative
capacity. He earned his B.S. at Brigham Young Uni-
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Ahern

Dixon

Schempp

versity in 1970 and completed his M.B.A. at the University of Utah in 1971.

Paul E. Schempp
Paul E. Schempp has joined the NAA staff as Manager of Accounting. Prior to joining the staff, he was
a divisional controller for a division of a large conglomerate. He also was a budget manager for five years
with Houdaille Construction .Materials. A charter
member of the Morristown Chapter, lie served on its
board of directors for seven years. While he was serving
as president of the chapter, 1968 -69, it won a Stevenson
Trophy banner, as well as a Membership Achievement
Award. Mr. Schempp received a B.S. degree in Business
Management from Fairleigh Dickinson University.
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Here's a scene from a recent "Beyond Our Control" program on WJA -TV, a company set up
and run by Junior Achievers. The young people produce, direct, sell advertising time, as well
as star on their own half -hour show. It's only one of many enterprises set up by IA'ers.

FREE ENTERPRISE
MAKES SENSE
FOR JUNIOR ACHIEVERS
From Running A Television Show To Making Clocks,
Young People In Junior Achievement
Are Learning To Work Within The System,
And NAA Is Helping Them To Succeed

By Joanne Smith,
NAA Promotional Services Coordinator
What would you do if you were given a half -hour
of television time to fill each week?
For 25 teenagers in South Bend, Ind., that question
is of vital concern. Under the auspices of Junior
Achievement's national program of economic education, these high school students are sharing the responsibility for forming a model television production
company, creating a program concept, leasing studio
facilities to produce the program, and selling commercial advertising time to support the venture. In short,
they're facing —on a reduced scale —most of the problems which confront commercial television stations all
over the country.
The company is called WJA -TV, and this academic
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year it began its tenth anniversary season working with
WNDU -TV, the University of Notre Dame's NBC
affiliate in South Bend. Tom Hamilton, WNDU -TV's
executive vice president, inaugurated the project,
probably the first of its kind in the nation, with an
eye to attracting talented young people to broadcasting careers. Since 1960, over 250 teenagers have participated in this unique educational program.
The project's current success can be attributed to
the kind of program being produced —a half -hour satirical revue titled, "Beyond Our Control." As the title
suggests, the program is television- oriented, exploiting
the medium to reflect upon all aspects of American
culture. In a given week, items which might be
"beyond our control" material could include underground movies, television game shows, school dress
codes, silent movie serials, air pollution, pop music
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1972

or television commercials —all of which receive irreverent, satirical and humorous treatment. The show's
format includes on- location film reports, animated
segments, serial episodes and studio tapings. Several
assorted segments are shown each week, giving the
program a quick tempo and great flexibility. All material is written by JA company members who were
selected for their humor and imagination.
"Beyond Our Control" is considered the best locally
produced show in South Bend, and W JA regularly
receives fan mail. Each September, when the company
organizes, applications run four times the number that
can be accepted. Graduates of the project have gone
on in broadcasting with several now employed by area
radio and television stations.

They Learn by Doing
W JA is just one of the almost 7,000 individual
Junior Achievement companies formed in high schools
all across the nation this year. In this nationwide
"learn -by- doing," practical economics program, high
school students organize their own small -scale businesses each Fall under the guidance of adult advisors
from business and industry, service organizations, and
associations such as NAA.
Each JA company is organized as a corporate structure. High school students participating elect their own Latest winner of the Junior Achievement
officers, select a product to slake or service to render, Treasurer of the Year Award, sponsored
by NAA, is Dennis Keenan, above. NAA
and decide upon efficient methods of manufacture.
members who judged the annual contest
They finance their activities by selling stock at $1.00
are, I -r, Jerome J. Heinen, Lima; James J.
per share. Junior Achievers then set up production, Shoviak, Toledo; Robert A. Seymour, Jr.,
keep production records, plan sales and advertising T o l e d o ; and Roger Reithmeier, R o c k f o r d ,
campaigns and prepare financial statements as part seated.
of the learn -by -doing policy of the program. They pay
themselves salaries, decide on sales commissions, keep
company books and records, pay rent for their work
who provide the benefits of their experience to the
space and equipment, and meet depreciation charges "junior" executives who operate the company.
on equipment and machinery. The Achievers even pay
taxes. If their enterprise is profitable (about 80% are), How NAA Aids JA
they pay dividends to their stockholders. At the end
For many years, NAA members across the country
of the program year, the young capitalists liquidate have been supporting JA in several ways —by counseling
their companies and issue stockholder reports.
Junior Achievement companies, by making financial
The Junior Achievement story began back in 1919 contributions, by promoting JA in their communities,
when two farsighted businessmen— Horace A. Moses, and by giving teenagers the benefit of their time,
president of Strathmore Paper Co., and Theodore N. interest and experience. During 1970 -71, more than
Vail, first president of the American Telephone and 100 chapters participated in the JA program, acting
Telegraph Co.— conceived the idea to offer the young as financial consultants to JA treasurers, conducting
people of Springfield, Mass., a learn -by -doing experi- orientation seminars and training clinics, sponsoring
ence in business and free enterprise. In 1926, Junior local "Treasurer of the Year" awards, and sending
Achievement was incorporated as a nonprofit educa- winners to JA's national conference in Indiana. Here
tional organization under the state laws of Massachu- are just a few of the ways in which NAA chapters
setts.
have participated in JA during the past few years:
The national program was launched in 1941. Today,
The Battle Creek Chapter has been offering semiJA is bringing the message of free enterprise to 156,000 nars for Junior Achievers, giving basic accounting prinhigh school students each year —in over 650 communi- ciples and following through with advice and guidance.
ties across the nation —and helping to produce employ- In May, when the JA companies liquidate, a team
ers, employees and citizens who through firsthand of accountants from the chapter makes a complete
experience as workers, manager, and investors learn audit of several JA companies' books, and later selects
the full meaning of private incentive and ownership. the Accounting Company of the Year, making an
Financially, more than 70,000 subscribers including award to the company that follows and displays the
the largest corporations and small firms support JA. soundest accounting practices.
In addition, service clubs, business organizations and
The Butler (Pa.) Area Chapter provides lecturers
associations of all kinds have been helpful in introduc- for JA companies' monthly board meetings. NAA
ing JA to their communities, and in providing JA speakers cover such topics as financial planning, taxes,
advisors. There are some 23,500 JA advisors—business- financial statements, and information about NAA.
men, specialists in production, administration, sales —
JA advisors from the Cleveland Chapter hold clinics
Continued on page 66
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Chapter /Member News
ident of the Mead Corp., as officer in
charge of the Metals and Mineral Group.
GERALD T. BOLENDER, Buffalo, h a s b e e n
n a m e d a ssista nt con tr oll er of Hewitt Ro b i n s, a d i v isi o n o f L i t t on I n d u st r i e s.
JAMES MCMILLEN, Central Texas, was ap-

pointed vice president — administration of
Oil City Iron Works, Inc.

PERRY R. BEEDLE, Cleveland, has been
appointed vice president — finance of The
Ridge Tool Co.
WILLIAM B. PERKINS, Dayton, has been

named treasurer of Lloyds Acceptance
Corp.
J. W . GAGLIANO, Denver, has been appointed corporate controller for CF &
Steel Corp.
IRVING AUGUST, East Jersey past president,

has been appointed chairman of the newly
formed accounting department at Middlesex County College.
WOODROW W . BANKSTON, JR., Jackson,

NAA Vice President Clarence Langer (left) presents charter for the
newest chapter in Florida —Polk County. Accepting is chapter President
Charles K. Criss (center), while Walter Kasunic, manager of NAA
Chapter Relations Department, looks on.

was recently promoted to controller of
Glass Containers.
KEITH BALCOM, Kalamazoo, has opened

his own business —Keith B. Balcom, Accounting, Taxes and Finance Service...
. ROBERT J. WEEDER has joined Town &
C o u n t r y Ma rk et s a$ vice pr e si d en t a n d

Emeritus Life Associates

WILLIAM K. PANZENHAGEN, Hart ford.

NORMAN S. BROOKE, Grand Rapids past

PHILIP F. STEVRALIA, Syracuse.

president

The designation of Emeritus Life Associate is made available to retired members
who have had 20 years of active service,
or ten years of active service including five
years as an elected national or chapter
officer or director. Those so designated
are relieved from payment of annual dues.
The intent of this provision of the ByLaws is to recognize the debt which the
Association owes to members of long
standing. For additional information,
write to the Member Relations Dept.

CORDON B. BROWN, Pittsburgh past pres-

ident; Houston.
T. G. CARDIFF, Milwaukee past president.
ULMER S. COY, Southern Maine.
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DAVID E. KOSTER, Member -at- Large.
ARTHUR E. LEHRFELD, Brooklyn past pres-

ident.
JOHN C. G . MARTZELL, GreenwichSam
to
f- rd.
SHELBY V. MINTER, Battle Creek.

cont roll er.
KENNETH L. STUCKWISH, Knoxville, has

been named president of Berkline Canada
Ltd., a wholly -owned subsidiary of the
Berkline Corp.

HOWARD G. OBERLANDER, Washington.
R. PAUL RADER, Columbus.
FREDERICK C. ROUNDS, Dayton.
ROBERT A. RUSSELL, New Hampshire.
BERNARD SHAW, New York.
ELMER D. SIMPSON, Sa n Francisco.
DEAN C. STEELE, Delaware past president.

CHARLIE W. SWOPE, Dayton.
SILAS B. TUTTLE, Hartford.
CARL R. URIOT, Hartford.
KENNETH G. VICKERS, Member -at- Large.
Ro y E . W E H E , Milwaukee.
JAMES P. WHELAN, New York past pres-

Promotions and New Positions

J. CHARLES KOLB, St. Lou ts.

ident, has been elected group vice pres-

ident.

H. M. DAVIS, Des Moines past president.
FRED H . FISHER, West Bergen - Passaic
County past president.
N . C . GEIS, Cincinnati past president.
OMER F. HAMILTON, New York.
BENNETT S. HERRING, Shreveport.
FREDERICK R. HOUSTON, Mid- Hudson.
MILTON J. KEAN, Greenwich- Stamford.

M. L. M.,v11ALL, Battle Creek, was named
assistant controller, Clark Equipment Co.
CHARLES W . ADAIR, Birmingham pres-

ADAIR
Birmingham

MCMILLEN
Central Texas

JAMES C . JACOBSEN, Kokomo Area, has

been promoted to vice president of administration and chief financial officer of
Penn -Dixie Corp.
E. W. KELLEY, Member -at- Large,has been

named chairman of Consolidated Cigar
Corp., a Gulf & Western company. He
will continue as president of Consolidated
Brands, Inc.
ANTON F. PERSEK, Member -at- Large, was

elected to executive vice president and
chief operating officer at Geotel, Inc.
M AN AG E M E N T A C C O U N T I N G / F E B R U AR Y 1 9 7 2

W A L TER

ALLEN ,
Memphis, has been
named budget manager of Southbridge
Plastics Div., W. R. Gr a c e & Co. . . .
H O W A R D V A UG H A N
was appointed manager, financial systems, Dobbs Houses.

Time Off

Two Michiana members have been named
at Clark Equipment Co. EUGENE J. BORGM E YE R a n d

CH AR LE S F . L UR S E N w e r e a p -

pointed assistant controllers.
D O N A LD H UE BLE R ,

Milwaukee, has been
named controller, Siekert & Baum, Inc.
I� I

BEEDLE
Cleveland

KELLEY
Member -at -Large

Lours A . G R I F F I N , Mo n t g o m e ry , is now
co r p o r a t e c o nt r o l l er o f Bl o u n t , Inc.
MIC H A E L A . R YA N

, Niagara, was promoted
to corporate controller, Carborundum Co.
WILLARD

Cox, North Texas, was named
controller at Oil City Iron Works, Inc.
WALTER

PARKER
, Pensacola, has been
named to the new position of city treasurer—comptroller for the city of Pensacola.

11 rung hriefc as e, M r. H o w e . "

MELVIN

L. FINCH, Raleigh - Durham, was
ele ct ed secretary - treasurer of the Ne ws
a n d O b se r v e r P u b l i sh i n g C o .
T w o Rochester m e m b e r s we r e n a m e d by
E a st m a n Ko d a k C o . K AY J. Ro•rE is now
assistant con tr oll er a n d WAYNE K. GILMAN,

general credit manager.

R O B E R T L . D O L F A Y , S e a t t l e , 1s n o w c o n -

troller with Olympus Service Corp... .
RO BER T L.

RE H BER G E R

was

Named

con-

troller, Tacoma Boatbuilding Co.
FR A N K C . D E L E H A N TY, T u c s o n , h a s

been
promoted to controller and assistant secretary of the Star Publishing Co.
GERALD E. SAUNDERS,

Western Carolinas,
was recently appointed controller by the
DM Company.
V I L H O J . KA NG AS ,

Worcester, was recently
promoted to treasurer of the G. F. Wright
Steel & Wire CO. . . . . M I R O N C . M A L BOEUFwas promoted to controller of Reed
& Prince Mfg. Co.
Organization Service
A L F R E D C . CLA RK E,
Member-at-Large—
Colombia, was recently honored as one
of 15 accountants who had made great
contributions to accounting in this South
American country.

Accountants Are Like
Everyone E lse ... W e ll Almost
The stcrcot%p(, of the accountaut
seems to be as firmly f ixed as that of
the bru tish, Ne a n d er t h a l foot ba ll
player. He's often portrayed, and seen,
as a cold, aloof, nonsociable, and insensitive person. But it isn't necessarily
so, according to an article in the October issue of The Accounting Review.
The authors of the article, "The Accountant's Stereotype: Real or Imagined, Deserved or Unwarranted," decided to put the cliche to the acid test.
They administered psychological tests
(California Psychological Inventory) to
56 partners and employees of the eight
largest national public accounting firms
in Seattle, Wash., and then compared
the scores to those of eight other professional and occupational groups.
Results: "The negative stereotype attributes of poor interpersonal relations
and socialization simply did not surface. Since the CPA firm employees
score significantly higher than several
comparison groups on the sociability,

self- acceptance, socialization, self -control, good impression, psychological- mindedness and
flexibility
scales, the accountant's stereotype may
not oniv be uimarranted, it nrly also
be i n a p p r op r i a l t . "

A Yea r's Sala r y —Pa id
In Advance
T h e a c c o u n t i n g d e p a r t m e n t o f a Da nish engi neer ing firm ma kes up the
pa y rol l o nce a n d t ha t 's it for th e e nti re
year. According to the Oc tober 1971
issue of In t e r n a t i o n a l .Ma n a g e me n t,
the firm, R. Bdg Jorgensen's Ma sk infa rik Ltd., is experimenting with pa ying
its 1 5 0 employees only once a yea r a nd
in a dv a n c e. T he sc he me h el p s em pl oy ees to bu dg et in a d v a n c e a n d ha n dl e
long -term investments better; they a lso
ge t m or e i n te r est o n t h ei r sa vi n gs. It's
a p l u s fo r t h e a c c ou n t i n g d e p a r t m e n t ,
too, because some of its members could
b e switched in t o th e pla n ning a nd
c o m p u t e r d e p a r t m e n t s.

LO UIS
F R E ID E N B E R G ,
New York, was
elected president of Vacations and Conn
nnurity Services for the Blind.
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JAMES A. MCFADDEN, Trenton, has been
appointed a member of the Board of
Trustees, Teachers Pension and Annuity
Fund of New Jersey by Governor William
T. Cahill. He is a member of the NAA
Committee on Publications.
In Mem o r ia m
ELWOOD H. AUSTIN, 58, San Jose, 1962.
JOSEPH A. BARBS, 57, Southern West Virginia, 1968. ELA.
JOSEPH V. BENIGNI, 50, Westchester, 1955.
ROBERT J. CONROY, JR., 56, Tucson, 1963.
R. L. CRUSE, 45, Corpus Christi, 1971.
ERNEST G. DENT, 47, Fort Wayne, 1967.
C. F. FINCHER, JR., 52, Birmingham, 1949.
V. L. FURRY, 65, Columbus, 1946. ELA.
WILLIAM E. HORTON, 47, Michiana, 1955.
WILLIAM L. KEATING, 80, New York past
president, 1925. ELA.
FRANCIS S. LAMANTIA, 41, Norwich, 1957.
FREDERICK A. MATTISON, 66, Phoenix,
1964.
JOSEPH L. ROTH, 58, Morristown, 1939.
WILLIAM R. SHRADER, SR., 69, Pittsburgh,
1954.
ARTHUR L. VAY, 73, Rochester, 1942.
ELA.
F. A. WILKE, 69, Los Angeles, 1962.
JACOB WISCHER, 81, Waukesha Area, 1969.
NORMAN F. YOUNT, 54, Pittsburgh, 1946.
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FREE ENTERPRISE MAKES SENSE FOR JUNIOR ACHIEVERS
Co nt in ued f ro m pa ge 6 3
throughout the year, and make regular visits to JA
centers to review company records and discuss problems with the individual company treasurers.
Directors of JA programs in Anderson, New Castle
and Muncie, Ind., were so excited about the North
Central Indiana Chapter's Treasurers' Seminar two
years ago that they decided to make this seminar an
annual event and expand it to include training for
the other officers of JA companies.
Typical of the reaction to NAA'S efforts on behalf
of Junior Achievement, is the following letter, received
by the Waterbury (Conn.) Chapter, from their area's
JA director a year ago: "I want to thank you for the
terrific job you did with the JA treasurers and assistant
treasurers. The full impact of the seminar is just now
coming into focus. All of the kids at the seminar have
been asking many questions since the meeting, which
is proof that you got through to them and started
them thinking. Financial reports that are being turned
into my office this year far exceed those of last year
as far as understanding is concerned."
Many NAA chapters sponsor local "Treasurer of the
Year" awards. A representative of the Parkersburg Marietta Chapter attended the Annual JA Awards
Banquet in Marietta, Ohio, a year ago and presented
a trophy to the Treasurer of the Year. All of the area's
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finalists were presented to NAA members at the
chapter's regular monthly meeting. Dubuque Tri -State
Chapter helped to judge its area's Treasurer of the
Year award and presented a U. S. Savings Bond to
the winner. The Waterbury Chapter also sponsored
the local Treasurer of the Year award and paid the
expenses of the winner to JA's National Conference
in Indiana.
A National "Treasurer of the Year" Award is made
by NAA each year, at the JA national conference in
Bloomington. Selection of the winner is made by four
NAA judges who attend the conference. Cash awards
and certificates are presented to the winner and four
runners -up. Chapter support of Junior Achievement
is encouraged by the national office, and participation
in JA programs incorporated in the chapter competition.
Because Junior Achievement is a practical program
appealing to the constructive ambitions of youth, there
is much to be gained through participation in JA.
Junior Achievers constitute America's future business
leaders, and their early interest in company management inevitably extends into their adult life. Junior
Achievement is about you, your business, and the
economic system under which we operate. Participation in JA is an investment in the present and future
well -being of the private enterprise system.
❑
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That's right ... attend a cocktail party
with 1800 friends of the world - famous
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
Different? You bet it is — and many other
activities at the NAA Annual International
Conference in Philadelphia on June 25 -28,
1972 will be different, too.
Two things will be the same as always,
however. First, a top -notch program of
speakers and discussion sessions and, secondly,
the old -time good fellowship and fun that
marks all NAA Annuals.
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